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1 Introduction
Automation is the use of control systems in correspondence with the information technology
applications to control some processes for reducing the need of human sensory and mental
requirements. Currently, automation plays an important role in daily life and in the global
economy, where a lot of applications in industrial processes, which were previously carried out
by human, depend on automation fields. The main advantage of automation is to replace
humans who perform some tedious tasks or the tasks which are performed in dangerous
environment such as fire, space, under the water, volcanoes, etc. Also, the automation is
necessary for the tasks where human doesn’t have the ability to perform like the manipulation
of very heavy loads, very large objects, too hot or cold substances, chemical materials and so
on. The automation process can be realized using robots which are electromechanical machines
designed to move, explore, or transport different objects.

There are two types of robots, stationary and mobile. In general, the robots can be classified
according to their applications which are used for such as services robots, industrial robots,
medical robots, etc. According to the application, the robots perform the required tasks by its
own (autonomous) or with a guidance. In comparison with human, the robot is stronger,
tireless, repeatable (preferable in routine work), well-immune, labor saver, and better producer.

Mobile robotics cover the robots that roll, walk, fly or swim. There are four fundamental issues
that the mobile robot has to consider: its current location, the target location, how to reach
there, and what to do there. To achieve these issues, the mobile robot has to make some
measurements and modelling for the environment, localize its position, and plan a path to the
required location.

1.1 Mobile Robot Requirements

A mobile robot is a combination of various physical (hardware) and Computational (software)
components. Software component is a set of subsystems which are responsible for processing
and planning its various aspects. Related to hardware components, it can be considered as a
collection of subsystems for:

 Locomotion: how the robot moves and maneuvers in the environment.
 Sensing: how the robot measures the properties for itself and its working environment.
 Reasoning: how the robot maps the measurements into actions.
 Communication: how the robot communicates with the other components in the

environment.
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1.2 Autonomous Mobile Robots

Autonomous mobile robots are the robots which have a big importance not just for reasons of
mobility but because of their ability of autonomy. Their perception ability to maintain a sense
of position and to navigate in an unstructured environment, for performing different tasks
without a continuous intervention from a human operator, is paramount. The interaction with
the environment and taking the decisions without exterior commands can be considered the
common characteristic of autonomous robots. This can be performed using different types of
sensors or by using artificial intelligence to teach the robots how to take a decision in different
situations. The navigation and the arm manipulating for the desired objects are the most
important conditions to realize an autonomous performance for the mobile robots. Navigation
is the process of creating a path for moving from one place to another, using wheels, legs, or
other means, safely and without collision. The arm manipulation is the procedure of controlling
the robotic arm to perform some tasks related to the desired objects in the environment.

1.3 Application Areas of Mobile Robots

The range of applications for mobile robots is enormous where these applications can be
performed in different indoor and outdoor working environments. The applications area can be
classified according to the mobile robots’ tasks which they perform. Some examples related to
mobile robots’ tasks are as follows:

 Services support such as objects transportation (food, medication, etc.).
 Automatic cleaning for large areas such as supermarkets, airports, industrial sites.
 Client guiding in museums and exhibitions.
 Fruit and vegetable picking, fertilization, and planting in agricultural fields.
 Tree cutting, fire preventing, and cleaning in forests.
 Inspecting in hazard environments (catastrophic areas, volcanos, nuclear power plants,

oil tanks).
 Constructing and demolishing.
 Space exploration like remote inspection of space stations.
 Military surveillance and monitoring for vehicles and material.
 Surveillance of large areas like big buildings or airports for safety and security

purposes.
 Assistance for handicapped and elderly people.
 Entertainment.
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1.4 The Required Sensing for Arm Manipulation

One of the essential tasks of mobile robots is their ability to transport different objects within
the working environment. This activity requires sensing and understanding the surroundings
which is complicated especially when the mobile robots work in unstructured environment.
The realization of an effective mobile manipulation requires a high degree of flexibility in
perception, motion, and control. Large variations in objects, lighting, and clutter make the
manipulation a very difficult task. Mobile manipulation in such environments requires a tightly
integrated effort, combining techniques in sensing, motion planning, grasping, and control.

The stationary robot has a fixed position base which makes the activity of object transportation
from one place to another easier in comparison with the mobile robot. But the stationary robotic
arm has a limited range of motions related to the installation place. In contrast, the mobile robot
would be able to travel throughout the working plant, flexibly performing its skills wherever it
is most effective [1]. The inaccuracy of reaching the required position with the required
orientation, which is related to navigation problems, makes the tasks of object manipulation
with the mobile robots even more complicated. The fusion of different sensing sources enables
a mobile robotic system to better perceive the environment and increase the system robustness
for object manipulation [2].

The term of robot manipulation includes all of those techniques which allow the robotic
manipulators to interact with the objects in the working environment for the purpose of
transporting them to a desired place.  In other words, robot manipulation aims to grasp objects
by exerting the force at the physical contacts using the grippers. It is the ability to secure an
object inside the robot’s grippers while resisting external disturbances. Grippers are the
connecting part between the robotic arm and the object to be manipulated. Generally, a gripper
in industry is a specific device that is used only to manipulate one or a few objects of similar
shape [3]. The robotic grasping strategy has to meet specific and desirable contact properties
of the target object like its robustness, reliability, and stability. It is important to maintain the
object attached to the gripper in such a way that the set (gripper–object) does not have relative
movement in all its trajectory. Thus, the object is not damaged due to the fact that the actuating
forces on it do not overpass its mechanic strength [3].

For improving the autonomous manipulation condition, different sensors have to be used. The
aim of sensing capabilities is to provide feedback in order to adapt the robot hand with the
objects and environment conditions [3]. There are three main sensors can be used: vision,
touch, and hearing sensors. Hearing is a complementary sensor that can ease the detection of
contacts by rising the contact likelihood after the hearing of a contact. But the most common
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sensor for the manipulation work is visual based. The ability to recognize an object, accurately
locate and track its pose (position and orientation) is of fundamental importance in robotic
grasping [4]. Visual sensing is the most suitable way to get 3D view information to find the
pose of the objects in the workspace and to detect contacts too. It can also be used to track the
relation between the hand and the manipulated object especially with the unstable robotic arms.
But on the other hand, visual sensing is not 100% reliable because of environmental
uncertainties, sensing errors, calibration errors, and so on [3]. The classical approach to obtain
3D information from the view is the stereo vision system. This method is based in the disparity
between two camera images to extract depth information. Most of the humanoid robots use a
stereo vision system on their head for object manipulation. Another approach is to actively
project a pattern to the scene and observe its deformation to obtain the 3D structure. This
method is used by the Kinect sensor. The impact of Kinect sensor in the robotics community
is quite high due to its low cost, high reliability, precision and speed [3]. Fig. 1.1 shows an
example of a mobile robot with Kinect sensor which is working in hospitals for objects
transportation.

Figure 1.1: Mobile robot in grasping task in the hospital [5].
Another sensor, that can be used to deal with that lack of accuracy, is the touch sensor. In
robotic systems, sense of touch is implemented using three main types of sensors: tactile, force
torque, and kinesthetic sensors. The tactile and force sensing is very crucial in case of
manipulating different unknown objects which have different shapes, sizes, and different
surface material properties. Touch information is devoted to local features while vision
information is used for global scene understanding [3][6].
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1.5 The Control of the Mobile Robotic Arm

Robotic grasping and placing are common in industrial environments and have to be executed
with a high degree of reliability.  It is a key prerequisite for enabling a large number of mobile
manipulation tasks, such as objects transport and retrieval [7]. For the activity of objects
transportation with mobile robots, the most important issue is how to control the robotic arm
autonomously to achieve the grasping and placing tasks in a safe way with the required
accuracy. A robotic manipulator is an electromechanical system with multiple degree of
freedom (DOF) that is programmable to accomplish a variety of tasks. Degrees of freedom
(DOF) are the number of independent motions which an arm can make to completely specify
its configuration [8]. The robotic arm consists of rigid bodies called links that are connected
by joints. Fig. 1.2 illustrates an example of general structure for 6-joints robotic arm where
arm-type manipulators are considered important elements in robot systems because of their
wider movement range and higher general versatility [9].

Figure 1.2: 6-joints robotic arm [10].
In order to have a robust service robotic arm, it must have the ability to grasp and manipulate
different objects and this requires an accurate kinematic model. Studying the theory of
kinematics is important in order to analyze the robot arms. Kinematics is the most basic study
of how mechanical systems behave. The mechanical behavior of the mobile robotic arm has to
be studied to create a control software for an instance of robotic arm hardware. The kinematic
analysis is the relationships between the positions, velocities, and accelerations of the arm
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links, which are calculated without considering the forces that cause arm motion. The kinematic
is separated in two types, forward kinematics (FK) and inverse kinematics (IK). In forward
kinematics, the length of each link and the angle of each joint are given but the pose of arm
end effector has to be found. In inverse kinematics, the length of each link and the pose of arm
end effector are given but the angle of each joint has to be calculated. In other words, the
inverse kinematics is required to convert the 3D Cartesian coordinates of the target to joint
coordinates of the robotic arm. The solution of IK problem is more complicated to be found
compared to the solution of FK problem especially with the serial arms. With the kinematic
model and a motion planning module, it is possible to move the manipulator from one pose to
another in a free-collision path. In order to have a robust module for manipulation tasks, it is
necessary to compute the pose of the desired object where many of researches use a visual
tracking system which is based on image segmented features for this purpose [11]. This task
requires certain visual sensors and techniques for locating the objects in 3D space. Then the
robot arm runs the pick and place behavior for the target by controlling the arm joints using the
kinematics analysis [12][13]. Another issue, which has to be taken in to the consideration for
robust arm manipulation, is the design of gripper. The gripper has to be designed very carefully
to guarantee a secure arm manipulation.

1.6 Motivation and Goal

The outlook of life sciences laboratories is based on the development of innovative automation
solutions for the entire scope. The laboratories are equipped with automation equipment in
order to perform practical scientific work like biological testing, sample preparation and
analysis. The innovative automation in the life science laboratories ensures high throughput,
workflow optimization and reliable measurement results. The robots and especially the mobile
robots are very important and necessary in the field of life science automation. All the
automation islands and the workstations in multiple life science labs can be connected with
each other using the mobile robots. This connection leads to increase the productivity by
ensuring 24/7 operation and to save the human resources by reducing the tedious and routine
work for the employees. In the center for life science automation, different automation islands
are connected with each other by the cooperation of stationary and mobile robots. This requires
an appropriate hierarchical management systems to perform the automation of individual areas
in such a way that a comprehensive life science processes are realized. Fig. 1.3 shows the
overall structure of the hierarchical workflow management system and how the stationary and
mobile robots are connected with each other in the life science laboratories.
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Figure 1.3: Overall structure of management seystem in life science labs.
Five H20 wheeled mobile robots are used for maneuvering between the adjacent labs and
automation islands for transporting multiple labware and tube racks which contain chemical
and biological components. The H20 robot is a wireless networked autonomous humanoid
mobile robot. It has a PC tablet, dual arms, and an indoor GPS navigation system. Different
aspects are developed in the H20 system as shown in Fig. 1.4. The arms manipulation, multi-
floor navigation with elevator handling, and the collision avoidance with human robot
interaction are the main aspects that have been developed. This work focuses on the labware
identification and arm manipulation to investigate a high precision grasping and placing during
the labware transportation tasks with H20 mobile robots.

Figure 1.4: The developed aspects in the H20 robot system.
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The H20 mobile robot has a navigation plan to follow a predefined path to a specified station
using a guidance control system which depends on stargazer sensor with ceiling landmarks
(Hagisonic Company, Korea). The use of landmarks can be considered as a classical navigation
principle on which modern robotic navigation is founded. A landmark is a visible feature in the
environment whose location is known with respect to some coordinate frame [14]. This
navigation system inevitably causes orientation and position error for the robot in front of the
workstation. The error is related to two reasons. The first is the strong lighting and sunlight,
which makes the stargazer unable to recognize the ceiling landmarks. The second reason is
related to the odometry system, which includes encoders that are mounted on the robot wheels
to provide the motion information that updates the robot pose. The odometry system
accumulates errors for different reasons such as different wheels’ diameter, wheel-slippage,
wheels misalignment and finite encoder resolution. According to the experiments results and
previous studies, the rotation of the robot is the greatest factor in odometry errors [15][16].
Uncertainties in the robot pose compel to search and find the desired labware whenever the
robot arrives the workbench. Since these labwares contain chemical and biological
components, a high precision grasping and placing performance is required during the
transportation between the automation islands. The required accuracy for labware manipulation
has to be less than 1 cm to guarantee safe tasks. Therefore, the more direct way of dealing with
this problem is to use sensors to provide position and orientation feedback of the target [17].
Then, the joints of the arm have to be configured using the kinematic model to place the arm
end effector precisely and safely in the desired pose if it is inside the reachable space. The
solution of the kinematic problems of the H20 robot arms has to be found and validated to be
integrated to the arm control system. The accuracy and repeatability of the arms have to be
checked and calculated to know the related requirement for system development. Multiple tube
racks and labware have to be identified and localized visually to be manipulated wherever they
are located on the workbench. This requires a suitable visual sensor like a Kinect sensor which
can provide the view image with the related depth information to compute the 3D pose of the
labware. Visual feedback is a major issue in robotics control where the images data provided
by visual sensors are processed to extract valuable information. The quality of the visual
feedback control depends on the computation power, sensor resolution, and the algorithm
quality which is used. Object manipulation using visual data involves determining the pose of
the object with respect to the manipulator base. Since there are different kinds of labware and
tube racks which have different shape and design, it is not possible to manipulate them directly
using the H20 grippers. Also, the structure of H20 arms and gripper restricts such tasks.
Therefore, labware containers have to be designed to be manipulated directly by the H20 robot
to realize the transportation task. According to the design of labware container, the arm gripper
can be resolved.
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1.7 Dissertation Outlines

This dissertation is organized as follows. In chapter 2, literature overview and state of art
regarding arm manipulation with grasping and placing technologies are included. The
definition of kinematic analysis with its basic terms is illustrated also in chapter 2. The
strategies of computer vision to perform the detection and pose estimation for the desired
objects are also shown in chapter 2 which will end with a general overview about the H20
mobile robot and its system operation. Chapter 3 includes the general concept about the
requirements that are necessary to perform the manipulation strategy and the suitable
techniques that can be used. The solving methods of the kinematic problems and how to choose
the suitable one for the H20 arms are clarified in the same chapter. Chapter 3 shows also the
techniques of object detection depending on color, shape and local features and the
specification of Kinect sensor with its technology to obtain the depth information. The chapter
ends with an explanation about the client server communication model which is important for
system integration by connecting multiple platforms with each other. Chapter 4 shows the
structure and the specifications of H20 arms which will be followed with the analytic solution
of their kinematic problems.  Chapter 4 includes also the validation and simulation process for
the kinematic solution using MATLAB and how to select the desired solutions within multiple
solutions. In chapter 5, the integration of kinematic solution to the H20 arms controller is
shown. It includes also the tests of arm repeatability and accuracy and how to perform a blind
manipulation strategy for the labware based on sonar sensor. The second part of chapter 5
illustrates several designs of gripper and labware containers which are crucial to guarantee a
secure transportation. Also, several designs of labware holder, which are installed on the body
of H20 robot, are shown in this chapter. Chapter 6 shows the visual manipulation of labware
using Kinect sensor. Two versions of Kinect sensor V1 and V2 are used to detect and localize
the required target. The handle, which is attached to the labware container, is detected using
color with shape detection and feature matching algorithm. The chapter shows also the test
results of multiple labware identification and manipulation and the integration and connection
of the manipulation system with the navigation system through asynchronous TCP/IP socket
(client-server model). The chapter ends with the related work concerning the elevator handling
by pushing the elevator buttons and the head kinematic with stereovision control. The summary
and outlook are included in the final chapter 7.
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2 Literature Overview
Grasping technology has been developed to help humans for loading and manipulating objects
of different sizes, materials, and conditions. This has been done with two categories of arms,
namely tools and prostheses. Tools are those arm systems or devices that help humans with
grasping capability to achieve routine, difficult or dangerous grasps. Prostheses are systems
that are developed to restore grasping ability for the human arms when hands are lost [3]. This
work deals with the arm grasping and placing technologies which are performed using
autonomous robots to achieve objects transportation tasks within indoor environment. Fig. 2.1
shows some different designs of arms related to stationary and mobile robots.

Figure 2.1: Different design of robotic arms [18-22].
2.1 State of The Art in Object Manipulation

It is essential to give an overview about some projects which were developed to perform the
robotic manipulation tasks in different fields, applications, and environments. The object
grasping and placing have been performed with stationary and mobile robots. The stationary
robot has a fixed position in the working environment, therefore this kind of robot is used in a
specific application and in structured environment. This also means that the stationary robot
normally manipulates specific objects which are previously known. Most of stationary robots
have a stable manipulator because of the robust structure and accurate joints provided with
feedback system. On the other hand, the mobile robot normally moves from one place to
another in unstructured environment and has to deal with different kinds of objects. This
difference makes the application of object manipulation with mobile robots is more
complicated in comparison with the stationary robot. In typical manipulation scenarios, the
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workspace of a stationary mounted robotic arm is too small. One possible solution to achieve
a larger workspace is to construct manipulator with a restricted workspace but with a mobile
base. However, the object manipulation technologies, which have been performed with
stationary robots, can be considered as the basis for the grasping and placing development with
mobile robotics. Most of the studies state that in order to provide a stable grasp, the grasping
system requires complete information regarding the robot kinematics with its stability, gripper
capabilities, sensor capabilities and also about the workspace where the objects are placed [23].
In this section, a general overview will be given related to some object manipulation
applications with stationary and mobile robots. More details about the technologies, which
were used in these applications, will be explained in the next sections of this chapter.

Wu et al. described the theory and implementation of neural networks for hand-eye calibration
and inverse kinematics of a 6-DOF arm of UR5 universal robot equipped with a stereo vision
system as shown in Fig. 2.2 [24]. The feedforward neural network and the network training
with error propagation algorithm were applied. In this work, the aim of hand-eye calibration is
to determine the 3D location of an object in the robot base frame, based on the 2D coordinates
of two cameras. The hand-eye calibration problem of stereo vision system can be dealt with
through triangulation methods. Regarding the inverse kinematics problem, there are several
techniques to find the solution. In general, they can be classified into analytical solution and
numerical solution. For robotic arms with higher DOF or with non-spherical wrist, the
analytical solution of inverse kinematics problem becomes complex due to the high
nonlinearities in the kinematics model. In this work, table-tennis ball is manipulated using the
UR5 universal robot. Object detection algorithm is applied to extract the ball depending on the
ball color. The frames from each camera of the stereo vision system are converted from RGB
(red, green, blue) to HSV (hue, saturation, value) color space. Regarding the training of the
neural network for hand-eye calibration, first, the ball was attached to the end effector of the
robot arm. Then, the ball was randomly moved to 2,000 different positions by the robot arm
within its workspace. After that, the coordinates of the ball in image space were detected and
both, the 3D and 2D information were saved in a table. The mean absolute error for this step
was x =1.81mm, y=1.10mm, z=1.07mm. Regarding the training of neural network for inverse
kinematics, the end effector of the robot arm was moved to random positions and orientations
within its workspace. Then, the joint angles, end effector positions and end effector orientations
were saved at each time. These two steps were repeated several times in order to better
approximate the uniform distribution of the sample data points. The maximum mean error of
the joints was 8.57X10-3 rad with a standard deviation of 10.95X10-3 rad.
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Figure 2.2: UR5 universal robot arm [24].
Although the using of a neural network approach for solving calibration and inverse kinematics
problem is easier and time saving, the results values are not exact especially for the solution of
inverse kinematic problem. This strategy is not accurate enough to be used for performing a
high precision manipulation. The analytical solution enables the arm end effector to reach the
target very accurately in case that the robotic arm is stable enough.

Chung et al. presented an intelligent service robot to help people in transporting different
objects which are specified by a user within indoor environment [25]. As shown in Fig. 2.3,
the robot consists of a Kinect camera, notebook, DSP chip, multi-joint (4-axis) arm, infrared
(IR) sensors and iNEMO sensor module1. The iNEMO sensors include accelerometers to
measure the linear acceleration and earth gravity, gyroscopes to measure angular velocity, and
magnetic sensors that output reliable heading information. In order to achieve the task, the
Kinect has to capture the target object where the Kinect sensor can be considered as one of the
best visual sensors which is used for object detection and localization. Then, sequences of
image processing algorithms depending on color information are applied to recognize and track
the target. YCbCr color space was used where Y represents the luminance, Cb represents the
chrominance of blueness, and Cr represents the chrominance of redness. Whenever the target
is detected and localized by the Kinect, its center point has to be found. This information is
used to control the robot moving to the object. The robot turns right or left till the target center
point is aligned with the center point of the Kinect view. Then the robot moves forward until
that the front IR sensor detects the object. When a sufficient distance is sensed by the IR sensor,
the gripper on the robot arm will grasp the object and place it at the desired location. This work
shows an example for object manipulation using a very simple arm that has a very limited
workspace. Regarding to arm structure, it can be used to manipulate a specific design of objects.

1 The iNEMO sensor module is made by STMicroelectronics, which has several highly accurate MEMS sensors.
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The strategy of object detection using color information can be easily affected by the indoor
light or sunlight. This leads to inaccurate performance for object manipulation. Also, multiple
sources of information have to be used at the same time to recognize the desired object like
color, size, shape, etc. This improves the quality of detection algorithm where the using of one
information source complicates the issue of finding the required target.

Figure 2.3: An intelligent service robot with Kinect sensor [25].
Bimbo et al. presented a method to detect and estimate a 6D pose of an object by fusing the
data from Kinect sensor, tactile sensors and joint encoders for grasping tasks [4]. This fusion
of sensors information increases the system robustness. A Microsoft Kinect camera is mounted
on the 4-DOF robotic arm and 6-axis force and torque sensors are fixed on the fingertips of a
multi-fingered robotic hand as shown in Fig. 2.4. The 3D model of the required objects has
been previously acquired and stored in a database. Then, the process to find the required object
and its initial pose was performed using SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) matching
algorithm [26]. The second source of information came from the touch sensing to precisely
estimate the location of the contact.

This method aims to correct the errors arising from miscalibration, inaccuracy of the vision
system or limitations such as occlusions. Given an initial pose acquired by the vision system
and the contact locations on the fingertips, an iterative process optimizes the estimation of the
object pose by finding a transformation that fits the required object to the finger tips. Regarding
the performance of a real system, the mean error in the final estimation was about 5 mm. The
dealing with symmetries on an object considers as one of the limitations of this algorithm. The
function may have a large number of solutions in case that the object model matches with the
contact locations in several positions. This limitation is closely related with the number of
fingers contacting the object.
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Figure 2.4: Robotic arm with fingertip force sensor and Kinect [4].
Dhawan et al. used a visual feedback system for the robot arm to reach the required destination
[27]. The robotic arm consists of three rotational joints and there is an electromagnet part
attached to the end effector to pick up the objects. The kinematic analysis is used to control the
joints movement of the arm to reach the destination point. The system recognizes the targets
using color, shape, and features information. The features recognition depends on SIFT (Scale
Invariant Feature Transform) algorithm to obtain a set of features correspondences between the
object model and the captured image. The object recognition process was controlled using hand
gestures given by the user. There is an internal mapping between the hand gesture and the
required objects to be picked. For target localization process, the distance between the arm end
effector and the target position is calculated by a number of pixels in X and Y directions. This
is done by using close loop feedback control system. Feedback signals were sending
continuously from the visual system to the arm till the end effector reaches the target area as
shown in Fig. 2.5. Whenever the arm end effector reaches the required area, the electromagnet
part gets switched on to pick up the desired object. The arm then moves to the placing spot and
the electromagnet is switched off to detach the object. This application can be used in different
fields such as manufacturing industry, nuclear industry, and packaging industry. This robotic
arm has a very limited workspace because it consists of 3 joints. Also, the target localization
process is not accurate enough because it just moves the arm to be close to the target area.
Then, the magnetic end effector will pick up the object. Therefore, very limited kinds of
objects, which have metal surface, can be handled with this robotic arm.
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Figure 2.5: Robotic arm with visual feedback system [27].
Tsay et al. adopted an eye-in-hand vision system to provide visual information for the robotic
manipulator to compensate the uncertainties in the pose of the manipulator with the object [28].
The robot manipulator used here is the Mitsubishi RV-3AL industrial robot which has 6
revolute joints with 6-DOF as shown in Fig. 2.6. RV-3AL has been fixed on a mobile base with
four passive caster wheels at its four corners. The goal of using this mobile robot is to replace
humans in handling and transporting wafer carriers in semiconductor production lines. It has
the ability to manipulate different industrial object with maximum weight of 3 kg. This study
focuses mainly on developing a novel position-based look-and-move control strategy to guide
the manipulator to approach the object and precisely position its end effector in the desired
pose. Several schemes are required to implement such a control strategy, including image
enhancement, edge detection, corners detection, and camera calibrations. A vision system has
been installed on the robot to guide the robot manipulator to perform pick-and-place operations.
The vision system includes one CCD (Charge Coupled Device) camera. A target point-feature
set is extracted from the image by the proposed image processing algorithms, and used to
determine the relative pose. Some tasks must be executed in advance. These are camera
calibration, hand/eye calibration, and determining the desired relative pose between the camera
and the object to grasp the object. A positioned-based approach is presented to keep all of the
target point-feature set in the camera’s field of view. The idea is to move the end effector
according to the position of the centroid in the image plane. If the centroid is on the right, left,
top, or bottom of the image plane, then the end effector keeps moving, following a relative
motion command that it moves slightly in the positive or negative XY direction, until all of the
target point-feature set is on the image plane. Executing all the steps of the control strategy
approximately takes between 6 seconds and 13 seconds. The manipulator is very stable;
therefore, the position error range is 0.3mm ̴ 1.2mm, and the orientation error range is 0.07° ̴
0.96°. It is very difficult to reach this accuracy with unstable robotic arms. The look-and-move
control strategy here doesn’t depend on kinematic model to reach the target. This leads to
failure in grasping task in case that the target is not within field of camera view during the arm
movement. However, the look-and-move control strategy with kinematic model can be a good
solution to improve the accuracy of object manipulating in case of dealing with unstable arms.
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Figure 2.6: Mitsubishi RV-3AL industrial robot [29].
Chitta et al. described an approach for mobile manipulation for household objects using PR2
(Personal Robot 2) [7][30]. It has an omnidirectional base and two 7-DOF arms with encoders
attached on each joint to provide joint angle information as feedback control. It is also equipped
with a tilting laser scanner mounted on the body and two stereo cameras. In addition to the
stereo cameras, a Microsoft Kinect sensor is mounted on the head of the robot as shown in Fig.
2.7. The end effector is a parallel jaw gripper whose fingertips are equipped with capacitive
sensor arrays, each consisting of 22 individual cells. For a large number of different household
objects in unstructured environment, visual information is often not sufficient for robust
operation. Robustness can be increased with the addition of tactile and proprioceptive
feedback. In the unstructured environments, robust grasping requires to solve the problem of
uncertainty to cope with errors ranging from sensing and scene interpretation to mechanism
calibration.

An analytical solution has been used to solve the problem of IK for the 7-DOF arms of PR2
robot. For visual processing, a combination of two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional
(3D) has been used. 2D visual information has been used for object recognition and tracking
and as feedback for visual-serving controllers. The implementation of 3D visual information
depends on the filtered point clouds to segment the surfaces such as tables or shelves and
objects on these surfaces. A database of prebuilt 3 D models for common household objects is
then used to recognize and register some of the objects in the scene. Mesh models of these
objects are used to represent them in the environment model. The grasp planning algorithm
requires that a point cloud from a depth camera, such as the Microsoft Kinect or the PR2 stereo
pairs, be separated in individual clusters, each belonging to one target object. Once an object’s
point cloud has been segmented, grasps are computed using heuristics based on both the overall
shape of the object and its local features. A software framework has been developed using ROS
(Robot Operating System) [31], PCL (Point Cloud Library), and OpenCV (Open Computer
Vision) with other sets of software tools.
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The success rate for grasping process in this application was 88%. This grasping rate is not
sufficient to guarantee a safe manipulation tasks. This problem is related to the large number
of household objects which the robot has to grasp. By decreasing the number of the required
targets, the grasping success rate will be increased.

Figure 2.7: PR2 robot with Kinect sensor mounted on the head [30].
Dragusu et al. reported a mobile robotic system which consist of video camera with processing
tool, robotic arm and mobile platform as shown in Fig. 2.8 [32]. The robotic arm is Cyton V2
which is used for practical laboratory applications. The Cyton V2 manipulator has 7-DOF plus
gripper and can perform advanced control by exploiting the kinematic analysis. Also, it has
intelligent actuators that give feedback on position, speed, load, voltage, and temperature. The
system is designed for processing images captured by the webcam mounted on the arm to
extract the required information and send it to the robotic arm. The webcam captures the images
to be processed for object detection or for contour coordinates extraction. These methods are
implemented using a series of image processing techniques like edge detection, border
extraction, contour detection, contour extraction, along with match template and with the aid
of OpenCV library. Based on these captures, there were developed algorithms that enable the
arm to either sort the recognized objects to be having different shapes, or to draw shapes based
on the coordinates received.

Figure 2.8: Robotic arm with webcam and mobile platform [32].
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Sanchez-Lopez et al. presented an application for visual servoing and object grasping with a 7-
DOF static robotic arm under a binocular stand-alone configuration [11]. The system consists
of stereo cameras, objects with different colors, and a robotic arm with colored gripper which
was controlled using the kinematic analysis as shown in Fig. 2.9. The proposed method depends
on tracking and pose estimation for the end effector with the required objects. It is composed
of sequence of three processes. The first one is a fast segmentation in HSV color space where
the end effector and the grasped objects have different colors. This step considers the
segmentation using pixels’ classification and Euclidean distance. The HSV color segmentation
is useful for control the brightness lighting because one of the main problems in dynamic
environments is lighting conditions. For this case, the conversion from RGB to HSV was
performed. The second step is the selection of a region of interest, feature point extraction and
tracking over that region. It is important that the color of the grippers has enough linear
reparability from the colors of the targets. Finally, the centroid for every color was found where
the feature points can be used to estimate the homography between world reference frame and
image frame to compute the error between the desired position and the gripper position. This
vision system is susceptible to errors where the percent error of pixels’ misclassification is 5.65
%. It means, in case, that the gripper is too far from the visual sensor or there is bright light in
the scene, the segmentation will fail. Therefore, it is desirable to perform the detection process
using features matching, or object recognition in order to make the system more robust to noise.

Figure 2.9: Arm manipulation for objects with different colors [11].
Chen et al. described a robotic grasping system integrating 3D object localization with stereo
vision in unstructured environments [33]. A typical object manipulation task can be subdivided
into several components, such as object detection and localization, arm motion planning, and
visual servoing. The system consists of a 6-DOF ADAM dexterous robotic arm and a stereo
camera module for eye-to-hand configuration based on position-based visual servoing (PBVS)
to locate objects in 3D space as shown in Fig. 2.10. The Kinematic analysis has been used to
control the arm motion planning. The object detection and localization strategy has been
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performed for two different classes of objects: textured objects and single-colored objects. The
methods which depend on SIFT local features and color segmentation in a HSV color space
have been used to detect objects and locate their 2D positions in the image. The use of SIFT
local features depends on extracting textural information. The SIFT feature is fully invariant to
image rotation and scale. It is also robust against a substantial range of affine distortions and
change of illumination. Many features can be extracted from typical images, which lead to
robustness in extracting small objects among clutter. For object localization and 3D position
calculation with stereo vision, 2D detection and segmentation were performed for the left and
right images. This approach mainly consists of five steps: camera calibration, image
rectification, the difference of color on mapping pixels, aggregation of difference and disparity
optimization. In 3D computer vision, the calibration of the camera is the process by which the
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are calculated. The intrinsic calibration describes the
transformation relationship between the camera coordinates frame and the image coordinates
frame. Common intrinsic parameters of the camera include focal distance, the location of image
formation on the objective center, the ratio of length and width for the pixel, and the parameters
of twist and shape change of the camera lens [33]. The extrinsic parameters include the rotation
matrix to describe the location and orientation of the camera with respect to other coordinate
systems.

Figure 2.10: Object grasping using a dexterous robotic arm, ADAM, and a stereo camera [33].
Stueckler et al. described efficient methods for solving everyday mobile manipulation tasks in
domestic environment which need a vast set of perception and action capabilities [34]. For this
process, the mobile robot not only requires localization, mapping, path planning, and obstacle
avoidance abilities to safely navigate through the environment. It also needs to integrate object
detection, recognition, and manipulation. A typical requirement for a service robot is not just
to achieve the task, but to perform it in reasonable time. This work presented fast methods to
flexibly grasp objects from planar surfaces with cosero mobile robot. Cosero has two 7-DOF
anthropomorphic arms which resemble average human body proportions and reaching
capabilities. It also has an omnidirectional drive to maneuver in the narrow passages. The robot
senses the environment in 3D with a Microsoft Kinect sensor mounted on its head with a pan-
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tilt unit in the neck as shown in Fig. 2.11. 3D scene perception uses the depth images of Kinect
at high frame rates for the segmentation of the required objects on planar surfaces. A
differential inverse kinematics with redundancy resolution has been implemented to control the
anthropomorphic arms motion. This way of solving the kinematic problem doesn’t provide the
exact values for the joints’ angles which leads to inaccurate reaching for the arm end effector.
Also, this kind of robot, which deals with different domestic objects, needs to be equipped with
tactile feedback from touch sensors which are very crucial for these tasks.

Figure 2.11: Cosero mobile robot grasps a spoon using Kinect sensor [34].
Grundmann et al. presented a methodology for object recognition and 6d pose calculation for
robotic grasping using stereo vision system [35]. This object recognition method is capable for
multi-object estimation in complex scenes as shown in Fig. 2.12. It handles partial occlusions
and deals with large sets of different and alike objects. Object occlusions and the appearance
of similar objects in the same image often constitute problems to robust detection. The object
recognition process uses local interest points from the SIFT algorithm as features for object
classification. All objects data is extracted in an offline model generation process from large
training data sets of a total of 100 different household items. The stereo vision system of the
robot consists of two Avt Pike F-145C fire wire cameras with a resolution of 1,388 X 1,038
pixels each. The precise intrinsic and stereo calibration of the cameras are essential for pose
calculation and they were performed using MATLAB with camera calibration toolbox. The
build process starts with computing the SIFT interest points (IPs) for each image and calculates
3D points by triangulation of IPs in each stereo image. The application of the SIFT algorithm
on stereo images enables the calculation of precise 6d object pose. The precise detection of the
object pose allows accurate positional representation which is important for grasping tasks. The
low precision of the pose of surrounding objects can jeopardize manipulation attempts due to
reduced clearance. The experiments demonstrated a true positive detection rate of 72%. The
resulting pose errors had a standard deviation of 3.4mm in the Z direction of the camera and
1.4mm in X and Y directions. The resulting detection rate of this method is not sufficient to
guarantee high precision manipulation tasks.
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Figure 2.12: Service robot in complex environment for manipulation task [35].
Yamazaki et al. described a mobile robot for a cooking assistance in the kitchen environments
[36]. Recognition and manipulation functions were developed and integrated for handling
kitchen tools and foods. The robot has two 7-DOF arms with 2 high resolution cameras
mounted on the head as shown in Fig. 2.13. Each arm has a force sensor embedded on the wrist
and its end effector is gripper type hand. Dual arm motion was generated by the approach of
inverse kinematics using a single Jacobean matrix. Related to the objects detection, it is known
that the kitchen tools and foods have less distinctive texture on its surface and they are
susceptible to the effect of illumination. Several simple image processing methods and
combinations of them have been used for overcoming these conditions. The used functions for
image processing were edge extraction, area segmentation based on color or intensity,
background subtraction, 2D geometrical shape detection, and edge segments based matching.
For example, to recognize the cutting board, a simple 3D geometrical model was used. This
process was achieved by matching the model edges with the captured image edges. Also, a
particle filter based pose recognition was applied to improve the correspondence process which
can be affected by image noises and light reflection. Related to vegetable detection, the HSV
color system was used for achieving a robust object segmentation because it is insusceptible to
illumination influence.

Figure 2.13: A mobile robot for assistance in the kitchen environments [36].
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Collet et al. presented an approach for object recognition and pose registration for domestic
objects manipulation [37]. The method has been performed for grasping different objects with
a Barrett WAM robotic arm which has 7-DOF with human-like kinematics as shown in Fig.
2.14. The Inverse-Kinematics BiDirectional Rapidly-exploring Random Tree algorithm
(IKBiRRT) has been used for arm motion planning [38]. The arm trajectory plan starts from
its current configuration and ends at a configuration of placing the end effector at an acceptable
position for grasping. The process of recognition and pose calculation is separated into an
offline object modelling stage and an online recognition and registration stage. For 3D
modelling of objects, SIFT algorithm has been used to extract local descriptors from several
images. Each model is optimized to fit a set of calibrated training images, thus obtaining the
best possible alignment between the 3D model and the real object. Given a new test image, the
online local descriptors are matched with the stored models using a combination of the
RANSAC (Random sample consensus) [39] and Mean Shift algorithms [40] which allows for
efficient search of multiple instances of the same object. For pose estimation accuracy, the
average translation error was 0.67 cm and the average rotation error was 3.81°. The results of
this method show that the overall success rate for grasping was 91%.

The author also presented a framework for Multiple Object Pose Estimation and Detection
(MOPED) that seamlessly integrates single-image and multi-image object recognition and pose
estimation in one scalable framework [41]. A robust performance has been achieved with
iterative clustering estimation (ICE) algorithm that iteratively combines feature clustering with
robust pose estimation. The task of recognizing a single object and determining its pose from
a single image requires solving two sub-problems: finding enough correct correspondences
between image features and model features, and estimating the model pose that best agrees
with that set of correspondences.

Figure 2.14: Barrett WAM robotic arm in the process of grasping an object [37].
Anh et al. proposed a high-speed object tracking and visual servoing method based on a
window approach and a local feature descriptor [42]. A LWR robot with an eye-in-hand
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“Firefly” camera was used to perform the tasks of grasping and putting the desired object in
the desired place as shown in Fig. 2.15. The window approach for one of the local feature
descriptors, SURF algorithm (Speeded-Up Robust Features) has been used to select robust and
intuitive features of the object for visual servoing [43]. The task is to position the robot’s end
effector in the desired pose relative to the object accurately. These features decouple the
translations and rotations from the image Jacobian and keep the object inside the field of view
of the camera. The visual servo controller uses geometrical features that are computed directly
from the set of SURF interest points, which makes a method robust to the loss of features
caused by occlusion or changes in the view point. This method depends on the approach of
image-based visual servoing (IBVS) which is used to control the robot to a specific pose in the
environment. This can be done by matching the image features between the reference and the
captured images to regulate the estimated error to zero. Therefore, visual features based on
local feature descriptors such as scale invariant feature transformation (SIFT) and speeded-up
robust features (SURF) offer particular advantages for the purpose of the IBVS. Most
importantly, these methods are independent of changes in scale, orientation, illumination, and
affine transformations of objects. These methods also allow the controller to deal with the
object occluded partially, which always occurs in dynamic environments. The proposed
method requires three steps to perform the grasping task. In step 1, the robot searches around
the workspace to find and detect the object using the window approach of the SURF method.
In step 2, the robot uses the features obtained from step 1 in the visual servo controller to track
the object. In step 3, the robot chooses the grasping position and grasps the object. Various
experiments demonstrated that objects can be grasped safely and stably using the proposed
method.

Figure 2.15: LWR robot with hand camera in grasping task [42].
Nishida et al. proposed a feedback control method based on simultaneous use of
positional/visual sensors for a robot arm [44]. The positional sensors, which have been used in
this method, are incremental encoder attached to each joint to measure its angle. A stereo
camera set has been used as visual sensor to measure the position of the robot end effector. The
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position and the orientation of each camera were set as shown in Fig. 2.16 to guarantee a
sufficient positioning resolution. The proposed method has been implemented with a 3-DOF
robot manipulator where feature points have been marked on the end effector and on the target
object for visual feedback. The process starts firstly when the end effector is set to be outside
of the camera view and then the robot moves toward the desired position by inverse kinematic
analysis with the incremental encoders. Whenever the end effector is presented in the field of
the camera view, the control process based on camera information starts working. The proposed
method can guarantee the stability of the robot motion and achieve fine positioning. It also
needs neither kinematic calibration nor camera calibration.

Figure 2.16: 3-DOF robotic arm with encoders and stereo camera [44].
Azad et a. presented  a powerful stereo-based object recognition and 6D localization strategy
which are built on the base of local features for the purpose of grasping with humanoid robot
[45]. The work was implemented by the humanoid robot ARMAR to serve using its perception
module for various grasping and manipulation tasks in a kitchen scenario as shown in Fig. 2.17.
The strategy was performed with two integrated methods for textured objects as well as objects
that can be segmented globally and are defined by their shape. Thus, it covers the cases of
objects with complex texture and complex shape. In both subsystems, the 6D pose is calculated
by making explicit use of the stereo system to attain maximum depth accuracy.

Figure 2.17: The humanoid robot ARMAR in a kitchen environment for grasping tasks [45].
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From the previous state of art, it is clear that the kinematic analysis for the robotic arm is very
essential and required to control its motion. Tow general methods can be used to create the
kinematic model, analytic and numeric. The numerical method doesn’t guarantee to find the
exact solution in comparison with the analytical solution. For the tasks of objects manipulation,
the visual sensors play a main role in detection and localization the targets. High-resolution
images with sufficient numbers of frames per second are required for these tasks. The 3D visual
sensor like Microsoft Kinect gives very good solutions for the 3D mapping of the view. The
depth information of the view can be obtained easily with the Kinect in comparison with the
stereo vision model which needs a complicated sequences of image processing. The single
camera can also be used for localization but just for specific objects, which are previously
known, using scaling approach. Related to object detection and recognition, color segmentation
is one of the methods which is optimal for real time applications. Different color systems can
be used for segmentation like RGB, HSV, and YCbCr. Color segmentation with HSV color
system can be considered as the most reliable way because it is insusceptible to illumination
and lighting influence in comparison with RGB system. On the other hand, the object
recognition using its local features is invariant to image rotation, scale and change in
illumination. The SIFT and SURF algorithms are examples of using the local features
descriptors to obtain a set of features’ correspondences between the object model which is
already saved in a database and the captured image. The depth information can also be used
for object detection but just in the structured environment where the required objects are
already known and their models are saved in a database. The feedback control is very crucial
in case of dealing with unstable and weak robotic arm or using an inaccurate kinematic model.
Different approaches are used to provide a feedback signal which guides the manipulator to the
required pose. Angular sensors can be attached to the arm joints to provide feedback
information related to the joints’ angles. Touch sensors can also be used as a feedback control
to guarantee a safe and secure grasping especially in case of dealing with different objects.
Visual servoing can be considered as one of the common ways which points the arm end
effector to the desired object in the required manner. Two major approaches can be used for
visual servoing, eye-in-hand and eye-to-hand. Eye-in-hand approach can be performed using
hand camera which can be single, stereo, or 3D visual sensor. The hand camera guides the arm
end effector to reach the desired pose and compensate the errors. Eye-to-hand approach uses
the visual sensor to track the end effector and the desired object simultaneously to decrease the
positional error between them and to guarantee a perfect reaching to the target with the required
pose. The design of the arm grippers is also one of the prerequisites which have to be taken in
consideration to ensure a robust and reliable performance for the grasping tasks. In the next
sections, an overview about the kinematic analysis, object detection and localization, and
feedback control will be illustrated.
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2.2 Kinematic Analysis

Modeling a robotic arm involves the study of its kinematic behavior. A kinematic model is
concerned with the arm motion without considering the forces producing that motions. The
kinematics of a robotic arm deals with the study of the geometric and time based properties of
the motion and in particular how various links of a robot move with respect to one another and
with time. It provides an analytical description of the spatial movements of a robot i.e. a
relationship between position and orientation of robot end effector and its joint variables. The
problem of kinematic modeling is usually categorized into two sub-problems. First is the
forward or direct kinematics (FK), which is the problem of solving the Cartesian position and
orientation of a mechanism where the kinematic structure and the joint configuration are given.
The second sub-problem is inverse kinematics (IK), which computes the joint variables using
the given information of a robot’s end effector position and orientation. In case of serial robotic
arms, the IK problem is more complex than direct kinematic problem [46].

2.2.1 Forward Kinematics

In robotics, it is often necessary to be able to “map” joint coordinates to end effector
coordinates. This map or the procedure used to obtain end effector coordinates from joint
coordinates is called direct or forward kinematics. To solve the forward kinematics, two
commonly methods are used which based on Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters and
successive screw displacements. Both methods are systematic in nature and more suitable for
modeling serial manipulators. Also geometric methods are frequently used by some researchers
for the serial manipulators of relatively simple geometry [47]. In [48], a new method was
derived (quaternion algebra) to solve the forward kinematic problem. The next subsections will
clarify the transformation matrix and the D-H representations which are the basics to
understand the problems of FK and IK and how to solve them.

2.2.1.1 The Transformation Matrix

For mobile robot arm manipulation, it is required to know the pose of desired objects in both
camera coordinate and robotic arm coordinate. In Fig. 2.18, a simple robot arm example is
depicted where the camera (c), arm base (w), joint (j), and gripper (g) coordinate frames are
indicated. If the gripper has to pick up a widget, the widget’s pose has to be found in camera
coordinates. Then, we need to transform that pose into arm base coordinate (external
calibration) to evaluate if it is accessible or not. Finally, we have to transform that pose from
arm base coordinates to gripper coordinates to determine when we should close the jaws of the
gripper. The key to do this is to find the homogeneous transformation matrix which is used to
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calculate the new coordinate values for a robot parts relative to each other or other coordinate
system [49].

Figure 2.18: An example of simple robot arm with one joint [49].
In the previous example, if we want to find the gripper pose (g) related to the arm base (w),
then we have to do the following:

1- Find T1 transformation matrix from arm base coordinates (w) to joint coordinates (j).
2- Find T2 transformation matrix from joint coordinates (j) to gripper coordinates (g).
3- Multiply T1 by T2 to find the final transformation matrix (TFinal = T1 .T2).

The final matrix from step 3 includes the position and orientation of the grippers related to the
arm base as shown in Fig. 2.19. This is the way of solving the FK problem after substituting
the joints values in the final matrix. Fig.2.20 shows the orientation system.

Figure 2.19: Transformation matrix.

Figure 2.20: Roll, pitch, yaw orientation system [50].
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The following Table shows how to find the transformation matrix from one point to another in
the space including the translation and rotation:

Table 2.1: The summary of transformation matrix.
To convert the K coordinate frame into
the J coordinate frame, then it has to:

To convert a point in J coordinates into a
point in K coordinates, multiply that point

by:
Translate

Along K’s X axis by a,

Along K’s Y axis by b,

Along K’s Z axis by c, 
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The transformation matrix for fixed camera systems has to be computed related to different
reference frames like robot arm base, or end effector using at least three points or features in
the image plane [51]. The pose estimation involves this transformation by corresponding the
2D points in the camera with the 3D points of end effector [11].

2.2.1.2 The Denavit-Hartenberg Representation

The Denavit-Hartenberg representation is used to describe the translation and rotation
relationship between the arm adjacent links where it provides a guide for locating coordinate
systems on each link of a multi-link kinematic chain. Denavit and Hartenberg proposed to
define the manipulator with four joint-link parameters for each link [52]. Fig. 2.21 shows a pair
of adjacent links, link(i-1) and link i, their associated joints, joint (i-1), i and (i+1), and axis (i-
2),(i-1) and i respectively. A frame {i} is assigned to link (i) as follows:
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 The Zi-1 lies along the axis of motion of the ith joint.
 The Xi axis is normal to the Zi-1 axis, and pointing away from it.
 The Yi axis completes the right – handed coordinate system as required.

There are four parameters used in manipulator analysis. Three are fixed and are purely
geometric, these are the link twist (αi), the joint offset (ai), and the last is the link offset (di).
The final parameter is variable and it is the joint angle (θi) where (i) refer to the link number
[53][52]. The definitions of D-H parameters are as follows:

 Link length (ai): The distance measured along xi axis from the point of intersection of
xi axis with zi-1 axis to the origin of frame {i}.

 Link twist (αi): The angle between zi-1 and zi axes measured about xi-axis in the right-
hand sense.

 Joint distance (di): The distance measured along zi-1 axis from the origin of frame {i-
1} to intersection of xi axis with zi-1 axis.

 Joint angle (θi): The angle between xi-1 and xi axes measured about the zi-1 axis in the
right-hand sense.

By following the D-H rules, the homogeneous transformations between adjacent links are
defined.

Figure 2.21: D-H conventions for frame assigning [52].
The Fig. 2.22 shows an example of a simple arm with its D-H parameters. This example shows
clearly how to find the D-H parameters for the robotic arm. The joint offset (ai) is the distance
from the intersection point of (Zi-1) with (Xi) to the origin point (Oi) along (Xi). The link twist
(αi) defines the relative location of the two-joint axis by finding the rotation angle from (Zi-1)
to (Zi) about (Xi) using a right-hand rule for angle determination. The third parameter is the
link offset (di) which is the distance from the intersection point of (Zi-1) with (Xi) to the origin
point (Oi-1) along (Zi-1). The final parameter is the joint angle (θi) which is the rotation angle
from (Xi-1) to (Xi) about (Zi-1).
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Figure 2.22: An example of 3-joints arm with its D-H parameters [54].
In general, the transform, that defines a frame (i) relative to the frame (i-1), should be
constructed. By defining a frame for each link, the kinematics problem has been broken into
(n) sub-problems depending on the number of joints and the degree of freedom (DOF). In order
to solve each of these sub-problems, further process has to be achieved by breaking each sub-
problem into four sub-sub-problems. Each of these four transformations will be a function of
one link parameter only and will be simple enough. The four transformation matrices can be
obtained using Table 2.1 as follows:

1- The matrix for the rotation of (θi) about the (Zi-1) axis =
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4- The matrix for the rotation of (αi) about the (Xi) axis =
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By multiplying the four matrices, the general transformation matrix (D-H matrix) can be
obtained as follows:
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2.2.2 Inverse Kinematics

The analysis or procedure that is used to compute the joint coordinates for a given pose of an
end effector coordinates is called inverse kinematics. The solution of inverse kinematics plays
an active role in object manipulation because it is an important issue to make the arm end
effector reaches the desired object accurately. Basically, this procedure involves solving a set
of equations. However, the equations are, in general, nonlinear and complex. Also, even if it is
possible to solve the nonlinear equations, uniqueness is not guaranteed. There may not (and in
general, will not) be a unique set of joint coordinates for the given end effector coordinates
[55]. IK importance cannot be found only in robotics, but also in other fields like 3D games
and augmented reality. In contrast to the forward kinematics, IK does not have a unique
solution. The IK solutions which ensure collision-free operation and minimum joint motion are
considered more optimum [56]. Fig. 2.23 shows the difference between forward and inverse
kinematics. In forward kinematics, the arm joints’ values are known and inserted to the forward
kinematic model to find the end effector pose related to the arm base or shoulder. On the other
hand, with inverse kinematic, the end effector or the required pose related to the arm base is
known and inserted to inverse kinematic model to calculate the arm joints values. There are
some issues, which have to be taken into the consideration for solving the inverse kinematic
and controlling the robotic arm, such as singularities, joint limits and reachable workspace.

Figure 2.23: Kinematic analysis.
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All proposed manipulator solution strategies of IK problem can be splitted into two broad
classes: analytical solutions and numerical solutions. Because of their iterative nature,
numerical solutions generally are much slower than the corresponding analytic solution and
not guaranteed to find all the solutions [57]. Iterative numerical solution to kinematic equations
is a whole field of study in itself [58]. Some researchers use the Kinematics Dynamics Library
toolchain to provide a numerical IK solver for the robotic arms [59]. Within the class of analytic
solutions, two methods of obtaining the solution are defined: algebraic and geometric (closed-
form). The two methods are similar and differ perhaps in approach only by depending on the
FK solution (using D-H convention) with polynomial equations. The calculating of numerical
solutions is generally time consuming and giving an approximate value. Also, with the
numerical methods, there is no guarantee to find the solution relative to the calculation with
analytic expressions. Hence, it is considered very important to design a manipulator so that an
analytical solution exists. Manipulator designers discovered this very soon, and now virtually
all industrial manipulators are designed sufficiently simply that an analytical solution can be
developed. Generally, there are many solution methods for the robot inverse kinematics
problem. for example, Paul's analytic solution [60], Murray's classic elimination method [61],
and Jacobian transpose methods [62][63]. Man et al. reported a mathematical approach to
analyze the kinematics of a humanoid robot using the screw theory [64]. Analytical solutions
of the inverse kinematics have been found for some particular structures of 6-DOF serial
manipulator. According to the previous studies, inverse kinematics can be solved analytically
if all adjoining joint axes are parallel or orthogonal to each other as in Fig. 2.24 of Puma robotic
arm [57]. Lee et al. presented an analytical method with geometric approach for solving the
inverse kinematics problem of PUMA robots [65].

Figure 2.24: 6-DOF Puma robot arm [66].
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Billingsley et al. reported several techniques to solve the inverse kinematic problems for
different manipulators such as screw algebra, dual matrices, dual quaternian, iterative methods,
and Pieper’s approach for solving Euler angles [67]. The above methods can be demonstrated
to work on a few and particular manipulators, but they do not offer a procedural approach to
be used with every type of serial-link manipulator. Many of these methods are also not simple
enough to automate or use immediately because they require the derivation of unique IK
equations or algorithms for different classes of robot arms. Cubero presented a practical and
robust “Blind Search” numerical method which can solve the joint variables for any type of
serial-link manipulator, regardless of the number and types of DOF it has [67]. The IK method
will search for small joint angle changes that are necessary to minimize the position error
between the end effector frame and the target frame. The speed, stability and reliability of
solutions depends heavily on the selection of suitable search parameters, such as step size to
the next target point, incremental displacement magnitudes for each link, weighting factors for
calculating the total error, and an error tolerance to define the acceptable error of IK solution.
These variables need to be adjusted for each type of robot manipulator. Performance of these
algorithms can be regulated by trial and error to achieve a satisfactory balance between solution
accuracy, search stability, and computation time for real-time control. Nie et al. proposed a
method of sequential retrieval to solve numerically the inverse kinematics problem for a 6-
DOF robot arm which has not been analytically solved yet [68]. Aristidou et al. proposed a
novel heuristic iterative method, called Forward And Backward Reaching Inverse Kinematics
(FABRIK) for solving the IK problem numerically in different scenarios [69]. FABRIK avoids
the use of rotational angles or matrices, and instead uses a forward and backward iterative
approach and finds each joint position via locating a point on a line. Wu et al. proposed a
method which depends on the training of neural network to solve the problem of inverse
kinematics for 6-DOF robotic arm [24]. The method was performed by moving the end effector
of the robot arm randomly to different positions and orientations within its workspace with
saving the joint angles and the end effector pose for every movement. The procedure was
repeated several times in order to better approximate the uniform distribution of the sample
data points. T. Zhao et al. proposed a method to divide the IK problem of a 7-DOF humanoid
arm into sub-problems to find the closed-form solution taking the constraint of the elbow
position into consideration [70]. The 6-DOF robotic manipulators are widely used in the
industrial applications because of their ability to reach the target in different orientations.  For
this reason, the kinematic analysis of the 6-DOF manipulators is a rigorously researched topic
where the scientific community have been reported various modeling techniques to solve the
kinematic problems. For examples, T. Ho et al. proposed a fast closed-form inverse kinematic
solution for a specific 6-DOF arm [71]. Huang et al. proposed a strategy to find an analytical
solution for 6-DOF arm which was verified by MATLAB simulation and by the real motion of
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the robotic arm [55]. Xie et al. formulated the kinematic equations of 6-DOF space manipulator
using a specific analytical method. The proposed method avoided a large amount of inverse
matrices multiplications and the expression was convenient for trajectory planning and
simulation [9]. Cui et al. studied the kinematics of 6-DOF humanoid robot manipulator and the
inverse kinematic was found analytically through D-H convention where the geometry and
square transformations were put forward in order to separate joints variables from kinematic
equations [72]. Iqbal et al. developed the kinematic model of 6-DOF robotic arm analytically
and analyzed its workspace. The model was validated using MATLAB and implemented on a
real robotic arm [56]. In General, most researchers prefer the numerical methods for solving
the IK problems to avoid the difficulty of finding the analytical solution. Normally, the
analytical approach is appropriate for real time applications because all the solutions can be
found and it is computationally fast in comparison with the numerical approach. As mentioned
before, the analytical solution can be classified into geometric (closed-form) and algebraic. For
the geometric method, the complexity of finding the IK solution increases when the
manipulator has more than 4 joints. Furthermore, the solution approach cannot be generalized
from one manipulator to another because it depends on the number of manipulator joints, their
types, structure, and coordinates frames. The closed-form solution can only be found for
specific types of robotic arms, which have particular structure with 6-DOF or less. For easy
understanding of the analytical solution, an example for solving the forward and inverse
kinematics problems of a 3-DOF robotic arm can be found in [73].

2.3 Visual Processing

The important role of visual sensors in robotic manipulators is the ability to provide feedback
to the robot controller by analyzing the environment around the manipulator within the
workspace. A vision-guided robotic system is more suitable for tasks such as grasping or
aligning objects in the workspace compared to conventional feedback controls, like force
feedback controllers, inertial and orientation sensors which are installed on the robotic
manipulator. The main challenge in vision-based robot control systems is to extract a set of
robust and useful feature points or regions and using them to control the motion of the robotic
manipulator in real-time [74]. In fact, without visual information, manipulating devices can
operate only in structured environments, where every object and its relative position and
orientation is known a priori. With the need of real-time applications, visual sensors were
started to be utilized in the automatic control to measure the geometric characteristics of the
target. Some approaches related to the calibration process of visual sensors and also to the
methods and strategies of object detection and pose estimation will be illustrated in the next
subsections.
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2.3.1 Camera Calibration

Camera calibration is the process of determining some specific parameters of the camera and
it is the early step of computer vision applications. This step is a crucial for finding the pose of
the target and also for 3D reconstruction of the required object. A camera has two sets of
parameters, intrinsic parameters which describe the internal properties of the camera, and
extrinsic parameters which describe the location and orientation of the camera with respect to
other coordinate systems. A real time camera calibration is a vital requirement of the system
since the algorithms of image segmentation have to be able to work under the changes of
lighting conditions, scale and with blurred images, due to robotic vibrations [74]. The intrinsic
parameters may be adopted to describe the transformation relationship between the camera
coordinates and the image coordinates. Common intrinsic parameters of the camera include
focal distance, the location of image formation on the objective center, the ratio of length and
width for the pixel, and the parameters of twist, lens skew coefficients and distortion
coefficients [33]. The extrinsic parameters, which include the rotation matrix and displacement
vector, may be used in describing the pose of an object related to the coordinates frame of a
specific 3D point using the specified camera [75]. Calibrations techniques rely on sets of world
points whose relative coordinates are known and whose corresponding image-plane
coordinates are also known. More details, about how to implement the calibration process for
the cameras, can be found in [76-80].

2.3.2 Object Detection and Feature Extraction

The influence and impact of digital images on modern society, science, technology and art are
huge. Image processing has become such a critical component in contemporary science and
technology that many tasks would not be attempted without it. It is a truly interdisciplinary
subject and is used in computer vision, robotics, medical imaging, microscopy, astronomy,
geology and many other fields [81][82][83]. Image segmentation, defined as the separation of
the image into regions, is the first step leading to image analysis and interpretation. The goal
is to separate the image into regions that are meaningful for the specific task [84]. Zitova et al.
classified the segmentation techniques into five groups which are: threshold based, edge based,
region based, clustering based and deformable model based [85]. On the other hand, Lucchese
et al. divided the image segmentation methods into three wide groups as follows [86]:

1. Global Knowledge: The most common algorithms based on the image global features
are represented by histograms and contrast. Histogram thresholding is the simplest
segmentation process. Many objects or regions at images are characterized by constant
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reflectivity or light absorption of their surfaces. Then, a threshold can be determined to
segment objects and background.

2. Edge-based segmentation methods: These techniques are based on information about
edges in the image. Perhaps, these kinds of methods are the earliest approaches and still
remain important in some computer vision fields. The functionality of edge-based
segmentation algorithm depends on finding discontinuities in color values.

3. Region-based methods: These methods construct regions directly. The region growing
methods are usually good when noise is present at regions. Homogeneity is an
important property of regions and it is used as the main segmentation criterion in region
growing. A criterion for homogeneity can be based on gray-level, color, shape local
features and some others.

The vision research area for intelligent robots is called ”computer vision”, which is now
regarded as a fundamental and scientific approach to investigate how artificial vision can be
best achieved and what principles underlie it [87]. In the image processing, the noise, strong
light and other interferences should be reduced before applying the required algorithms. Also,
the captured images require sometimes light compensation due to the dramatic impact by the
light status.

Object detections based on color segmentation is one of the quickest methods. The speed of
this technique makes it very popular for real-time applications because it does not require a
prior information about the target. There are different representation systems to define the
space of color such as RGB, HSV, and YCbCr. The RGB color model is an additive color
model in which red, green, and blue light are added together in various ways to reproduce a
broad array of colors as shown in Fig. 2.25. The name of the model comes from the initials of
the three additive primary colors, red, green, and blue. The main purpose of using the RGB
color model is for the sensing, representation, and display of images in electronic systems, such
as televisions and computers. It has also been used in conventional photography.

Figure 2.25: RGB color space [88].
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HSV is one of the most common cylindrical-coordinate representations of points in an RGB
color model, which rearrange the geometry of RGB in an attempt to be more perceptually
relevant than the Cartesian representation. They were developed in the 1970s for computer
graphics applications, and are used for color pickers, color-modification in image editing, and
less commonly for image analysis and computer vision [89][90]. HSV stands for hue,
saturation, and value, and is also often called HSB (B for brightness). In each cylinder, the
angle around the central vertical axis corresponds to "hue", the distance from the axis
corresponds to "saturation", and the distance along the axis corresponds to "lightness", "value"
or "brightness". Fig. 2.26 shows an illustration of HSV color space.

Figure 2.26: HSV color space [91].
YCbCr color space is also used for object detection where Y represents the luminance, Cb
represents the chrominance of blueness, and Cr represents the chrominance of redness. It is
important to adjust the values of Y, Cb and Cr, respectively according to the change of the light
in the working environment. Related to the segmentation based on edge detection, there are a
lot of techniques such as Canny, Sobel, Laplace, etc. as shown in Fig. 2.27. The Canny method
has a good performances with noisy images [92]. This algorithm can only be applied on a
grayscale blurred image, and it will find all the edges, based on which contours will be formed.

Figure 2.27: Different techniques for edge detection [93].
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For corner detection, one of the most popular methods is Harris algorithm [94]. This technique
implements invariance to any corner and its response will be positive in region with corners,
negative in regions with borders and small flat regions. Fig. 2.28 shows the result of the Harris
algorithm.

Figure 2.28: Harris cornere detection [95].
Shape is also one of the properties which can rely on it for image segmentation and object
detection. Normally, shape detection techniques depend on the edges, corners, and lines
detection to identify the required shape. Hough transform method is one the feature extraction
techniques which is used in computer vision for line detection and shape recognition [96]. The
most effective approach for object recognition depends on the successful extraction of a
sufficient number of local features and textural information for each object. An advantage of
the feature-based approaches is their ability to recognize objects in the presence of lighting,
translation, rotation and scale changes. Several methods have been proposed for features
detection. The most popular of them are SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform)
[26][97][98], SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features) [43], FAST (Features from Accelerated
Segment Test) [99][100], BRIEF (Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features) [101],
ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) [102], and Maximally Stable Extremal Regions
[103]. Fig. 2.29 shows the result of object recognition using SURF method.

Figure 2.29: Matching between the captured image and the sample using SURF [104].
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2.3.3 Pose Estimation for the Detected Object

In general, the pose estimation for the target is performed based on visual sensors images and
feature correspondences. The description of the position and orientation of a 3D rigid body is
significantly more complicated. The depth information of the desired object is the fundamental
source to perform the pose estimation algorithms [105]. Fig. 2.30 illustrates the classification
of depth measurements techniques:

Figure 2.30: Classification of depth measurements techniques [106].
Higher accuracy depth estimation is commonly implemented in stereovision systems. With two
camera, that are situated in a well know position, a distance to an object or point in the image
can be estimated by applying a trigonometric function using a pure rotation between two
images [107][108]. Robots with only one camera can also estimate the distance using scaling
strategy for the objects which are previously known. The estimation is based on using a camera
with zoom, then changing the focal length to acquire a set of images that help to estimate the
position [109][110]. 3D camera like Kinect sensor V1, which uses the structured light
technique with triangulation, is also one of the most important visual sensors. It provides a high
quality color and depth information with high frequency performance that help to find new
solutions for object localization problems [111-115]. More details about some techniques of
pose estimation will be illustrated in the next subsections.

2.3.3.1 Stereo Vision

The stereo imaging capability is very familiar in the computer vision society because it imitates
the ability that the human eyes give. Computers accomplish this process by finding
correspondences between points that are seen by one camera and the same points which are
seen by the other camera. With such correspondences and a known baseline separation between
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cameras, the 3D location of the points can be computed. The search for the corresponding
points in the left and right images can be computationally expensive, but some procedures can
be performed to narrow down the search space as much as possible. In practice, stereo imaging
involves four steps [116]:

1. Mathematically remove radial and tangential lens distortion. This step is called
undistortion and the outputs will be undistorted images as shown in Fig. 2.31.

Figure 2.31: The removing of lens distortion [117].
2. Adjust for the angles and distances between the two cameras. This process is called

rectification and the outputs will be images that are row-aligned and rectified as shown
in Fig. 2.32.

Figure 2.32: Images rectification [117].
3. Find the same features in the left and right camera views. This step is known as

correspondence. The output of this step will be a disparity map, where the disparities
are the differences in X-coordinates on the image planes for the same point viewed in
the left and right cameras (d = Xl – Xr) as shown in Fig. 2.33.
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Figure 2.33: Finding the corresponding point between two images [117].
4. If the geometric arrangement of the cameras is known, then the disparity map can be

turned into distances by triangulation. This step is called reprojection, and the output is
a depth map as illustrated in the Fig. 2.34, and 2.35.

Related to Fig. 2.34, the upper black arrow is the axis of the real image plane, f is the focal
length of the used camera, O is the center of projection, the blue arrow in the middle is the axis
of the front image plane, X is the distance in X-axis between the required 3D object point B in
the real view and the center of projection, D is the projection of B on the front image plane, Xi

is the distance between D and the center of projection, Z is the distance in Z-axis between the
required 3D object point B in the real view and the center of projection. Using the similar
triangle theorem, it can be obtained that (Xi / f = X / Z). The focal length can be obtained using
a prior knowledge or by performing camera calibration.

Figure 2.34: The 3D point in the image [117].
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In the Fig. 2.35, it can be assumed that the stereo vision system is simple where the optic axes
of the two cameras are parallel. With the similar triangle theorem, it can be obtained that: (Z /
f = X / Xl), (Z / f = X-b / Xr), and (Z / f = Y / Yl = Y / Yr) where b is the baseline or the distance
between the two cameras and Y-axis is perpendicular to the page.

Figure 2.35: The 3D point in the stereo images [117].
According to the previous information, the position of point can be derived as follows [117]:

Z = f * b / (Xl -Xr) = f * b / d (2.1)

X = Xl * Z / f or X = b + Xr * Z / f (2.2)

Y = Yl * Z / f or Y = Yr * Z / f (2.3)

The other process which has to be performed, for obtaining 3D map based stereo vision, is the
calibration. Stereo calibration is the process of computing the geometrical relationship between
the two cameras in space. In contrast, stereo rectification is the process of “correcting” the
individual images so that they appear as if they had been taken by two cameras with row-
aligned image planes. With such a rectification, the optical axes (or principal rays) of the two
cameras are parallel and they are intersected at infinity. Stereo calibration depends on finding
the rotation matrix R and translation vector T between the two cameras. The main difference
between stereo calibration and single camera calibration is that, in single camera, a list of
rotation and translation vectors between the camera and the chessboard views will be obtained.
In stereo calibration, a single rotation matrix and translation vector that relate the right camera
to the left camera will be obtained [116].

2.3.3.2 Structured Light and Time of Flight with Kinect Sensor

The Kinect sensor from Microsoft company supports to create new ways that make some sense
in different fields of the life. The fusion of the RGB camera, the depth sensor and the
microphone system into a single device support the software developers and give them the
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opportunity to develop the computer interaction field. There are two versions of Kinect sensor
where Fig. 2.36 shows the first version V1.

Figure 2.36: Old version of Kinect sensor (V1) [118].
The Kinect V1 uses the method of triangulation technique for position calculation where beams
of laser are projected in view and an image of the scene is captured by an IR camera to register
the position of the light spots. The distance is calculated by the equation [119]:= / (2.4)

Where D is the distance to the object that the laser spot was projected on, B is the baseline
distance between the camera optical center and the laser projector, is the position of the laser
spot in the image, is the focal length of the camera and is the angle between the optical
axis of the camera and the projected laser. The Kinect V1 depends on the structured light
imaging technique for depth measurement. It projects a known light pattern into 3D view, as
shown in Fig. 2.37, and the depth calculation is performed on the basis of the triangulation
between the known pattern and the observed reflected pattern. The distortion of the light pattern
allows for calculating the 3D structure [120].

Figure 2.37: IR projection of kinect sensor [121].
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To explain how the depth sensor of Kinect V1 works briefly, it can be said that the Kinect
projects a known pattern (speckles) of IR light where the projection is generated by a diffuser
and a diffractive element for IR light. Afterward, the IR camera observes the scene and the
calibration between the projector and camera has to be known to Compute the 3D map of the
initial frame and then compute the speckle shift in X-direction to renew the 3D map. The size
and shape of the speckles depends on their distance and orientation to the Kinect sensor [120].
Also, Intel RealSense 3D Camera (F200), which is shown in Fig. 2.38, uses the same
methodology of Kinect sensor V1 for depth calculation [122].

Figure 2.38: Intel RealSense 3D Camera (F200) [122].
On the other hand, the new version of Microsoft Kinect sensor (V2) uses “time of flight”
technology to determine the features and motion of certain objects. It relies upon a novel image
sensor that indirectly measures the time it takes for pulses of laser light to travel from a laser
projector, to a target surface, and then back to an image sensor. By using the “time of flight”
technology, the Kinect V2 can see just as well in a completely dark room as in a well-lit room.
Fig. 2.39 shows the Kinect sensor V2.

Figure 2.39: New version of Kinect sensor (V2) [123].
2.3.3.3 Pose Estimation Based Single Camera

The strategy of pose estimation can be performed with a single camera using scaling
methodology where the object width and height are used for depth estimation. Object size
technique is a classical depth estimation approach commonly used to detect the distance to the
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object. The object area increases when it is closer to the camera, and the object area becomes
smaller when it is far [124][107][125]. Model-Based object pose method has been described
for finding the pose of an object which is previously known using a single image [126][127].
The method combines two algorithms; the first algorithm, POS (Pose from Orthography and
Scaling) approximates the perspective projection with a scaled orthographic projection and
finds the rotation matrix and the translation vector of the object by solving a linear system. The
second algorithm, POSIT (POS with ITerations), uses also the approximate pose found by POS
algorithm but in iteration loop to compute better scaled orthographic projections of the feature
points. Then, POS will be applied to these projections instead of the original image projections.

2.4 Feedback Control

The feedback control for the robotic arm is very crucial to achieve high precision object
manipulating tasks. The feedback control is very required especially in case of using inaccurate
kinematic model or dealing with unstable arm which has weak joints. This can be achieved
using sensors which are divided into two kinds, internal sensors and external sensors. The
internal sensors, such as encoders attached to the joints, are used to detect the configuration of
the robotic arm. The external sensors, such as cameras or touch sensors, are used to recognize
the working environment. Motion stability was proven based on internal sensors or joint angle
sensors in many researches [128]. For this case, the target pose must be represented by an
internal sensor coordinates or a joint angle coordinates. Therefore, inverse kinematics model,
which is the transformation from a target coordinates to a joint angle coordinates, is needed. If
the coordinate’s transformation includes some errors, the desired arm motion leads to failure
in reaching the target even though the desired joints’ angles are achieved. Therefore, additional
external sensors as visual sensors are strongly required to solve this problem in many cases
[129][130]. The visual sensors can guide the arm end effector to the desired pose even if there
are errors in the kinematics model. However, visual sensors have some demerits in comparison
with internal sensors. At first, the space of the camera view is limited. If a larger space is
required, the resolution of the positioning degrades. At second, when the camera image is lost,
the robotic arm cannot be controlled. It likely occurs when some unexpected objects blind the
camera. At third, the sampling time of visual feedback is not short in comparison with internal
sensors such as encoders. More details about using the internal and external sensors in the
feedback control will be illustrated in the next subsections.

2.4.1 Joint Sensors

Different sensors can be attached to the joints to provide close-loop feedback control for the
robotic arm motion. Angular sensor is one of solutions to provide a feedback value of joint
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angle which can be affected during the arm motion or because of heavy load. Torque sensors
can also be used for arm motion control by measuring the torques from sensors attached to the
joints. The torque measured at joints is used to compensate the parameter variations and
uncertainties of the arm caused by a load attached to the end of the arm [131][132][133].

2.4.2 Visual Servoing

A visual servoing system is a feedback control system based on visual information. It is
essential for autonomous robots working in unknown or unstructured environments. In general,
this system is composed of one or more cameras, a processing or computing unit, and a specific
image processing algorithms to control the robot's end effector relative to the desired work
piece. Reaching a particular position and grasping an object is a complex task which requires
lots of sensing activities. These activities have to be performed in a right sequence and in a
right time in order to make a smooth and stable grasp. One main fundamental observation with
robotic systems using visual servoing for grasping is that a robot cannot determine the accurate
spatial location of the object if the camera is located far away. Therefore, the robot should
move closer towards the object for better accuracy. Based on the system error signal, there are
two fundamentally different approaches to visual servoing control: Position-Based Visual
Servo (PBVS) and Image-Based Visual Servo (IBVS) [134]. Position-based visual servoing
(PBVS) uses the observed image features from a calibrated camera and a known geometric
model of the target to determine the pose of the target with respect to the camera [135].
Knowing the target’s geometry is essential for the pose estimation calculation. The camera
intrinsic parameters (focal length, principal point, skew coefficient, and distortion coefficient)
and the observed image plane features are needed as well. The robotic manipulator then moves
toward the target pose and the control is performed in the task space. Image-based visual
servoing does not include the pose estimation step. It uses the image features for arm control
directly. The control is performed in an image coordinate space [136]. The desired camera pose
with respect to the target is defined implicitly by the image feature values at the desired pose.
The image features are highly non-linear functions of camera pose which make IBVS to be a
challenging control problem. IBVS differs fundamentally from PBVS in omitting the
estimation of the relative pose of the target. With IBVS, the control problem can be formulated
in terms of image coordinates. Moving the feature points in the image space implicitly changes
the pose in the Cartesian space. Based on the visual sensors configuration of the robot, the
visual servoing systems are classified as two major classes called Eye-in-Hand and Eye-to-
Hand [137]. In General, and in the robotic manipulation field, the IBVS approach control is
used with Eye-in-Hand system where the camera is rigidly mounted on the robot end effector.
On the other hand, the PBVS approach control is used with Eye-to-Hand system where the
visual sensor is fixed in the workspace or on a fixed robotic part to observe the object or to
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observe the end effector with the object to create a feedback control. One of these
configurations or combination of them is used in various servoing tasks based on the
requirements of the robotic applications and based on the manipulator stability and accuracy
[138].

It is quite straightforward to apply the image based visual servoing approach to a multi-camera
system [139][140]. If a stereo vision system is used and a 3D point is visible in both left and
right images, it is possible to use it as a visual feature. In the case of using a monocular vision
system where only a single camera is concerned, a certain number of assumptions, such as
camera calibration are required to be made. Stereo visual servoing has many advantages over
the classical monocular visual servoing approaches where the depth information can be
recovered without any geometrical model of the observed object. Fig. 2.40 shows an example
of a manipulator robot with a stereo vision system [141].

Figure 2.40: A six degrees of freedom robot using a stereo vision [121].
Robotic visual servoing tends to be widely used in medical and surgical applications to position
instruments or perform the medical operations. For instance, “Laparoscopic Surgery” is
minimally invasive, which needs only several small incisions in the abdominal wall to
introduce instruments such as scalpels, scissors, etc., and a laparoscopic camera, such that the
surgeon can operate by just looking at the camera images. To avoid the need for another
assistant and to free the surgeon from the control task, an independent system that automatically
aims the laparoscope is highly desirable. Several researchers tried to use visual servoing
techniques to guide the instrument during the surgical operations as in [142-147]. In an another
application, visual servoing systems are used with space robots to perform autonomous on-
orbit servicing which includes approaching and docking to a target satellite and grasping some
complex parts for the purpose of refueling and servicing as in [148-152].
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2.4.3 Force Sensors

The two most important senses, which provide sufficient environmental information for human
to perform interaction tasks, are the force sense and the visual sense. The target pose acquired
from the visual sensor may be not accurate due to sensor limitations and bad calibration or
occlusions. Therefore, touch or force sensors can be used with the robot to increase the
precision of  the object manipulation [153][154][155]. Tactile sensing technologies enable
safer and enhanced interaction of robots with the environment for a more widespread
application. The monitoring using haptic systems could help to reduce the severity and the
errors of the grasping task. Tactile systems are based on arrays of sensors which cover the arm
grippers. The sensors measure many contact parameters (force or pressure) at different
locations for more precise grasping task. Chitta et al. presented an example of using the tactile
sensing with grasping [156]. In this example, the gripper is equipped with fingertip capacitive
sensor arrays, each consisting of 22 individual cells distributed on the tips, sides, and inner
pads. During the final stages of the grasp, set of reactive behaviors based on information from
these sensors can be performed to adapt the grasp for the unexpected contacts. The first reactive
behavior attempts to maneuver the gripper around the object when unexpected contacts are
detected by backing up and moving in the direction of the contact. The second behavior
executes a compliant grasp when one fingertip contacts the object before the other. The arm is
moved in coordination with the gripper to keep that fingertip in place, preventing the object
from being pushed out while the gripper closes. The final behavior adjusts the grasp tasks,
which are likely unstable, by shifting the end effector in an attempt to center the contact points
between the fingertips. This can be judged by seeing the contacts only at the fingertips or only
on one side of the fingertip sensor arrays. Fig. 2.41 shows an example of touch sensors
(pressure sensors) that are installed on the gripper.

Figure 2.41: Pressure sensors on the grippers [154].
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At the end of literature overview, it is clear that the kinematic analysis of the robotic arm is
very essential to guide it to the target. Different methods can be used to solve the kinematic
problem but the analytical methods are the most complicated and accurate at the same time.
They are computationally faster than the numerical methods and the exact solutions can be
obtained which make them preferable for real time applications. The robotic arm needs the
pose information of the target to be inserted to the inverse kinematic model to perform the
manipulation task. The visual information of the target can be considered the best and more
suitable reference to guide the arm. The stereovision sensor and the 3D cameras like Kinect are
the most common sensors in the robotic applications. But, the Kinect is the most preferable
sensor for such applications because it provides the view depth frame directly. The required
target, which has to be manipulated, can be found in the view using different strategies. The
general features of the target like its color or shape can be used for detection purposes.  Also,
the target local features like edges or corners can be utilized for matching process to recognize
the target. Several coordinate transformation steps have to be applied to transform the target
position from the camera space to the manipulator space.

In the labs of the center for life science, H20 mobile robots are used to manipulate and transport
different labware. A general introduction about the H20 mobile robot and how it moves in the
working environment will be illustrated in the next section. It is crucial to give an overview
about the features of H20 mobile robot with its operation and localization systems to show its
ability and to consider the requirements that is needed for system development.

2.5 H20 Mobile Robot

The H20 robot is designed and built on i90 robot base and its main features are indoor GPS
navigation system, touch screen tablet, two arms, dual-camera animated head (Hawk head),
and auto-docking / recharging station. Fig. 2.42 shows the H20 robot with its sensors and
external components [157]. The touch screen tablet on chest is used for displaying images and
playing video and audio. The dual arms consist of six joints with 6-DOF + 2-DOF gripper.
They reach about 60cm (2ft) as a maximum distance with max lifting weight of 800g (optional
1 kg). The animated head has dual 640x480 color cameras which are fixed on pan-tilt module.
The dimensions of H20 robot are 43cm (L) X 51cm (W) X 140cm (H). It has an auto-docking
and recharging station where 2 hours’ nominal operation time are provided for each recharging.
It has an indoor GPS and localization system which consists of stargazer sensor with artificial
ceiling landmarks to provide position and direction information covering the working area. The
navigation and localization system provides a collision-free point-to-point autonomous
navigation with max speed of 75 cm / sec. The navigation sensors include 5 sonar and 10 IR
range sensors. The range sensors are used for collision avoidance and for environment
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detection. The H20 is fully wireless networked (802.11g) with tele-operation and remote
monitoring and its application development tools are OS independent.

Figure 2.42: H20 Mobile robot with its specifications [137].
2.5.1 H20 Operation Strategy

The H20 is a wireless networked robot and also there is a local network for connecting the host
PC to the other devices on robot via Ethernet. The host PC is used to run the H20 Control
Center and Services program and also used as display. The robot network is connected to the
user network wirelessly using IEEE 802.22b/g/n wireless bridge as shown in Fig. 2.43. It
includes a pair of PicoStation, one is on the robot and the other is connected with the user local
network and it is called ground PicoStation. The host PC could be off the robot and can be
connected with it via either network cable (directly to the ground PicoStation or through a
network switch / hub) or wirelessly. The robot can be controlled by the user via a remote Client
program (Dr Robot Inc., Ontario, Canada) from anywhere all over the world using internet
connection. Two main issues have to be considered to proceed the robot navigation. The first
issue is the localization that makes the robot able to determine its position and orientation
within its environment, and the second issue is the path planning which lets the robot know
where it should go and how.
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Figure 2.43: Robot outside Server/Client communication architecture [158].
2.5.2 H20 Localization System

The localization system of H20 mobile robots depends on stargazer sensor with ceiling
landmark. Stargazer is a unique sensor system for indoor localization of intelligent mobile
robots and it consists of IR projector and an image processing unit. The unit analyzes and
processes the image of infrared ray that is reflected from a passive landmark with a unique ID
which is fixed on the ceiling as shown in Fig. 2.44. It is normal for this sensor to be influenced
by some sources in the environment such as sunlight rays or fluorescent light [159].

Figure 2.44: IR projector with passive landmark [159].
The H20 robot can determine its position in the room using the stargazer sensor on the robot
and the landmarks that were mounted on the ceiling of that room. The stargazer provides the
robot position and direction information in collaboration with landmarks which can be
distinguished from each other by coding as shown in Fig. 2.45.
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Figure 2.45: (A) Stargazer sensor, (B) Passive landmarks [159].
The range between the sensor and landmarks is measured and calibrated automatically. Also,
the relationship between two landmarks (according to the position and direction) is measured
and calibrated automatically through the landmark mapping procedure. Each localization
sensor can have up to (4.095) landmarks which don’t need any electrical power. The Fig. 2.46
shows the localization sensor with ceiling landmarks in the working environment.

Figure 2.46: Localization sensor and ceiling landmarks [157].
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3 The Work Concept
The laboratories future in the life science field is based on the development of automation
technologies to ensure high throughput, workflow optimization, and reliable measurement
results. Different kinds of stationary robots can be used to realize these purposes by performing
the required tasks on the workstations and automation islands. These workstations, which are
located in multiple labs, need to be connected with each other to improve the whole process.
This can be achieved by using the mobile robots that are significant to increase the productivity
by ensuring 24/7 operation and to save the human resources by reducing the tedious and routine
work for the employees. The goal of this work is to use the mobile robots to connect the
automation islands in the life science laboratories. This goal can be implemented by
transporting different kinds of labware and tube racks. These labware contain chemical and/or
biological components that require a secure grasping and placing actions on the workbench.
When planning the pick and place motion, one have to successively plan:

1. The end effector pose to grasp the labware,
2. The end effector pose to place the labware at the desired location,
3. The stable pose of the labware on the workbench,
4. The trajectory of the robot arms to achieve the grasping and placing tasks.

This plan requires essentially the technology that support the robotic arms with finding the
joints configuration to place its end effector at the desired pose by solving the inverse
Kinematics problem. The other essential issue is to recognize and localize the desired labware
by extracting the related image features and compute its pose relative to the arm coordinate
system. The arm gripper design has to be taken into consideration to realize a secure
manipulation for the target. Also, this gripper can be attached with tactile sensors which are
important in case of dealing with different objects in the environment. Fig. 3.1 shows the
structure of working concept.

Figure 3.1: The structure of working concept.
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3.1 The Implementation Strategy

In the center for life science automation, five H20 wheeled mobile robots, which have dual 6-
DOF arms, are used for maneuvering between the adjacent labs for transporting multiple
labware and tube racks. The H20 has a guidance control system which depends on stargazer
sensor with ceiling landmarks. This system inevitably causes errors in the robot pose whenever
it arrives the automation islands. The errors are related to the strong lighting which affects the
recognition of ceiling landmarks by the stargazer. The odometry system, which includes
encoders mounted on the robot wheels, causes also pose errors by providing inaccurate motion
information. The odometry system accumulates errors for different reasons such as different
wheels diameter and wheel-slippage. Therefore, it is crucial to localize the required labware
every time the robot reach the workbench. The joints of the H20 arms have to be configured
using the inverse kinematic model to guide the gripper to the goal. It is necessary to solve the
inverse kinematic problem analytically to provide the exact values for the arm joints. Multiple
labware and placing holders need to be recognized and localized visually. Therefore, distinct
and adequate visual features for the required objects have to be existed. Color segmentation
with shape recognition and features matching algorithms can be used for identification
purposes. The effects of sun light and strong lighting condition in the working environment
have to be avoided to realize successful identification process. The workstation consists of 6-8
positions for different labware. This wide workstation, which reaches about 1.5m length,
requires a suitable visual sensor. This sensor has to be fixed on a proper position on the H20
body to provide a clear view where the stereo vision of H20 head is not compatible for this
task. The Kinect sensor is considered the most appropriate 3D camera which can provide the
normal image with the related depth information to localize the labware or the placing holder.
The grasping and placing strategy for the required labware has to be performed wherever the
goal is located on the workbench. This requires changing in the robot position to realize
successful manipulation. According to arm structure and to the different labware designs, it is
not possible to manipulate the labware directly. Therefore, labware containers are necessary to
be designed for the transportation task. The labware container design determines the shape of
arm gripper. Fig. 3.2 shows the architecture of control strategy for the arm manipulation
system.

Multiple workstations are connected with each other by the cooperation of stationary and
mobile robots. The overall procedure of the labware manipulation starts with the user or with
the process management system (PMS). The management system decides which target has to
be manipulated by the robot. It is vital to separate the arm manipulation system to multiple
platforms to simplify the coding tasks and to facilitate finding the coding bugs. The arm
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manipulation system can be separated to two parts which are the target localization and the arm
controller. The target localization software utilizes the information received from the visual
sensor to detect the target and to estimate its pose. The target information is sent to the arm
controller software to guide the robotic arm and to perform the task. The connection between
the two parts is performed using a TCP/IP socket through client-server communication model.
This model is used to exchange information between the connected parts. This strategy is very
useful also to realize the system integration with the other parts. Fig. 3.3 shows the block
diagram of manipulation process.

Figure 3.2: Architecture of control strategy for the robotic arm manipulation.

Figure 3.3: The block diagram of manipulation process.
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3.2 The Concept of Kinematic Analysis

The kinematic analysis is very essential to control the robotic arm and enable it to reach the
required pose of the target. This process requires finding the solution of kinematic problems.
The solving of forward kinematic problem of serial robotic arm is easy in comparison with the
solving of inverse kinematics. Different methods can be used to solve the IK problem where
the suitable method can be used according to the specifications of the robotic arm. In the next
subsections, the solvability of IK problem for the H20 arms will be explained. Also, some other
related issues will be illustrated, which have to be taken into the consideration when the
kinematic model is used to control the robotic arm, like, singularities, accuracy with
repeatability, and reachable workspace.

3.2.1 Solvability

As mentioned before in chapter 2, the IK problem can be solved using two approaches: analytic
and numeric. Most researchers resort to the numerical methods for solving the IK problems to
avoid the difficulty of finding the analytical solution. Normally, the analytical approach is
appropriate for real time applications because all the solutions can be found and it is
computationally fast and accurate in comparison with the numerical approach. The analytical
solution can be classified into geometric (closed-form) and algebraic. For the geometric
method, the complexity of finding the IK solution increases when the manipulator has more
than 4 joints. Furthermore, the solution approach often cannot be generalized from one
manipulator to another. The closed-form solution can only be found for specific types of robotic
arms, which have particular structure with 6-DOF or less. These robotic arms are characterized
either by having several intersecting joint axes, or by having many of the link twist equal 0 or
±90 degrees and many link offsets and link lengths equal zero. Peiper indicates that in case
there are 3 consecutive joints axes which are parallel to each other or intersecting at a single
point then the closed-form solution can be existent [160]. The closed-form solution for the H20
arms can be found because the three shoulder joint axes intersect at a single point. It is very
necessary to use the closed-from method with the H20 arms because this analytical method
gives the exact solution with accurate values which is required to perform the grasping and
placing tasks in high precision way. The required accuracy of reaching the target has to be less
than 1 cm because the H20 robot deals with labwares which contain chemical and biological
components.
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3.2.2 Workspace Analysis and Reachable Space

Objects in 3D space have 6-DOF, three for position at space and the other three for orientation.
In mobile robotics, it is very common to situate the objects in 3D space referenced by arm base
frame. Therefore, it is necessary to know whether the robotic arm can reach the desired pose
or not. The workspace of a robot arm is a primary performance parameter in addition to its
speed and accuracy. The workspace of an arm, also termed as its work envelope, expresses a
robot’s ability to reach specific area. Given the information about range of motion (ROM) of
arm joints and length of its links, the workspace can be determined [56]. The calculation of
workspace is very important to decide whether the desired object is inside the reachable space
or not. The reachable space can be calculated by randomly sampling the joints’ values while
using the forward kinematics to determine the pose of the end effector [161]. Since the
reachable space is linked to the arm base, the target pose which is given in the global coordinate
system has to be transformed to the shoulder coordinate system [162]. The workspace of the
H20 arms has to be found to decide if the grasping or placing tasks can be performed or not.
The H20 robot has to be close enough to the workbench so that the location of the labware
within the arm workspace can be guaranteed.

3.2.3 Kinematic Singularities

Singularities are manipulator configurations in which one or more degrees of freedom are made
redundant. This reduces the ability of the arm to move in 3D space, even though the area could
be within its workspace. At a singular configuration, the manipulator loses one or more degrees
of freedom. The singular configurations are classified into two categories based on the location
of end effector in the workspace: boundary singularities and internal singularities. In the all
situations, it is essential that singularities are avoided. Therefore, one of the important criterion
for a good design of the manipulator configuration is to minimize the singularities. In many
cases, IK solutions cannot be found since the end effector frame is located near to an internal
singularity within the workspace, causing IK equations become unsolvable. Such problems are
described by McKerrow in [163]. It is necessary to solve the IK problem for the singularity
cases of the H20 arms to enable the end effector reaches all the possible pose within the
workspace.

3.2.4 Trajectory Selection and Estimation

When controlling a robotic arm to go from one position to another, it is not enough to determine
the joints’ values and end effector position. It may be necessary to continuously control the
trajectory or the path taken by the arm during its moving toward the target position. This is
essential to avoid obstacles in the workspace. More importantly, there are tasks where the
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trajectory of the end effector is critical. For example, during robotic welding process, it is
necessary to maintain the end effector at a desired orientation and at a fixed distance away from
the work piece while moving uniformly along a desired path [8]. The conventional path
planning problem formulation involves searching the configuration space of a robotic system
for a collision-free path that connects a start configuration to a goal configuration. Some
problems have to be taken into the consideration for arm path planning. For example, the target
may not be collision-free because of the obstacles in the environment. Also, the target may be
unreachable from the current arm configuration causing the planner to fail, even when collision
free alternative inverse kinematic solutions exist [164]. If the configuration, which was found,
brings the end effector to the desired pose, the IK solution has to be checked against self-
collisions, collisions with obstacles and joint limits in order to avoid invalid configurations. If
the checking reports collisions, the solution is rejected and the search is continued [30]. For the
example in the Fig. 3.4, one of the two possible solutions to reach the point (B) causes a
collision. The fact that a manipulator has multiple solutions causes problems, because the
system has to be able to choose one. For example, if the manipulator is at point A and we wish
to move it to point B, a good choice would be the solution that minimizes the amount that each
joint is moved. Hence, in the absence of the obstacle, the upper dashed configuration would be
chosen [57]. Some approaches are proposed to avoid these difficulties of trajectory estimation
by integrating the search for inverse kinematics solutions directly into the planning process as
in [165-169].

Figure 3.4: Simple arm with obstacle [57].
3.2.5 Repeatability and Accuracy

The repeatability of the manipulator means how precisely a manipulator can return to a taught
point. Any time a goal position and orientation are specified in Cartesian terms, the inverse
kinematics of the device must be computed in order to solve for the required joint angles.
Systems that allow goals to be described in Cartesian terms are capable of moving the
manipulator to points that were never taught or points in its workspace to which it has perhaps
never gone before. Such points can be called as computed points. Such a capability is necessary
for many manipulation tasks. For example, if a computer vision system is used to locate a part
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that the robot must grasp, the robot must be able to move to the Cartesian coordinates supplied
by the vision sensor. The precision with which a computed point can be attained is called the
accuracy of the manipulator. Calibration techniques can be devised that allow the accuracy of
a manipulator to be improved through estimation of that particular manipulator's kinematic
parameters [170]. The repeatability and the accuracy tests of H20 arms are very necessary to
determine the requirements to realize a successful grasp and place for the labware.

3.3 The Concept of Visual Perception

Different approaches with different sensors related to the visual perception have been studied
in chapter 2. In this section, the most effective methods of object detection and pose estimation
with suitable visual sensors will be illustrated.

3.3.1 Object Detection and Recognition

Different features can be extracted from the images to perform the object detection and
recognition such as color, shape, edges, size, and local features. Some methods use multiple
image features to create a robust strategy for detecting the desired object. The most important
features which can be used in object detection and labware identification will be illustrated in
the next subsections.

3.3.1.1 Color Detection and Segmentation

Color segmentation is one of the easiest methods for tracking an object from one image frame
to the next. It is very popular for real-time applications where it does not require a prior
information about the target. There are different representations of color system which can be
used to extract the desired object form the images such as RGB, HSV, and YCbCr.

RGB-based Feature Extraction: RGB is a convenient color model for computer graphics
since the human visual system works in a way that is approximately similar to an RGB color
space. Since changing the brightness and lighting conditions cause a lot of differences and
problems in the captured colors, tolerances for red, green and blue values has to be taken into
consideration to detect the objects based on RGB color space. Predefined RGB values for each
feature color are saved, then for each frame captured by the vision system, all the pixels are
examined and the pixels located in the range of the saved RGB values with considered
tolerances are detected and marked. According to specific equations and with having the total
number of detected pixels (N) with their positions in image coordinates, it is possible to
calculate the centroid of the detected object which is important for manipulation tasks. While
it is possible to simply use the RGB values for object detection, it is often not the desirable
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approach, since factors such as the viewing orientation and location of the light source affect
these values. Weijer et al. proposed some color invariant models in an attempt to rectify this
issue [171].

HSV-based Feature Extraction: The most important flaw about RGB-Based detection
methods is the changing of light and brightness in the environment which affects the detection
so badly and sometimes it is not possible to identify the color objects at all. Knowing the fact
that the brightness is an independent value in HSV color space, a proper tolerance can be
considered to cover all the values of a predefined color. This will certainly make the
implementation of the color detection more stable [172]. The conversion from RGB to HSV is
performed by the following equations [173]:= ( , , ) (3.1)

= ( , , ) , ≠ 00, = 0 (3.2)

= ⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ ( ) , =120 + ( ) , =240 + ( ) , = (3.3)

The HSV technique was used for object detection in [174]. First, the camera image is converted
to the HSV image format. The converting to the HSV format also produces better results for
creating binary image and makes the computing faster. The HSV image is then converted to
binary image for proper recognition of the object shape. The binary image consists of only 2
colors. One color is for the object and the other is for everything else. The next step is the
smoothening of the binary image to avoid rough boundary and removing discontinuous
changes in pixel values. This is achieved by applying a Gaussian Filter to the binary image.
Fig. 3.5 illustrates the steps of object detection using HSV color space.

Figure 3.5: Object detection steps using HSV color space [174]. 1  2  3  4  5
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YCbCr-based Feature Extraction: YCbCr color space is also used for object detection.
According to the color change of the light in the prevailing circumstances, it is important to
instantly adjust the values of Y, Cb and Cr, respectively [25]. The conversion formula is as
follows:

= 0.2549 0.5059 0.0980−0.1451 −0.2902 0.43920.4392 −0.3647 −0.0706 + 16128128 (3.4)

According to the previous studies and implemented approaches, HSV can be considered the
most powerful system for color segmentation because it is insusceptible to illumination.
Different colors can be used to distinguish multiple objects in the view. Other source
information like shape and size can be used additionally in case of existence undesired objects
in the view which have the same color.

3.3.1.2 Shape Detection

By modeling an object as a set of shape primitives, such as circles, triangles, and rectangles, a
set of rules can be used to recognize a set of desired objects [175]. The classical Hough
transform was concerned for the identification of lines in the image, but later the Hough
transform has been extended to identify arbitrary shapes, most commonly circles or ellipses
[107]. The detection, which depends on multiple information such as color, edges, size, and
shape, at the same time, can be a good strategy to perform a robust segmentation for the desired
object. The desired object can be attached with a specific color with a particular shape to be
detected and manipulated by the robotic arm.

3.3.1.3 Edges and Corners Detection

In order to obtain the required information from the visual sensors, it is necessary to apply
some techniques like edge or corner detection to the captured image. The edge detection can
be used for image segmentation where some filters can be used to extract the edges such as
Canny, Sobel, and Laplace filters. The coordinates of these contours can be extracted in order
to be sent to the robotic arm [176]. For corner detection, one of the most popular methods is
the Harris Algorithm [94]. Shi et al. used the Harris method to find good corners for object
tracking [177]. Tsay et al., presented an approach for accurately detecting the corners and
centroid of the desired object [28]. The detected corners and centroid serve as the target point-
feature set in visually guided robotic manipulation.
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3.3.1.4 Object Recognition Based on Local Features

In some researches, object recognition approaches are divided into two categories. The first
approach utilizes appearance features of objects such as the color and intensity. The second
approach utilizes features extracted from the object itself to be matched with the features in the
database related to the object of interest [178]. SIFT and SURF consider the most common
methods which use local features extraction to perform the object recognition. Since, in the
labs of life science, the H20 robot deals with different kinds of labware, an effective method is
required to recognize them. SURF considers the most suitable algorithm for this task. The
speeded-up robust features (SURF) algorithm has been demonstrated as an efficient object
recognition method with a fast scale- and rotation-invariant detector and descriptor. The object
tracker increases the speed by providing the complete region in the image that is occupied by
the object at every time instant. The object region is jointly estimated by iteratively updating
the object location and region information obtained from the previous frame. After finishing
the process of object recognition based on the SURF algorithm, the ROI which contains the
object is obtained using the object position. In the successive image, only the interest points in
this updated ROI are extracted and matched to find the object. Different images or marks can
be attached to the desired object or labware to be recognized on the workstation. SURF can be
considered a robust method to perform the identification task for multiple labware on the
workstation.

3.3.2 Object Pose Estimation

The pose of the target is very essential to guide the robotic arm. This can be found using a very
reliable method with robust visual sensor. Some previous researches were depending on a
stereo vision system with high resolution cameras to perform a good pose estimation. But the
stereo imaging need a lot of prerequisites and processing steps to find the depth information
which is the basis of position estimation. To handle this issue, a 3D camera Microsoft Kinect
sensor is used. The Kinect can provide the depth information without the deep process and
complicated steps that the stereo vision needs. It consists of RGB camera, depth sensor, and
microphone. The Kinect becomes a very important sensor in the robotic applications especially
for the tasks of object manipulation. Therefore, the localization process of multiple labware
and placing holders can be performed using the Kinect. There are two versions of Kinect and
it is very important to know about the specifications and the physical capabilities for each of
them. Related to the old version (Kinect V1), the structured light with triangulation method is
used to obtain the depth information. The field of view of RGB and depth camera are 57 degrees
horizontally, 43 degrees vertically with tilt range (up and down) -27 to +27 degrees as shown
in figure 3.6. The range of distance in default mode is 0.8m to 4.0m physically and from 1.2m
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to 3.5m practically. On the other hand, the range of distance in near mode is 0.4m to 3.0m
physically and from 0.8m to 2.5m practically. The modes for depth sensing (default or near)
are selected and activated through the programming of Kinect and as appropriate for the
scenario. Fig. 3.7 shows the two modes of depth sensing. There are some limitations which
have to be taken in consideration during the work with Kinect sensor such as depth accuracy,
the shadow in depth image, the strong lighting, the interference of other IR signals, etc. All
these limitations influence the response of the Kinect sensor.

Figure 3.6: The field of view for Kinect camera V1 [179].

Figure 3.7: The depth range of kinect sensor V1 [180].
Related to the new version (Kinect V2), “time of flight” technology is used to provide the depth
information and to determine the features and motion of certain objects. The face recognition,
motion tracking, and resolution with Kinect V2 are much more precise than the Kinect V1. The
high resolution of the RGB and depth cameras make it very desired to be used for object
recognition and localization. The RGB camera of Kinect V2 captures color frames with a
resolution of 1920X1080 pixels, whereas the IR camera, which is used for depth frame
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acquisition, has 512X424 pixels resolution. In comparison with the Kinect V1, which has
640X480 color frame resolution and 320X240 depth frame resolution, it can be noticed that
the depth measurements in V2 are more accurate than V1. Also, the computed point clouds
show a better resolution.  Related to the camera field of view, the Kinect V2 has a wider
horizontal and vertical view in comparison with the Kinect V1. Therefore, the Kinect V2 is the
most preferable visual sensor that can be used to perform the identification and localization of
multiple objects for robotic manipulation. Table 3.1 shows the difference between Kinect V1
and V2.

Table 3.1: The difference between Kinect V1 and V2.
Features Kinect for windows V1 Kinect for windows V2

RGB camera 640 X 480 @30 FPS 1920 X 1080 @30 FPS
Depth camera 320 X 240 512 X 424

Max depth distance ~ 4.5 M ~ 4.5 M
Min depth distance 40 cm in near mode 50 cm

Horizontal FOV 57 degrees 70 degrees
Vertical FOV 43 degrees 60 degrees

Tilt motor Yes No
Skelton joints defined 20 joints 26 joints
Full skeletons tracked 2 6

USB standard 2.0 3.0
Supported OS Win 7, Win 8 Win 8, Win 10

3.4 The Manipulation with Unstable Arms

In case of dealing with unstable arms which have weak joints, it is very essential to use a close-
loop feedback control to guarantee the reaching of the robotic arm to the target accurately. One
of the reliable strategy is the visual servoing which can be used for tracking the object or the
end effector with the object at the same time. In order to track an object in the workspace with
visual sensors, continuous or discontinuous images have to be captured. Continuous images
(video) provide more information about the workspace and this requires significantly more
computation power which is undesirable. Discontinuous images provide less information but
can be more difficult to track an object especially if both the object and the robotic manipulator
are moving. The basic idea of tracking an object depends on identifying the same features of
an object from different images taken at different times and viewpoints. There are two major
systems for visual servoing, eye-in-hand and eye-to-hand. Fig. 3.8 shows a structure of robotic
arm with eye-in-hand.
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Figure 3.8: Robotic arm with Eye-in-Hand.
Monocular (one camera) systems use a camera either as a global sensor or as an Eye-in-Hand
configuration. These systems usually adopt some form of model based visual techniques to
facilitate the estimation of the depth between the camera and the object [181]. If the Eye-to-
Hand configuration is used, a geometric model of the object is commonly used to retrieve the
full pose of the object. On the other hand, in the Eye-in-Hand configuration, feature-based
tracking techniques are widely used [182]. POSIT algorithm is one of the familiar approaches
which is used to find the pose of the known object related to a single camera [126][127]. A
single camera minimizes the processing time required to extract the visual information.
However, in the case where the object model is unknown, the loss of depth information limits
the servoing operations with one camera and complicates the control design. 3D camera or two
cameras in a stereo configuration can be used to provide complete 3D information about the
scene and the object [183]. One of the common approaches with stereo vision is to estimate the
disparity which is then used for depth estimation [184]. The fundamental problem of disparity
estimation is to match the corresponding features between two or more images. Since two
different imaging devices are used, the stereo vision systems require twice as much
computational effort in image processing as the monocular systems. In the look-and-move
strategy, a vision based controller generates the inputs of the joint controller of robot.
Therefore, the stability of the system relies on both robot joint controller and the vision-based
controller.

Sanchez-Lopez et al. presented an example of PBVS approach with Eye-to-Hand system
depending on object and end effector detection using color information [11]. It is important to
compute the position of end effector in every moment and compare it with the target position
to calculate the transformation matrix between both planes [185]. This kind of system assumes
that the position of the end effector has to be in the field of view of the visual sensor. Also, it
is assumed that the end effector and the visual sensor are in perpendicular planes to compute
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the orientation easily. HSV color system has been used for object segmentation. The end
effector has a specific color that is different from other objects in the scene. As shown in Fig.
3.9, the end effector color is orange but this color can be changed and it is important that it has
enough linear separability from the colors of objects. After the segmentation process, the center
of mass for every color (the end effector and the objects) has to be calculated. This is important
to create a region of interest for visual servoing purposes where it will be used for computing
the error between the desired position and the gripper position. Since the H20 robot has
unstable arms with weak joints, one of the approaches eye-in-hand or eye-to-hand can be
applied with the arms to improve the accuracy of reaching the target.

Figure 3.9: Object and end effector detection using color information [11].
3.5 Client-Server Communication

For the purpose of system integration, the control software for each device or platform has to
be connected and communicated with the other parts. Sometimes, the control platforms are
developed using different programming languages and it is difficult to integrate them in a single
program. Also, the integration of multiple coding platforms, which are developed using similar
programing language, into a single one can be complicated. This is due to the different
functionalities and huge number of coding lines that are generated which make the possibility
of solving the coding bugs very complex. Thus, for a flexible process execution, it is required
to develop a software interface that can interact with all coding platforms simultaneously. As
all the robot devices and computer are connected under a common LAN with different IP
addresses, the interface program can interact with them over Ethernet by connecting to the
specific IP address. The client initiates the connection with the server by connecting to a
specific socket address using TCP/IP. The socket address is a combination of IP address and a
port number. The communication process between the client and the server is described using
a sequential diagram shown in Fig. 3.10 and is explained as follows:
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Figure 3.10: Sequential diagram for client – server model.
Initially, sockets are created on both server and client (by default, a server socket is created
with the execution of server program). Client requests a socket connection with server on
specific port. If the requested port is free to use, server establishes a connection and it is ready
to communicate with client. Once, the connection is established, the client program
send/receive information to/from the server program. Both sockets are closed when data
transfer is successful. The information is transferred in the form of strings.

The arm manipulation system can be separated into two coding platforms. The first one is the
object detection and localization process using the visual sensor. The second platform is the
arm controller which include the kinematic model with joints control. The two platforms can
be connected through a client-server model to exchange the required information during the
manipulation task. The arm manipulation system in turn can be connected with the higher
platform that can be the navigation platform or the management system to realize a fully
integration system.
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4 The Solution of Kinematic Problem
The kinematics analysis plays an active role in object manipulation because it is an important
issue to make the arm end effector reach the desired object accurately. Also, there are other
issues, which have to be taken into the consideration when we need to control the robotic arm,
like, singularities, joint limits and reachable workspace. As mentioned in chapter 3, the closed
form solution will be used for the H20 arms and this can only be found for specific types of
robotic arms, which have particular structure with 6-DOF or less. Peiper indicates that in case
there are 3 consecutive joints axes which are parallel to each other or intersecting at a single
point then the closed-form solution can be existent [160]. The closed-form solution for the H20
arms can be found because the three shoulder joint axes intersect at a single point as shown in
Fig. 4.1.

4.1 H20 Arms’ Kinematics and Specifications

The H20 mobile robot has dual arms each consists of 6 revolute joints (2-shoulder joints, upper
arm, elbow joint, lower arm, wrist) and a 2-DOF gripper, reaching 60 cm (2ft), with maximum
lifting weight of 800g. The arm has 6-DOF, two of them are located at the shoulder, two in the
elbow, and the last two DOF are assigned on the wrist. The length of the upper arm d3 and
lower arm d5 are 236 mm and 232 mm respectively. Also, the distance between the wrist joint
and the end effector is 69 mm. Fig. 4.1 shows the structure and the joints coordinate frames for
both left and right arms.

Figure 4.1: H20 arms structure and coordinate frames.
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The Denavit-Hartenberg rules provide a guide for locating coordinate systems on each link of
a multi-link kinematic chain. By following the D-H rules, the homogeneous transformations
between adjacent links are defined. There are four parameters used in the manipulator analysis:
the link length (ai-1), the link twist (αi-1), the link offset (di), and the joint angle (θi) where (i)
refers to the link number [52]. The D-H parameters of the H20 arms are shown in Table 4.1
where joint (1) represents the shoulder joint, and joint (6) represents the wrist, and so on [186].

Table 4.1: The D-H parameters for the H20 arms.
Left and Right Arms

θi
α(i-1)
(L)

α(i-1)
(R)

a(i-1)
(LR)

di (m)
(L)

di (m)
(R)

Joints limit
(LR)

θ1 0o 0o 0 0 0 -20o~192o

θ2 90o -90o 0 0 0 -200o~-85o

θ3 90o -90o 0 -0.236 0.236 -195o~15o

θ4 -90o 90o 0 0 0 -129o~90o

θ5 90o -90o 0 -0.232 0.232 0o~180o

θ6 -90o 90o 0 0 0 -60o~85o

According to the D-H coordinates system, the general homogeneous transformation matrix of
the H20 arms Ti (i=1~6) is as the following equation [186]:
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Due to Denavit-Hartenberg method, we can get the homogeneous transformation matrices of
the H20 arms.  The transformation matrices related to the right arm are as the following:
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For the grasping task, it is crucial to find the matrix, which describes the translation between
the wrist joint and the end effector. This translation is in Y-axis according to the coordinate’s
frame of a wrist joint and the matrix is as follows:
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4.2 Forward Kinematic Solution with Validation

The forward kinematics is how to find the end effector pose relative to the arm base for the
given joint angles. The forward kinematic solution can be obtained using Eq. (4.2). The
solution in the final matrix includes the orthogonal vector (nx, ny, nz), the orientation vector (ox,
oy, oz), the approach vector (ax, ay, az), and the end effector position vector (px, py, pz).
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Matlab software with Robotics toolbox has been used to validate the Forward Kinematic
solution of the H20 arms. The numerical results of forward kinematic with simulation plot give
clear insight for the kinematic behavior of the robotic arm. The validation process has been
done after giving different joints configuration as an input to the forward Kinematic model
(4.2) and to the Matlab toolbox. The results have been compared and plotted and they were
identical.
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The first configuration of joint angles [θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5, θ6] has been given as [0o, -90o, -90o, 0o,
90o, 0o]. The position and orientation of the end effector related to the arm base have been
computed using (4.2). In the Matlab environment, the D-H parameters have been given. Then,
using the command ‘fkine’ with Robotics toolbox, the same result has been attained. Fig. 4.2
illustrates the position and orientation of the end effector relative to the arm base and also the
simulation plot of the arm.

Figure 4.2: The position and orientation of the end effector and the simulation plot of arm according tothe configuration [0o, -90o, -90o, 0o, 90o, 0o].
Giving another joint configuration [θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5, θ6] as [0o, -90o, -90o, -90o, 90o, 0o], the
position and orientation of the end effector relative to the arm base have been computed using
(4.2) as well as Robotics toolbox. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the results according to the given joint
configuration. Fig. 4.4 shows the results when the joints configuration is [θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5, θ6]
= [0o, -180o, -90o, 0o, 90o, 0o].

Figure 4.3: The position and orientation of the end effector and the simulation plot of arm according tothe configuration [0o, -90o, -90o, -90o, 90o, 0o].

Figure 4.4: The position and orientation of the end effector and the simulation plot of arm according tothe configuration [0o, -180o, -90o, -90o, 90o, 0o].
4.3 Inverse Kinematic Solution

M. A. Ali et al. proposed a reverse decoupling mechanism method to solve the IK problem of
humanoid robots analytically [187]. The strategy of this method depends on viewing the
kinematic chain of the manipulator in reverse order with decoupling the position and

E

E

E
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orientation. In other words, the arm can be viewed in reverse order so that the pose of the arm
base can be described relative to the end effector. This method includes also decision equations
to choose the suitable solution within multiple solutions. R. O’Flaherty et al. utilized the same
method to find the closed-form solution of the IK problem for HUBO2+ humanoid robot [188].

A reverse decoupling mechanism method has been used to find the full solution analytically
for 6-joints by viewing the kinematic chain of H20 arms in reverse order and then decoupling
it into the positioning and orientation mechanisms. Finally, the inverse transform technique is
utilized in deriving a consistent joint solution. Using this knowledge, the arm can be viewed in
reverse so that the last three joints make up the shoulder, thus the position and orientation of
the shoulder frame can be described relative to the hand frame. This method gives 8 possible
solutions for each specified set of end effector position and orientation. This approach has been
applied to the left and right arms of H20 robot. Computer simulations using Matlab were
performed to verify the correctness of the closed-form solutions. To solve the IK problem in
this reverse way, the following steps have been performed [186]:

1- Finding the forward kinematic matrix as the following equation:

TE
0

= T01 . T12 . T23 . T34 . T45 . T56 . TE
6

=
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yyyy

xxxx
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paon
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.

2- Find the inverse of the forward kinematic matrix ( TE
0

´) which equals to TE0 .

3- Find the solution of joints 4, 5, and 6 using following equation:

T56 . TE
6 . TE

0
´ = T54 . T43 . T32 . T21 . T10 .

4- The joints solutions will be found by equating specific elements in the final matrix of
the left-hand side with the related elements in final matrix of the right-hand side. Then,
the trigonometric identities with some mathematical operations will be used to find the
desired solution.

5- Find the solution of joints 1, 2, and 3 using following equation and as the previous step:

T34 . T
4
5 . T

5
6 . TE

6
. TE

0

´ = T
3
2 . T

2
1 . T

1
0

To start solving the inverse kinematic problem of the left and right arms, the inverse of forward
kinematic matrix has to be found as follows:
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TE0 = TE6 . T65 . T54 . T43 . T32 . T21 . T10 =
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. (4.3)

To find the solution for the joints 4, 5, and 6, we multiply the both sides of (4.3) by ( T56 . TE
6

)
and the result is as follows:

T54 . T43 . T32 . T21 . T10 = T56 . TE
6 . TE0 . (4.4)

The right side of (4.4) is the following matrix:
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and the left side of (4.4) is:
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where S and C are the abbreviation of sine and cosine of angle respectively. By equating the
position elements of (4.5) and (4.6), we get:

xey ipCdipS 66 )(  = 543 CSd , (4.7)

543 SSdip z  , (4.8)

xey ipSdipC 66 )(  = 543 dCd  . (4.9)

To solve the joint angle θ4, we suppose the following terms: ( ey dip  = rS ) and ( xip = rC ),

where r = ( 22 )()( xey ipdip  ),  = (atan2 ( ey dip  , xip )), and (atan2) is the two argument

arc tangent function. These terms are obtained according to the arms coordinates frame with
reverse order. By substituting these terms into (4.7) and (4.8) and using the angle sum identities
we get the following equations:
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6rC = 543 CSd , (4.10)

6rS = 543 dCd  . (4.11)

The equation of 4C for the left and right arms can be obtained by squaring (4.8), (4.10), and
(4.11) and adding them. The solution is as follows:

)(4 LRC =
53

2
5

2
3

222

2
)()(
dd

ddipipdip zxey 
. (4.12)

Thus, the solution of θ4 for the left and right arms can be found.

)(4 LR = atan2 




 





  4

2
4 ,1 CCreal . (4.13)

The arc tangent function (atan2(sinθ, cosθ)) is more consistent to be used for finding the angle
value (θ) than arc cosine and arc sine. This is because of the inaccurate behavior to determine
the required angle in case of using the arc sine and arc cosine functions. The complex numbers
are generated in case the target position is not within the reachable workspace of the arm.
Therefore, (real) function is used to ignore the imaginary parts of complex numbers and take
only the real part in the joint solutions. Thus, the solution that is closest to the target position
can be obtained [188]. After finding the value of θ4, the equation of 5S can be solved using
(4.8) to get the solution of θ5 as follows:

)(5 LS =
34dS

ipz , )(5 RS =
34dS

ip z , (4.14)

)(5 LR = atan2 
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The solution of θ6 can be obtained on dividing (4.11) by (4.10) to get the following equation:
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. (4.16)

Thus, the value of θ6 can be found as follows:

)(6 LR = wrapToPi(atan2( 543 dCd  , 543 CSd ) - ), (4.17)

where (wrapToPi) is a function to wrap the angle to the interval between –π and π [188].
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To find the solution for the joints 1, 2, and 3, the both sides of (4.3) are multiplied by ( T34 . T45 .

T56 . TE
6

) and the result is as follows:

T32 . T21 . T10 = T34 . T45 . T56 . TE
6 . TE0 . (4.18)

The left side of (4.18) is the following matrix:
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By taking the element (3,3) in the left and right sides of (4.18) and equating them, the equation
of 2C results, which is used to find θ2 as follows:

)()(=C 46564645642(L) SCCSCiaSSCCCia xy  ,54SSia z

)()(=C 46564645642(R) SCCSCiaSSCCCia xy  ,54SSia z

)(2 LR = atan2 
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2
2 ,1 CCreal . (4.20)

For the solution of θ3, the elements (1,3) and (2,3) in the left and right sides of (4.18) are
compared and divided by each other to get 3S and 3C which are used to find the solution of
θ3:

)()(=C 65464654463(L) CCCSSiaSCCSCia xy  ,54 SCia z

)()(=C 65464654463(R) CCCSSiaSCCSCia xy  ,54 SCia z

,=S 556653(L) CiaSCiaSSia zxy  ,=S 556653(R) CiaSCiaSSia zxy 

)(3 LR = atan2  33,CS . (4.21)

The last step is to find the solution of θ1, which is obtained by comparing the elements (3,1)
and (3,2) in the left and right sides of (4.18) and dividing them by each other to get 1S and 1C

which are used to find the solution of θ1 as the following:

,)()(=C 5446564645641(L) SSinSCCSCinSSCCCin zxy 

,)()(=C 5446564645641(R) SSinSCCSCinSSCCCin zxy 

,)()(=S 5446564645641(L) SSioSCCSCioSSCCCio zxy 
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,)()(=S 5446564645641(R) SSioSCCSCioSSCCCio zxy 

)(1 LR = atan2  11 ,CS . (4.22)

According to the previous joints’ solutions, it can be noticed that θ2, θ4, and θ5 have two
solutions. This causes 8 total solutions for the inverse kinematics problem of the H20 arms.
The strategy about how to choose the optimal solution will be discussed in the next sections.

To find the all possible solutions of IK problem, the solution of the singularity cases has to be
found. Singularities are arm configurations in which one or more degrees of freedom are
eliminated when some joints’ axes align with each other. Thus, the number of solutions for the
IK problem will be infinite. Three cases of singularity have been determined within the joints
limits. The inverse kinematic solution for every case of singularity is as follows:

1) When θ4 = 0 and θ2 ≠ -π: The axis of the third joint is aligned with the fifth joint axis as
shown in Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Singularity case where the 3rd and 5th joints are aligned.
To find the IK solution for this case, we keep the previous value of θ3 and define θT = θ3 + θ5.
Firstly, we make θ4 = 0, then we start with the solution of θ6 by using the elements (1,4) and
(4,2) of (4.3)  and dividing them by each other to get 6S and 6C . The solution of θ6 for the left
and right arms are found as follows:

)(6
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LR

LR

ey

x

C
S

dip
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,

)(6 LR = atan2  66 ,CS . (4.23)

For the solution of θ1, we compare the elements (3,1) and (3,2) in the left and right sides of
(4.4).
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1(LR) = atan2 ),( 6666 yxyx inCinSioCioS  . (4.24)

The elements (3,1) and (3,3) in the left and right sides of (4.4) are compared to get the solution
of θ2 which is as follows:

2(L) = atan2 ),/)(( 66166 xyyx iaSiaCCinCinS  , (4.25)

2(R) = atan2 ),/)(( 66166 xyyx iaSiaCCinCinS  .

And if 01 C , then 2 = wrapToPi (  2 ).

The solution of θ5 can be found by firstly solving θT. This is done by using the elements (1,3)
and (2,3) in the left and right sides of (4.4) with the angle sum identities to get 53S and 53C .
Thus, the solution of θT is as follows:

zia =S 5)(L)(3 , zia=S 5)(R)(3 , 665)(LR)(3 =C SiaCia yx  ,

)( LRT = atan2  )53()53( ,  CS . (4.26)

If 0)(2 LS , then T(L) = wrapToPi (  T(L) ). And if 0)(2 RS , then T(R) = wrapToPi (

 T(R) ).

Finally, we can get the solution of θ5 as follows:

5(LR) = wrapToPi ( 3T   ). (4.27)

2) When θ2 = -π and θ4 ≠ 0: The axis of the first joint is aligned with the third joint axis as
shown in Fig. 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Singularity case where the 1st and 3rd joints are aligned.
The solutions of θ4, θ5, and θ6 are found using the same equations of 4.13, 4.15, and 4.17. Also,
we keep the previous value of θ1 and define θT = θ1 + θ3. To find the solution of θ5, firstly we
make θ2 = -π. Then, we start with the solution of θT by using the elements (3,1) and (3,2) in the
left and right sides of (4.4) with the angle sum identities to obtain 31S and 31C . The solution is
as follows:
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663)(L)(1 =S CioSio yx  , 663)(R)(1 =S CioSio yx  ,

663)(L)(1 =C CinSin yx  , 663)(R)(1 =C CinSin yx  ,

)( LRT = atan2  )31()31( ,  CS . (4.28)

If 04 S , then T(L) = wrapToPi (  T(L) ).

If 04 S , then T(R) = wrapToPi (  T(R) ).

Finally, we can get the solution of θ3 as follows:

3(LR) = wrapToPi ( 1T   ). (4.29)

3) When θ4 = 0 and θ2 = -π: The joints 1, 3, and 5 are collinear as shown in Fig. 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Singularity case where the 1st, 3rd, and 5th joints are aligned.
For this case, the solutions of θ6 is found using the same equations in case 1 (when θ4 = 0 and
θ2 ≠ -π). Also, we keep the previous values of θ1 and θ3, then we define θT = θ1 + θ3+ θ5. To
find the solution of θ5, firstly we make θ2 = -π and θ4 = 0. Thus, we start with the solution of
θT by using the elements (2,1) and (2,2) in the left and right sides of (4.4) with the angle sum

identities to obtain 531 S and 531 C as follows:

zin=S 5)(L)3(1  , zin =S 5)(R)3(1 , zio =C 5)(L)3(1 , zio=C 5)(R)3(1  ,

)(LRT = atan2  )531()531( ,  CS . (4.30)

Finally, we can get the solution of θ5 as follows:

5(LR) = wrapToPi ( 31T   ). (4.31)

4.4 The Validation of Inverse Kinematic Solution

MATLAB software with Robotics toolbox has been used to validate our inverse kinematics
solution [186]. The joints results with the simulation plot give a clear proof for the inverse
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kinematic behavior of the robotic arms. The validation process has been done after giving
random joints values as an input to the forward Kinematic model. The pose information of the
end effector, which we get from the FK model, is inserted to the inverse kinematic model that
includes the joints limits with the selecting algorithm. Then, the joints values that are inserted
to the FK model are compared with the result of IK model as shown in Fig. 4.8.

Figure 4.8: The validation process for the IK solution.
Different arm configurations have been used for validation processes. The results have been
compared and plotted and the joints values which were inserted to the FK model are identical
with the joints values which were obtained from the IK model as shown in the example of Fig.
4.9. In this example, Fig. 4.9.A shows the simulation plot of the arm with the position and
orientation of the end effector according to the joint values inserted to the FK model. Fig. 4.9.B
represents the result of the IK solution. The simulation plots of Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 show
the validation result for different arm configurations [186].

Figure 4.9: The validation of IK model according to the configuration [50o, -90o, -90o, -30o, 180o, 10o].(A) (B)
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Figure 4.10: The validation of the IK model according to the configuration [30o, -120o, -45o, -23o, 180o,30o].

Figure 4.11: The validation of the IK model according to the configuration [9o, -90o, -23o, -90o, 126o, -30o].
4.5 Workspace

The workspace is the space which is swept out by the arm end effector after executing all
possible motion. The workspace is one of the essential parameters for robotic arm performance
in addition to its speed and accuracy. The calculation of the arm workspace is very important
to decide whether the desired object, which has to be manipulated, is inside the reachable space
or not. The workspace of the robotic arm can be determined according to the links length, joints
type, and joints limit. The length of H20 arm is 0.537 m (d3 = 0.236 m, d5 = 0.232 m, de =
0.069 m) as shown in Fig. 4.1. Related to the joints, the H20 arm consists of 6 rotary joints and
their limits’ values have been mentioned in Table 4.1. MATLAB software with Robotics
toolbox has been used to calculate the workspace of the H20 arm by inserting the links length
and all the possible joint values within the joints limit to the FK model to find the position of
the end effector for every sample. Finally, all possible positions which the robotic arm can
reach will be found [186]. The simulation of workspace envelope for the H20 arm is shown in
Fig. 4.12 [186].

(A)

(A)

(B)

(B)
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Figure 4.12: The workspace envelope of the H20 arms [186].
4.6 The Selecting of the desired IK Solution

For object manipulating task, the pose information of the object relative to the arm base
determines whether this object is inside the workspace or not. In case that the object is outside
the workspace, then there is no solution for the inverse kinematic problem. But, there will be 8
solutions for the required pose if it is inside the reachable workspace. To choose the suitable
solution within the 8 solutions, the joints limits have to be taken into the consideration. If one
joint value related to a specific solution is not within the joint limit, the solution will be ignored.
In case that there are multiple solutions, where all the joints’ values of every solution are within
the joints’ limits, a selecting algorithm has to be used. The solution with minimum joint motion
is selected by finding the sum of squared joint values for the previous configuration and for

every possible solution ( 2
6

2
5

2
4

2
3

2
2

2
1   ) [188]. The next step is to

compare the sum of previous configuration with the sum of every solution. The solution with
closest sum value to the sum value of previous configuration is the desired solution [186]. For
the work in the life science automation labs, the desired solution within multiple solutions can
be estimated. This is because the environment is structured where the desired target is known
and it has a fixed pose on the workbench. Thereby, the range of the joints’ values for the desired
solution can be estimated.
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5 Blind Manipulation and Gripper Design
In this chapter, the procedures of using the H20 mobile robots for labware transportation
blindly in a life science environment are presented. This strategy depends on using the sonar
sensor with arm kinematics control to perform he grasping and placing tasks. Since the H20
robot can’t manipulate the labware directly due to the arm structure and labware shape, a
labware container is required. Different designs of labware containers are developed and
presented in this chapter also. Specific arm gripper for each design of labware container is
resolved to achieve the manipulation and transportation tasks. Fig. 5.1 shows the H20 mobile
robot and how it grasps the labware container which is attached to a handle.

Figure 5.1: The H20 robot grasps the labware container.
5.1 The Related Problem

The H20 mobile robot transportation system has been developed by other research groups at
the Center for Life Science Automation (celisca) by solving some key technical issues. These
issues included the development of: 1) a remote control system based on wireless
communication [158], 2) the path planning strategies [189][190], 3) low-cost robot localization
and collision avoidance system [191][192], 4) an autonomous charging management [193].
For objects transportation, the mobile robots usually follow a predefined path to a specified
station using a guidance control system as shown in Fig. 5.2. The H20 mobile robots use the
stargazer sensor with ceiling landmarks for maneuvering between the adjacent labs (Hagisonic
Company, Korea). This system inevitably causes orientation and position error of ±5cm in Z-
axis and ±3cm in X-axis in front of the workstation. The error is related to two reasons. The
first is the strong lighting and sunlight, which makes the stargazer unable to recognize the
ceiling landmarks. The second reason is related to the odometry system, which includes
encoders that are mounted on the robot wheels to provide the motion information that updates
the robot pose (see Fig. 5.3.). The odometry system accumulates errors for different reasons
such as different wheels’ diameter, wheel-slippage, wheels misalignment and finite encoder
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resolution. According to the experiments results and previous studies, the rotation of the robot
is the greatest factor in odometry errors. Accordingly, the robot has to find the target position
every time it arrives the workbench. The required accuracy for labware manipulation has to be
less than 1 cm to guarantee safe tasks. Therefore, the more direct way of dealing with this
problem is to use sensors to provide the position and orientation of the target. Then, the joints
of the arm have to be configured using the kinematic model to place the arm end effector
precisely and safely in the desired pose if it is inside the reachable space.

Figure 5.2: Stargazer sensor with cieling landmarks.

Figure 5.3: Odometry system design [194].
5.2 The Repeatability of H20 Arms

The checking of the accuracy and repeatability of the robotic arms is a basic and essentially
step for the tasks of objects manipulation. The repeatability of the robotic arm means how
precisely this arm can return to a taught position. The precision depends on some elements such
as the resolution of the control system and the imprecision of the mechanical linkages and DC
servo motors. To check the repeatability of the H20 arm, a fixed position laser sensor with grid
paper on the end effector has been used. The laser sensor has the ability to measure the distance
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with an accuracy of ±2 mm. Grasping configuration has been prepared randomly by giving
particular values for the arm joints to make sure that the end effector reaches a specific position.
The grasping movement has been repeated 40 times. The distance between the end effector and
the sensor has been registered and also the position of the laser beam on the grid paper has been
marked at the end of every movement. Fig. 5.4 shows the laser sensor and the incident laser
beam on the end effector. According to the results that have been obtained from this
experiment, the accuracy of the used arm to reach a specific position according to the related
configuration is as the following: (X:±2mm, Y:±4mm, Z:±2mm) [195].

Figure 5.4: The laser sensor and its incident beam on the end effector.
Fig. 5.5 shows the Gaussian distribution for the positions of the end effector according to the
X-axis. Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7 show the related results according to the Y-axis and Z-axis
respectively. The expected position of end effector is at (x=0 mm, y=0 mm, z=0 mm).

Figure 5.5: Gaussian distribution of X-values with mean = -0.5 mm and standard deviation = 1.2 mm.

Figure 5.6: Gaussian distribution of Y-values with mean = 0.7 mm and standard deviation = 2.5 mm.
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Figure 5.7: Gaussian distribution of Z-values with mean = 0.1 mm and standard deviation = 0.6 mm.
5.3 Blind Manipulation using lists of joints’ values

A blind grasping and placing strategy has been performed based on the ultrasonic measurement
to find the distance between the robot base and the workbench [196][197]. There are two sonar
sensors built on the H20 base for the function of collision avoidance. These two sensors
measure two channel of distances between the workstation and the robot base whenever the
robot arrives the related predefined location. The values of two channels are used to correct the
orientation of the robot in front of the workbench by equalizing them. Then, the measured
distances is utilized to decide about the suitable values which have to be given to the arm joints
to perform the manipulation task. There is no feedback information to correct the robot position
in the left-right axis. XML files, which contain the required servo joints’ values of arm control,
have been previously prepared at different distances for the robot related to the workbench.
Two factors determine the required number of XML files. The first factor is how many
positions on the workbench the arm has to reach. The second is the error range of robot distance
related to the target position on the workbench. The distance value of the robot and the target
position are used to select the suitable XML file which guides the arm to the target. All the
controlling parameters of arm joints are extracted from the XML file and loaded to the arm
hardware servo modules. Sixteen joints’ parameters are defined in the arm file where 8
parameters are related to each arm (6 arm joints in addition to 2 joints for gripper). Only one
target position has been predefined for each arm in this work which requires to control just 3
joints [196][197]. Fig. 5.8 shows the values of servo motor values of the arm movement. It
can be noticed that just the joints 1, 4, and 6 have been used where the joints 2, 3, and 5 have
fixed values during the movement. This makes the movement of the robotic arm in 2D space.
This teaching way of arm control is just suitable for stationary robots and only in case of
working in a structured environment where all the parameters are fixed and previously known.
It is not sufficient to be used with the mobile robots according to many drawbacks. The
calculation of the required servo value for each joint with the teaching procedure needs a long
time. The joints’ values for each step in the arm movement have to be saved in a XML file
consecutively. This procedure has to be performed for each arm and at different positions of
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the robot related to the target position. Additionally, the grasping task has different consecutive
joints’ values in comparison with the placing task which leads to prepare particular files for
each task. Furthermore, all the 6 joints of the arm have to be controlled to perform a 3D
movement and this requires huge numbers of XML files. The files number will be doubled for
every additional position of the target on the workbench which is not applicable to realize
multiple labware manipulation.

Figure 5.8: The servo joints values during the movement.
This blind strategy can achieve the manipulation task for only one position with an average
accuracy of 2 cm. The required accuracy for object manipulation has to be less than 1 cm to
guarantee safe tasks. Also, with this strategy, there is no flexibility. It needs to prepare
movement plans for each arm and for each robot at different positions in front of the
workstation. It is not possible to generalize the prepared files of one robot to be used for other
H20 robots. The arm movement plans have to be prepared for every workstation in the working
environment. Also, in case of changing the position of the target in the workstation or changing
the position of workstation itself, then the related arm files can’t be used and new files have to
be prepared. Therefore, the professional and scientific way of dealing with this problem is to
use the kinematic analysis. The inverse kinematic model calculates the required joints’ values
of the robotic arm according to the target pose on the workbench. Finally, with the blind
method, there is no feedback information related to the target pose. Therefore, different
strategies and visual sensors have to be used to provide the target pose for the kinematic model.

5.4 Blind Manipulation using Kinematic Analysis

A labware manipulation strategy has been implemented using the IK solution and ultrasonic
sensor to calculate the distance between the H20 robot base and the required work bench. Some
essential steps such as calibration and accuracy testing have been implemented as preliminary
procedures before performing the labware manipulation strategy.
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5.4.1 Angle to Servo Position Conversion

As an initial step for applying the kinematic model with the robotic arm, a conversion process
has been performed to convert the required angles’ values of the joints to the related servo
motors positions. The positioning resolution of the H20 arm servos (joints) is 0.09o/unit. It
means that the servo needs to move 1000 units to rotate 90o degrees. But this resolution value
can’t be used with the H20 arms because they are unstable and have weak joints where the
joints compliance causes positional errors. The effects of gravity, weight of arm parts, payload,
and inertia cause the elasticity of each joint [198]. Also, the differences between the actual
physical joint zero position and the physical joint zero position reported by the robot controller
normally causes accuracy errors for the robotic arm. To cope with this issue, a digital tilt meter
has been used (see Fig. 5.9). Different angle values have been configured for every joint using
the tilt meter and the value of the related servo motor has been registered at each configuration.
This process helps to build the equations of angle to servo conversion which is important for
decreasing the accuracy errors [186].

Figure 5.9: Calibration process using tilt meter.
5.4.2 Accuracy and Repeatability of the H20 Arms

The checking of the accuracy and repeatability of the robotic arms is an essential step for the
tasks of object manipulation. The repeatability of the robotic arm describes how precisely this
arm can return to a taught position. In general, larger robots have larger errors in repeatability.
On the other hand, the accuracy of the robotic arm describes how precisely this arm can reach
the required position. One of the main technological limitations in the robotics industry is how
to improve the accuracy by reducing the error between the tool frame and the goal frame. The
precision depends on some elements such as the resolution of the control system, joint
compliance, and the imprecision of the mechanical linkages and DC servo motors. Also, the
accuracy and the repeatability depend upon many other different factors such as friction,
temperature, loading, and manufacturing tolerances. In case that the robotic arm doesn’t
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provide the required accuracy, the arm has to be calibrated. Robot calibration can be performed
using both contact and noncontact probing methods. Non-contact methods include the using of
beam breakers, laser sensors, visual servoing, etc. [198]. The accuracy and repeatability of the
H20 arm have been checked using a grid paper and a marker attached at the end effector as
shown in Fig. 5.10. A grasping configuration has been prepared to make the end effector
reaches the position of X=30mm, Y=180mm, Z=380mm, related to the arm shoulder.

Figure 5.10: The grid paper and the marker attached to the end effector.
The arm grasping movement has been repeated 40 times where the position of the end effector
has been registered at the end of every movement with the indication of the marker on the grid
paper. The registered positions range of the end effector are described in Table 5.1. It can be
noticed from the case “before calibration” in Table 5.1 that there is an accuracy error in the Y-
axis where the expected position is not within the range of the registered positions. On the other
hand, the expected position in X and Z axes are within the range of the registered positions.
The reason of this error is the weakness of the joints with the joint compliance which is effected
by the weight of arm parts. To improve the accuracy of reaching the required position, the
robotic arm has to be calibrated. The accuracy and repeatability of the H20 arm have been
checked again after performing a calibration process and the positions of the end effector have
been registered as shown in the case “after calibration” in Table 5.1. Also, the Gaussian
distributions of the end effector positions after calibration with the related mean and standard
deviation are shown in Fig. 5.11. According to the results that have been obtained from this
experiment, the accuracy of the used arm to reach a specific position according to the related
configuration is as the following: (X:±4mm, Y:±4mm, Z:±2mm) [186].

Table 5.1: The expected and registered positions.
Case X (mm) Y(mm) Z(mm)

The expected position (end
effector related to shoulder)

30 180 380

The registered positions
(before calibration)

26 ~ 34 195 ~ 203 378 ~ 382

The registered positions
(after calibration)

26 ~ 34 176 ~ 184 378 ~ 382
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Figure 5.11: Gaussian distribution for end effector positions after calibration, A: for X-values, B: for Y-values, C: for Z-values.
A calibration process for the robotic arm has been performed to keep the end effector at fixed
height of 180 mm for different distances between the shoulder and end effector where the value
180 mm represents the height between the robot shoulder and the labware handle on the
workstation. This has been done by inserting specific Y-value to the IK model at each specific
distance as shown in Fig. 5.12. For example, in case that the required distance is 400 mm then,
the Y-value which has to be inserted to IK is 155 mm, to keep the end effector at the height of
180 mm.

Figure 5.12: The values for calibration process to keep the end effector at the height of 180 mm fordifferent distances.
5.4.3 Client-Server Model for Manipulation

The programming code to control each device or component related to the life science
automation system has been developed using a specific language. It is complicated and
problematic to integrate all the control platforms in a single one because sometimes each
platform includes a huge number of code lines or the platforms have been developed using
different programming languages. Therefore, it is required to develop a communication system
that enables the simultaneous interaction of all the devices for a flexible process execution. The
control systems of the robot components are connected in a common LAN. The client-server
communication model can enable the control system of each component to interact with the
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others over Ethernet using a specific IP address. The client initiates the process with the server
by requesting a connection to a specific socket address using TCP/IP where the socket address
is a combination of IP address and a port number. If the requested port is free, then the server
will establish the connection to communicate with the client. For the task of labware
manipulation, a client-server model has been developed to connect the robot on-board center
(RBC) with the robot arm control (RAC). The RBC (client) sends the commands to the RAC
(server) that include the orders related to the required task (grasping or placing) with other
information related to the position of the target which can be obtained using specific sensors
such as ultrasonic sensor. Then, the RAC will insert the received information to the kinematic
model to control the robotic arm.

5.4.4 Blind Labware manipulation

For the verification of the developed IK solution with a real application, an object manipulation
strategy has been performed to achieve the labware transportation in different labs of the center
for life science automation (celisca) using H20 robots. This strategy depends on kinematic
model and DUR5200 ultrasonic sensor. The ultrasonic sensor can be used for different
applications such as map building for mobile robot environment, collision avoidance, robot
range finder and distance detection. The DUR5200 ultrasonic range sensor module can detect
the range information from 4 cm to 340 cm. The distance data is precisely calculated by the
time interval between the instant when the measurement is enabled and the instant when the
echo signal is received.

For the process of grasping and placing, the API and the communication process between the
RBC and the RAC have been implemented. As the H20 robot arrives the desired location in
front of the workstation, the first step, which will be performed, is the orientation correction of
the robot to be straight. As the labware on the workstation has a specific posture (see Fig.
5.13.A), the pitch and roll orientation related to the robot are fixed. But the yaw orientation has
to be corrected. The yaw orientation has been corrected using two sonar sensors mounted on
the base of H20 robot (see Fig. 5.14). The distance (Z) from each channel to the workstation is
checked and the robot is rotated till the values of both sensors are equalized. Also, the height
of every workstation in the labs is known. But, there is an error value of ±2cm in the X-axis of
desired robot position in front of the workstation. This error has been compensated by the
design of grippers and labware handle as shown in Fig. 5.13.B. There is a space range of ±3cm
between the lengths of grippers and handle where this space range compensates the X-error of
robot position to guarantee a secure grasping.
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Figure 5.13: The labware on the workstation, A: The posture and yaw orientation of labware, B: Thedesign of handle and grippers
Using the client-server communication model, the orders are sent from the RBC to the RAC.
The order includes the required task (grasping or placing), the height of the workstation, and
the distance between the robot base and the workstation. Depending on this information, the
labware pose related to the arm shoulder is found and checked whether it is inside the arm
reachable space or not. If it is inside the reachable space, the IK solution will be calculated and
the joints limits will be checked. If there are multiple solutions, then a decision procedure will
be used to select the solution with minimum joints motion. Afterwards, the converting
equations will be used to convert the angle value of each joint to servo position value to move
the arm to the required pose as shown in Fig. 5.14. The average of accuracy with this strategy
of labware manipulation is less than 1cm and the task of grasping or placing takes about 40
seconds to finish the process. The flowchart of labware manipulation strategy is shown in Fig.
5.15 [186].

Figure 5.14: The framework of labware manipulation.

(A) (B)
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Figure 5.15: The flowchart of blind labware manipulation.
The manipulation using kinematic model is more scientific in comparison with the strategy
which depends on previously prepared XML files of joints’ values. The arm moves in a 3D
space to reach the target position wherever it is located on the workbench. Also, the
manipulation with kinematic model is flexible because it can’t be affected by the changing of
workstation position. The arm kinematic model of one robot can be generalized to the all other
H20 robots and this leads to save the time and effort. Related to the accuracy, the manipulation
using kinematic analysis has better accuracy (less than 1cm) in comparison with the previous
one (2cm). However, the success rate of the manipulation tasks using blind strategy depends
mainly on the accuracy of robot position. Therefore, the visual sensors are very necessary to
provide feedback information of the target pose to improve the manipulation performance.
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5.5 The Design of Grippers and Labware Containers

The design of the grippers is very essential to guarantee a safe manipulation for different
targets. The life science laboratories include different labware which have different models and
shapes. Therefore, it is impossible for the H20 arms to deal with these labware directly. To
cope with this issue, labware container, which fits all labware models is designed. Particular
style of the gripper is required for each specific design of labware container to perform the
manipulation task. Fig. 5.16 shows the relation between the grasping performance and
flexibility related to different grippers design. In this section, the designs of labware container
with grippers and labware holder will be discussed.

Figure 5.16: The relation between performance and flexibilty of grippers design [175].
The design of labware containers and grippers is one of the important issues which have to be
taken into consideration to guarantee a secure manipulation for the labware which contains
chemical and / or biological components. Fig. 5.17 shows the initial design of gripper and
labware container. A rubber has been attached to the end effector and gripper to increase the
friction for safe manipulation. The labware container is attached with a handle to simplify the
manipulation task. The handle has a specific single color to be distinguished from the others.
Also, the labware container base has been designed to be guided by the placing holder in case
of positioning errors [199].

Figure 5.17: The first design of grippers and labware container handle.
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To improve the identification of multiple labware containers and to increase the friction with
the arm end effector, a new handle design with flat panels on the upper and front sides has been
resolved. The upper flat panel is used for fixing different colored or pictorial marks (glyph, 2D
barcode, etc.) to distinguish multiple handles as shown in Fig. 5.18.

Figure 5.18: The handle design with flat panel for fixing a graphical code.
A rubber has been fixed on the front panel of the handle for secure manipulation. Proper gripper
has been designed also to fit the new handle. The labware container base has two cones to be
guided by the placing holder which in turn has two circular holes to guarantee a secure placing
tasks as shown in Fig. 5.19 [199]. The possible payload which can be handled with this model
is about 350g.

Figure 5.19: The new design of grippers and handle with flat panel.
To manipulate heavier labwares, a vertical handle has been designed. There is a flat panel on
the upper side of the handle for fixing pictorial marks as shown in Fig. 5.20. With the vertical
handle, the arm configuration will be in the form which locks the weak wrist joint when the
gripper grasp the handle. In this case, the lifting process depends on the elbow joint which has
more powerful torque [186]. The possible payload that can be lifted safely with this design is
500g.

Figure 5.20: The design of vertical handle with flat panel.
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Fig. 5.21 shows the wrist and elbow joint of the H20 robotic arm for the case of grasping
horizontal handle (the previous one). The wrist joint is very weak and it is unable to lift heavy
labwares which leads to unsecure manipulation. With the vertical handle, the lifting movement
of the wrist joint will be locked as shown in Fig. 5.22. The elbow joint, that is more powerful
than wrist joint, will be responsible for lifting the heavy labwares from the holder. This strategy
has been cancelled due to the inconsistent motion of the arm during the manipulation.

Figure 5.21: The arm configuration for the manipulation of horizontal handle.

Figure 5.22: The arm configuration for the manipulation of vertical handle.
New fingers with labware container have been designed for labware manipulation as shown in
Fig. 5.23. The goal of this final design is to decrease the lever arm of the wrist joint by removing
the attached handle. In this case, the labware weight center will be closer to the wrist. This
leads to decrease the required torque which the wrist joint has to provide for lifting the labware
as shown in Fig. 5.24. To implement this strategy, the arm end effector of the H20 has been
rotated to be suitable for this kind of manipulation. Also, the movement limit of the shoulder
joint has been increased by removing the shoulder lock. More additional support has been
added to the wrist joint by fixing pulling springs with suitable tension. Different springs with
different tension values have been tested to guarantee a secure application which doesn’t affect
the servo motor of the joint. The maximum payload which can be handled with this model is
700g [200].

Figure 5.23: The final design of fingers and labware container.
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Figure 5.24: The labware manipulation using the final design.
5.6 Labware Holder on the Robot Body

To guarantee a safe transportation for the labware and to avoid the spilling of its contents,
different designs of labware holders have been fixed on the body of H20 robot. It is important
to keep the labware in horizontal posture because it contains chemical and biological
components. This posture has also to be taken into consideration during the arm motion
planning for grasping and placing. The other important issue is that the robot movement during
transportation tasks and the arm movement during the manipulation tasks have to be performed
at a reasonable speed. Fig. 5.25 shows the labware holder frame which has been designed for
the labware container that was shown in Fig. 5.17. Related to the labware container that was
shown in Fig. 5.19, another holder frame has been designed and fixed on the H20 body that is
shown in Fig. 5.26. For the vertical handle, the arm configuration and movement plan are
different in comparison with the previous cases because of the arm design and workspace.
Therefore, the only one possibility to locate the holder frame is to fix it in front of the H20
tablet as shown in Fig. 5.27. This actually affects the appearance of the robot and limits the
action with the H20 tablet. The other disadvantage is that the arm movement for grasping and
placing is not secure enough to avoid the spilling of labware contents.

Figure 5.25: Holder frame of the labware container that was shown in Fig. 5.17.
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Figure 5.26: Holder frame of the labware container that was shown in Fig. 5.19.

Figure 5.27: Holder frame of the labware container with vertical handle.
Related to the final design of the labware container which was shown in Fig. 5.23 and Fig.
5.24, a labware holder has been resolved to fit the labware container. Two labwares can be
placed on this holder to be transported to the required laboratory where the holder has two
positions for the left and right arms as shown in Fig. 5.28.

Figure 5.28: Holder frame of the labware container that was shown in Fig. 5.23.
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6 Visual Labware Manipulation
The visual sensors represent a very important source of feedback information to be used in the
object manipulation tasks. Stereo vision and 3D camera are the most common visual sensors
that can be used in the robotic field. 3D camera, like Kinect sensor, can be considered as the
best solution to detect and localize the required target in the working environment. This chapter
includes the possible methods and algorithms that have been used to perform the visual
manipulation for the required labware.

6.1 Handle Detection using Kinect Sensor V1

For the process of object detection, there are a lot of approaches to extract features from raw
data such as edge detection, color detection, and shape detection. The Kinect sensor V1 has
been used to apply the strategy of object detections, which is based on color information. For
robotic manipulation, the detection component is reduced to the simplest possible system that
fulfills the desired requirements in a controlled environment. Color segmentation is one of the
quickest and easiest methods because it does not need prior information about the object. The
speed of this technique makes it very popular for real-time applications. The desired color is
detected by applying a special filter on the image frame of Kinect. The color is defined as a
range of RGB values. The filter keeps the desired pixels, which their values are within the
range, and fills the rest with black color. In case of presenting more than one object, which
have the same color in the scene, it will be impossible to detect the desired object depending
on color space only. Therefore, it is necessary to use additional data sources, such as size,
distance, or shape in order to discard the objects that are not in our interest. After the color
filtering has been applied, the desired size range is defined by setting the minimum and
maximum number of pixels for width and height. Then, the object with the desired color within
the size range is recognized by drawing a bounding box around its edges. The shape and
distance information can also be used as additional conditions for object detection with this
algorithm. Some simple shapes can be defined (rectangle, ellipse, triangle, and so on) as a
specific feature for the object of interest to be detected. For the grasping task, a robust grasping
point has to be selected to guide the robot arm. The selection of the grasping point depends on
the structure of the desired object with arm gripper, the detection algorithm, and on the camera
angle of view. Most of the grasping applications use the centroid of the object as a grasping
point. The scenario works through the features extracted from 2D-RGB images looking for
points that are related to the desired object being detected. Then, a mathematical equation is
used based on an assumption that the required (x, y) position of the target is the mean of all (x,
y) position values of the target in the view. This assumption works on the basis that the detected
objects are generally symmetrical. This can be done by calculating the total value of all the x
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and y positions. Then, the total is divided by the total number of points related to the object as
the following equation:

Xc =
∑

, Yc =
∑

, (6.1)

where n is the number of pixels in the detected object. Also, the center point can be determined
by finding the centroid of the bounding box drawn around the object using the box corners’
positions. For the manipulation task, a cylindrical handle has to be detected and the grasping
point, which is in the center point of the handle bottom edge, has to be found as shown in Fig.
6.1 [195].

Figure 6.1: The grasping point of a labware handle.
Eq. (6.1) has been applied for the points of the bottom edge to find its center. Another way of
finding the grasping point is by calculating the average of the end positions (P1, P2) of the
bottom edge. Finally, the Kinect sensor will provide the localization information by finding the
3D coordinate (x,y,z) of the grasping point depending on the information of depth frame. The
Kinect sensor is very useful to get better results for the object localization since the distance of
the desired object can be immediately found without the need of deep studying for the image
data like some other algorithms do. The flowchart of manipulation algorithm is shown in Fig.
6.2.

Figure 6.2: The flowchart of manipulation algorithm.
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A single colored handle attached to a labware container has been detected and localized with
Kinect sensorvV1 using RGB color and size information as shown in Fig. 6.3 [195]. The
position of the labware relative to the robot determines which arm (the left or the right) will
be used for a suitable grasping. One main fundamental observation for grasping with visual
sensor is that the mobile robot should be in front of the workbench with close distance to
get accurate position information for the desired object and to guarantee that the handle is
inside the reachable space.

Figure 6.3: The detection and localization of labware handle using Kinect V1.
Some feature points or marks have been added on the workbench to be detected and localized.
The positions of these points will be used to improve the measurements of the position and
orientation for the labware handle. Fig. 6.4 shows how the labware handle and some points on
the holder have been detected according to the color and size information.

Figure 6.4: The detection of labware and some points on the workbench.
For the placing strategy, it is very important to add some signs or marks on the corners of the
labware holder. These marks will be detected and localized to find the position where the robot
has to place the labware [195]. Fig. 6.5 shows the detection of marks for placing task.

Figure 6.5: The detection of marks for placing task.
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This process of detection and localization has been performed with Microsoft visual studio
2010 using C# programming language.

6.2 Extrinsic Calibration

Since the visual sensor is used to find the 3D position and orientation of the desired object, but
this information has to be transformed to be related to the arm base. Then, the IK model is used
to find the joints solutions for the desired pose. Fig. 6.6 shows a simple example about how to
perform the extrinsic calibration where the transformation matrix from visual sensor to the arm
base is as follows:
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Where J is the distance between the visual sensor position and arm base position along X-axis,
K is the distance between the visual sensor position and arm base position along Y-axis, and L
is the distance between the visual sensor position and arm base position along Z-axis.

Figure 6.6: The camera extrinsic calibration for arm manipulation.
It can be seen clearly from Fig. 6.6 that the roll and pitch vectors of the handle pose are fixed
according to its placing posture on the workstation. The yaw vector values depend on the
orientation of robot in front of the workstation which also can be fixed in case that the robot is
straight oriented. In order to find the final pose information of the target related to the arm base,
the Kinect-to-shoulder transformation matrix has to be multiplied with the pose matrix of target
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related to Kinect. Then, the final matrix is inserted to the IK model to control the arm joints
and guide the end effector to the target. In case that the Kinect is not straight positioned and
there is a tilt difference with robot arm base, then additional transformation matrix has to be
found. The Kinect-to-shoulder transformation includes the difference in the position and the
tilt angle (t) between them according to the Kinect holder as show in Fig. 6.7. This
transformation is vital to use the visual input as a reference for manipulation or interaction.

Figure 6.7: Kinect-to-shoulder transformation.
The Kinect-to-shoulder transformation consists of two steps. The first is the transformation
from the Kinect sensor to the hinge, then, the transformation from hinge to shoulder. The
transformation matrices are as follows:
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where, a,b,c represent the position differences in x,y,z axes between the Kinect and hinge. On
the other hand, d,e,f represent the position difference in x,y,z axes between the hinge and arm
shoulder. The tilt angle is represented by “t”.  The transformation from the Kinect sensor to
hinge is easier in the process because the changes are just in the translation but not in the
rotation. To find the final matrix to be inserted to the IK model, the process shown in Fig. 6.8
is performed.

Figure 6.8: The final matrix calculation process.
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The extrinsic calibration process has been applied between the Kinect and the arm base of H20
robot. A Kinect holder has been designed very carefully to be fixed on the body of H20 robot
as shown in Fig. 6.9. Several factors have to be taken into the consideration at the same time
for designing and fixing the Kinect holder. The Kinect pose has to realize a sufficient and clear
view for all the labwares on the workstation. The Kinect sensor has to be at sufficient distance
to the workstation to get a sufficient position information of the targets where the FOV of RGB
camera is wider than the FOV of depth camera. It means that not all the points in the normal
view has a related 3D position value. Also, the Kinect holder has to be in a suitable tilt which
doesn’t affect the stargazer view which is located behind the H20 head. The holder has to be
very stable and fixed to guarantee that there is no any kind of changes in the Kinect position
and orientation during the robot movements. Some parts have been added to the Kinect to fix
its tilt and rotation movement on the holder as shown in Fig. 6.9.

Figure 6.9: The kinect holder and how to fix the 3D orientation of Kinect.
6.3 Manipulation of New Handle Using Kinect V2

To improve the identification of different handles and to increase the friction with the arm end
effector, a new handle design with flat panels on the upper and front sides has been resolved.
The upper flat panel is used for fixing different colored or pictorial marks (glyph, 2D barcode,
etc.) to distinguish multiple handles as shown in Fig. 6.10.

Figure 6.10: New handle design.
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The H20 mobile robot with the Kinect sensor V2 are used to perform the grasping and placing
tasks for the required handle where the desired labware is positioned. The tasks of handle
manipulation are based on the following scheme: in the 1st step, the robot checks around the
workspace to detect the desired handle which has to be transported to the required lab. In the
2nd step, the position of the target related to the arm shoulder is calculated. In the 3rd step, the
robot uses the position information obtained from the 2nd step to insert it into the arm kinematic
model. In the 4th step, the arm moves to the required position and grasps the handle. After
finishing the grasping task successfully, the robot moves to the desired destination to place the
handle on the required holder position. The HSV color system has been used to detect the
required handle where the RGB color system can easily be affected by changes of lighting
conditions. HSV system can be considered the most powerful system to be used for color
segmentation because it is more robust to control the brightness. To differentiate multiple
handles, different color can be used. In case of existing more than one object in the view that
has the same color, then it will be crucial to use additional data sources, such as area, or shape
to find the objects of our interest. HSV color segmentation method with shape and area
information was used with Kinect V2 to detect the required handle as shown in Fig. 6.11. The
flat panel of the handle has a red color with a rectangle shape and the area of the detected object
is checked whether it is within the required range or not. Thus, it can be guaranteed that the
detected object is related to the flat panel of the required handle. Histogram equalization is
applied to the image to increase its global contrast as a preprocessing step before the HSV color
segmentation. At the end, a polygon with cross is drawn around the target to define it and to
identify its center point. For the transportation tasks, the information about the required handle,
grasping station, and placing station are sent to the H20 mobile robot. The required labware,
which is needed to be transported, has to be placed on the labware container attached with the
target handle. Furthermore, a pictorial mark with specific textures and features can also be
fixed on the handle to be recognized by Kinect V2 using SURF algorithm as shown in Fig. 6.12
[199]. SURF can be considered as an efficient object recognition algorithm with rotation- and
scale-invariant descriptors and detectors. The process of recognition is separated into an offline
object modelling stage and an online recognition stage. The objects’ images are saved in the
database in the offline stage. Given a new test image, the online local descriptors are matched
with the stored models in the database to perform the identification process.
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Figure 6.11: The recognition of handle using HSV and shape detection.

Figure 6.12: The recognition of handle using SURF.
The recognition strategies are also applied to detect the holder for the placing tasks. Color,
shape, and area information can be used to detect the required position for labware placing.
Also, some pictorial marks can be fixed on the holder to be recognized by the Kinect V2 as
shown in Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14 respectively.

Figure 6.13: The recognition of holder using HSV and shape detection.

Figure 6.14: The recognition of holder using SURF.
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After the target recognition, the coordinates of the center point of this target in the image frame
has to be found. Then, the position of this center point related to the Kinect is identified using
a mapping process. The required point is mapped from the color frame to the depth frame of
Kinect. Then, another step is performed to map the point from depth frame to the Kinect space
coordinates. The position of the center point is used as reference for calculating the grasping
or placing point positions which the arm end effector has to reach. After identification of the
position of the required point related to the Kinect, an extrinsic calibration is applied to
transform the position information to be related to the arms’ shoulders. Then, the inverse
kinematic model is used to move the arm to the target and perform the task [199]. Fig. 6.15
shows the center and the grasping points of the handle and how the arm reaches it.

Figure 6.15: The grasping point and how the arm reaches it.
For the labware transportation framework with the H20 mobile robot, the system consists of
three main coding platforms which are the robot navigation control (RNC) [201][202], the
robot arm control (RAC), and the Kinect control (KC) for object detection and localization. It
is a complex issue to integrate the three main platforms in a single coding project where each
one includes a huge number of coding lines. Also, this integration is problematic because it
increases the possibility of coding bugs which affect the whole system. To cope with this issue
and to realize an intelligent performance, it is required to separate the coding platforms and
develop a communication system. The client-server communication model (asynchronous
socket) can enable the control system of each platform to interact with the others over Ethernet.
The client-server connection is realized through a specific socket address using TCP/IP where
the socket address is a combination of IP address and a port number. For the task of labware
transportation, two client-server models have been developed.  The first model is to connect
RNC with the RAC. The second model is to connect the RAC with the KC where the RAC has
a client and a server platform at the same time as shown in Fig. 6.16. The RNC (client) sends
the orders to the RAC (server) that include the required task (grasping or placing) with other
information related to the target specifications. The RAC (client) sends the target specifications
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to the KC (server) to be found. Then, the KC sends back the target position to the RAC which
in turn inserts the received information to the kinematic model to control the robotic arm. In
case that the target is not existing in the Kinect view or it is not possible to manipulate it, a
feedback information is sent to the navigation control related to the next procedure [199]. This
feedback information includes several decisions such as changing the robot position or
performing the next task. The changing of robot position helps to get better view for the Kinect
sensor and to make the target within the arm workspace.

Figure 6.16: The architecture of client-server model for handle manipulation.
The grasping and placing tests were performed by placing the robot at different positions in
front of the workstation. Prior to each grasping or placing attempt, the robot is placed in a new
arbitrary position. The robot has a positioning error in the range of ±2cm in X-axis (left/right
of the workstation) and ±3cm in Y-axis (distance) in front of the workbench. As can be seen in
Table 6.1, the results show the overall success rate for grasping and placing which confirms
that the statement of the used methods are acceptable enough for labware manipulation and
transportation [199]. The entire required time for performing the task is about 65 seconds
including the recognition, localization, IK calculation, and arm movement. The flowchart of
arm manipulation system is shown in Fig. 6.17. According to the arm’s workspace and to the
robot position in front of the workstation, each arm can reach 2 labwares which are alongside
each other. The work has been developed using Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 with C#
programming language. The project is running on a Windows 10 platform in the H20 tablet.

Table 6.1: The handle manipulation tests.
Methods Attempts Successful grasp Successful place

HSV filtering 50 92% 90%
SURF 50 94% 94%
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Figure 6.17: The flowchart of arm manipulation system.
A 12V-18A/h battery with voltage stabilizer have been installed on the robot body to provide
the Kinect sensor with the required power during the transportation tasks as shown in Fig. 6.18.
Some connectors are fixed with the power cable of Kinect to give the possibility of using the
AC and DC power for Kinect at the same time [200].

Figure 6.18: The battery and voltage stabilizer for Kinect sensor.
6.4 Labware Identification and Manipulation

As it was mentioned before in section 5.5 that the possible payload, that can be manipulated
using the labware container design attached with handle, is bout 350g. The reason of this
limited weight is related to the weak wrist joint of H20 arms and to the labware container
design. The labware container with the attached handle requires high torque for manipulating
because of the long lever arm of the wrist joint. The lever arm here represents the distance
between the labware weight center and the wrist joint. For this case, the suitable way to increase
the manipulated payload is to decrease the lever arm. This way is much preferable than
changing the wrist joint with more powerful one because it requires to change the arm structure.
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To achieve that, a new finger with labware container have been designed as it was shown in
Fig. 5.23 and Fig. 5.24. The handle is removed from the labware container which make the end
effector with the wrist joint closer to the labware weight center. Subsequently, less torque is
required to handle heavier objects.

To perform the visual labware manipulation with this design, the labware itself has to be
recognized. Different object recognition algorithms can be used to recognize different labwares
such as SIFT, SURF, and FAST, which are widely used for object recognition applications.
Fig. 6.19 shows some models of different labwares which have to be recognized and
manipulated using the Kinect sensor and H20 robot. The labwares are placed on the
workstations which each has 8 positions of labware containers as shown in Fig. 6.20. The
required labware has to be distinguished and manipulated wherever it is located on the
workstation.  Therefore, this procedure needs a clear and wide view from the visual sensor with
sufficient position estimation for the target.

Figure 6.19: Different kinds of labwares.

Figure 6.20: The 8 positions of labware containers on the workstation.
6.4.1 Labware Identification and Position Estimation

Different labwares have been recognized using Kinect sensor V1 and V2 with SURF algorithm.
Kinect V2 has wider field of view horizontally and vertically. Also, the camera resolution and
depth sensor resolution are much better in comparison with V1 which give a feasible reason to
be preferable for performing the identification and manipulation tasks. Since the navigation
and manipulation systems of H20 robots are developed using C# programming language,
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SURF algorithm is the most appropriate method that can be implemented using this
programming language. Different tests have been performed to show the performance of
identification and position estimation for labwares at different positions on the workstation and
under different lighting conditions. The strong and glossy light affects the recognition process
because it blinds the visual sensor and changes the appearance of labware. Also, the sunlight
may affect the process in case that the workstation is close to window. In addition, the objects
around the workstation may also reflect some light which in turn affect the labware
identification process. Therefore, different preprocessing steps need to be applied to the Kinect
image such as contrast with brightness correction, histogram equalization, HSV conversion,
grayscale conversion, etc. The average required time for labware identification is about 3
seconds. This time is long which has to be decreased according to the application perspective.
The reason of this long time is related to the Kinect image which has high resolution
(1920X1080) with wide view as shown in Fig. 6.21. The features extraction and identification
of the target from such image need a long time. To cope with this issue, a cropping step is
applied to extract the region of interest (ROI) from the image. The ROI in this case is the
workstation with the labwares where the cropping process is performed in the Y-axis of the
image only as shown in Fig. 6.22. There is an error range of ±3cm in the distance between the
robot and the workbench. Accordingly, the cropping area can be estimated. The recognition
process using the cropped image (1920X400) requires about (1.1 ̴ 1.5 sec.) to be performed.
This means that the required time has been decreased to the half after applying the cropping
step.

Figure 6.21: The complete FOV of Kinect sensor.

Figure 6.22: The ROI image of the workstation after the cropping step.
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The identification process have been performed for some labwares without lid which are shown
in Fig. 6.23 and Fig. 6.24. It is clear from these figures that the labware has different top view
at different positions on the workstation.  The changes in the top view features of labware are
related to the 3D property of the rack with tubes and also related to the view angle of Kinect
sensor. The effects of different lighting at different positions play a role also in the top
appearance of labware.

Figure 6.23: Top view of rack with 2 tubes at different positions on the workstation.

Figure 6.24: Top view of rack with 24 tubes at different positions on the workstation.
The recognition process for 2-tubes rack has been performed at 8 different positions on the
workstation [203]. According to Fig. 6.20, the 8 positions are ordered from left to right in the
sequence of P1-to-P8. Fig. 6.25 shows the recognition of tube rack which is assigned by
drawing a polygon around it with cross to specify the center point. The top view image of the
tube rack at P4 has been saved in the database to be used for feature matching with SURF. Fig.
6.26 shows the success rate of identification process which has been tested 20 times at each
position with different lighting conditions and different preprocessing steps. The first test has
been done without turning on the glossy ceiling light. The raw image from Kinect has been
used without applying any preprocessing steps. The identification results of the first test at each
position are titled with (N) in the Fig. 6.26. The success rate at P4 is 100% (20/20) because the
rack top view is very clear at this position. At P3, the success rate is 60% (12/20) whereas it is
zero at the other positions. The overall success rate for the first test is 20% (32/160). This rate
is related to the 3D property of the rack top view which gives different features at each position
according to the view angle of Kinect sensor. The second test has been done after turning on
the ceiling glossy light. The second test is tiled with (N_L) and the overall success rate is ̴ 19%
(30/160) as shown in Fig. 6.26.
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Figure 6.25: The recognition of 2-tubes rack on the workbench.

Figure 6.26: The success rate of 2-tubes rack identification.
The third and fourth tests have been performed after applying the brightness and contrast
corrections as preprocessing steps for the Kinect image. These tests have been done under
different lighting conditions (Br_Co & Br_Co_L) as shown in Fig. 6.26. The overall success
rates are ̴ 9% and ̴ 21% respectively. The fifth and sixth tests have been performed after
converting the Kinect image to grayscale and applying the histogram equalization as shown in
Fig. 6.27. The last tests have been done also under different lighting conditions (GS_HE &
GS_HE_L) as shown in Fig. 6.26. The overall success rates are ̴ 19% and ̴ 16% respectively.

Figure 6.27: The image after grayscale conversion and histogram equalization.
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According to the previous tests, the best overall success rate ( ̴ 21%) has been obtained after
applying the brightness with contrast correction and under lighted condition. The false positive
rate for the best case is about ̴ 14% (23/160). The false positive problem has to be avoided
because it affects the manipulation process through identifying a wrong target in the view. As
a conclusion from the overall results, it can be realized that the labware without lid has to be
located at a fixed position on the workstation to be identified and manipulated by the robot.
The labware top view at specific position is saved in the database to be used for features
identification for obtaining an acceptable success rate. This can be noticed clearly according to
the overall success rate at P4 which is about ̴ 92% (110/120). Table 6.2 shows the success rates
summary of the identification tests for the 2-tubes rack where the term O.S.R.T means the
overall success rate for each test and the term O.S.R.P means the overall success rate at each
position.

Table 6.2: The results summary of 2-tubes rack identification.

To improve the success rate of multiple labwares identification at each position on the
workbench, specific mark has been fixed on each labware lid. Fig. 6.28 shows different marks
which can be used to distinguish different labwares according to the Kinect view. The mark
contains an information about the related labware like its name and type with specified number.
The labware information with the background picture give sufficient mark features to
differentiate multiple labware. The more features the mark has, the higher success rate of
identification will be realized. Also, it is very important to care about the colors of the
background mark to decrease the effects of strong lighting conditions. It is known that the dark
colors are much better to avoid the light reflection in comparison with the bright colors. The
Kinect V2 has been used to find the required labware according to the related mark as shown
in Fig. 6.29 [203]. The marks have been printed using normal paper (smoothed paper) that can
be affected by the strong and glossy lighting conditions. Ten different marks can be identified.

Test P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 O.S.R.T
N 0% 0% 60% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 20%

N_L 0% 0% 50% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% ̴ 19%
Br_Co 0% 0% 0% 70% 0% 0% 0% 0% ̴ 9%

Br_Co_L 0% 0% 70% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% ̴ 21%
GS_HE 0% 0% 60% 90% 0% 0% 0% 0% ̴ 19%

GS_HE_L 0% 0% 40% 90% 0% 0% 0% 0% ̴ 16%
O.S.R.P 0% 0% ̴ 47% ̴ 92% 0% 0% 0% 0%
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Figure 6.28: Fixing a mark on the labware lid.

Figure 6.29: Labware recognition according to the related mark.
The labware mark has been recognized at different positions on the workbench and under
different lighting conditions. Different preprocessing steps have been applied to the Kinect
image before using SURF algorithm. Fig. 6.30 shows the improvements of finding the labware
mark at each position. The good success rate results from the 2D property of lid mark which is
not easily to be influenced by the Kinect view angle. The other reason is related to the adequate
features in the mark that help to find the required mark in the view. It is clear in Fig. 6.30 that
the success rate is decreased at the positions that are located at the horizontal ends of image
like P1, P7, and P8. This is because of the light reflection from the mark and the Kinect view
angle at these positions. It can be noticed also that the grayscale conversion with histogram
equalization decreased the success rate of identification. On the other hand, the brightness with
contrast correction improves the recognition process that is slightly affected under strong
lighting conditions. The overall success rates for this case without and with glossy ceiling light
are ̴ 98% and 95% respectively at all the 8 positions. The other important improvement that
has been realized is zero false positive rate. But, the main goal which has to be achieved is to
obtain ̴ 100% success rate and especially in strong and glossy lighted environment. Therefore,
the lid mark identification tests have been repeated using coarse paper for mark printing. This
kind of paper is more robust against light reflection because it absorbs the color and the incident
light. The tests with applying the brightness and contrast corrections give the best results as
shown in Fig. 6.31. The overall success rates for this condition without and with strong ceiling
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light are ̴ 99% and ̴ 97% respectively with zero false positive rate. It is clear that the success
rate under strong lighting condition has been improved form 95% to be ̴ 97% after using the
coarse paper. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the success rates summary of the identification tests for
the labware mark using smoothed paper and coarse paper respectively.

Figure 6.30: The identification success rate of the labware mark (smoothed paper).

Figure 6.31: The identification success rate of the labware mark (coarse paper).
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Table 6.3: The results summary of mark identification (smoothed paper).

Table 6.4: The results summary of mark identification (coarse paper).

To cope with the problem of strong lighting and sunlight effects, changing the camera exposure
time can be one of the most appropriate solutions. This leads to decrease the light effects on
the image acquired from the visual sensor. Since, the Kinect V2 is used as a visual sensor for
labware manipulation, it is not possible to change the setting of exposure time. Microsoft
Company had already blocked the camera setting of Kinect V2 which prevent the possibility
of controlling the exposure time or any other camera settings. On the other hand, it is possible
to control the camera settings with Kinect V1. But, the Kinect V2 still can be considered the
more desirable choice according to the higher resolution of normal and depth cameras in
addition to the wider FOV.

To decrease the effects of glossy light with Kinect V2, polarization and intensity filters have
been affixed on the Kinect camera as shown in Fig.6.32. It is known that the polarization filters
can increase the color saturation and decrease reflections from glass, metals or other shiny
surfaces. On the other hand, the intensity filter can decrease the brightness in the image and
sharpen its edges and features. This can be clearly noticed in Fig. 6. 33 where the Fig. 6.33.A
represents the cropped mark from the Kinect normal image. Whereas, the Fig. 6.33.B shows
the impact on the cropped mark after fixing the polarization and intensity filters on the Kinect
camera [203].

Test P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 O.S.R.T
N 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 80% ̴ 96%

N_L 80% 90% 100% 100% 100% 85% 70% 65% ̴ 86%
Br_Co 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% ̴ 98%

Br_Co_L 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 75% 95%
GS_HE 35% 60% 100% 100% 100% 80% 55% 20% ̴ 69%

GS_HE_L 40% 85% 100% 100% 80% 75% 55% 25% 70%
O.S.R.P ̴ 73% ̴ 89% 100% 100% ̴ 97% 90% ̴ 77% ̴ 59%

Test P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 O.S.R.T
N 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 90% ̴ 97%

N_L 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 70% ̴ 97%
Br_Co 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% ̴ 99%

Br_Co_L 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 80% ̴ 97%
GS_HE 30% 70% 100% 100% 100% 100% 50% 15% ̴ 70%

GS_HE_L 55% 80% 100% 100% 80% 80% 60% 25% ̴ 72%
O.S.R.P ̴ 81% ̴ 92% 100% 100% ̴ 97% ̴ 97% ̴ 82% ̴ 62%
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Figure 6.32: The Kinect V2 with polarization filter and intensity filter.

Figure 6.33: The impact of using the pol. filter and intensity filter with Kinect V2.
The Kinect V2 with the filters has been used to recognize the 2-tubes rack without lid on the
workbench. Fig. 6.34 shows the tests result using different methods an under different lighting
conditions.  According to the tests at P4, it is clear that the working environment has to be
lighted enough to get an acceptable success rate. The reason is related to the intensity filter that
decreases the lighting intensity. Thus, a darker image will be obtained. Table 6.5 shows the
success rates summary of the identification tests for the 2-tubes rack after using the polarization
and intensity filters.

Figure 6.34: The success rate of 2-tubes rack identification (with intensity filter).
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Table 6.5: The results summary of 2-tubes rack identification (with filters).

The lid mark has been identified also using the Kinect with filters as shown in Fig. 6.35.
Smoothed and coarse paper have been used for mark printing. The tests have been done under
different lighting conditions as shown in Fig. 6.36. It is clear that the best results have been
obtained with the using of coarse paper and filters. The identification success rate under strong
and glossy lighting condition is 100% at the all 8 positions on the workstation. Tables 6.6 shows
the success rates summary of the identification tests for the labware mark using filters.

Figure 6.35: Labware recognition according to the related mark (with filters).

Figure 6.36: The identification success rate of the labware mark (with filters).

Test P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 O.S.R.T
N 0% 0% 0% 25% 0% 0% 0% 0% ̴ 3%

N_L 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% ̴ 12%
GS_HE 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

GS_HE_L 0% 0% 60% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 20%
O.S.R.P 0% 0% 15% ̴ 56% 0% 0% 0% 0%
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Table 6.6: The results summary of mark identification (with filters).

The required time to perform the labware identification is in the range between (1 ̴ 1.5 sec.).
The labware recognition time can be decreased by removing the unwanted and unimportant
features from the image. This has been performed by applying the HSV color filtering as a
preprocessing step before using SURF algorithm. The lid mark has been designed with red
color as shown in Fig. 6.37. The process starts with applying brightness correction with
histogram equalization to the Kinect image to increases the color saturation. Then, the color
segmentation starts with keeping the red colors in the Kinect image and removing all the rest
colors. The final image is converted to grayscale by changing the red color to black with white
background as shown in Fig. 6.38. Then, the features identification process is performed using
SURF to recognize the required labware according to the related lid mark. This process requires
about 0.5 sec. because most of the unwanted features have been removed from the image before
applying the features identification step [203].

Figure 6.37: Labware mark with red features.

Figure 6.38: Lid mark identification using HSV filtering and SURF.

Test P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 O.S.R.T
N_SM 90% 100% 100% 100% 100% 95% 80% 80% ̴ 93%

N_SM_L 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% ̴ 98%
N_CO 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% ̴ 99%

N_CO_L 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
O.S.R.P 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% ̴ 99% 95% ̴ 92%
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Fig. 6.39 shows the results of recognition tests using HSV segmentation and SURF algorithm.
The chart shows the zero success rate after using the filters in the non-lighted environment.
The best success rate ( ̴ 96%) can be obtained with applying the histogram equalization with
using the filters in the lighted environment. Tables 6.7 shows the results summary of this test.

Figure 6.39: The identification success rate of the labware mark (HSV+SURF).Table 6.7: The results summary of mark identification (HSV+SURF).

The success in labware manipulation and transportation depends significantly on the success
of labware recognition with position estimation. According to the all previous results, the 100%
success rate can be realized by using a lid mark with sufficient features printed on a coarse
paper. Also, polarization filter with intensity filter are used with the Kinect V2 under sufficient
lighting conditions. Furthermore, it has to be mentioned that in case of existing more than
labware with the same lid mark, the most obvious top view will be selected. Table 6.8
summarizes the best results of the overall tests after applying the brightness and contrast
correction on the raw image and under strong lighting condition.

Test P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 O.S.R.T
Br_H.E. 90% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 80% 95%

Br_H.E._L 85% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 85% 80% ̴ 94%
H.E._S 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

H.E._S_L 90% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 85% ̴ 96%
O.S.R.P ̴ 66% 75% 75% 75% 75% 75% ̴ 66% ̴ 61%
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Table 6.8: The overall summary of the best results.
Test case Success rate False pos. rate Time

Without lid 21% 14% 1.4sec
With lid mark ̴ 97% 0% 1.3sec

Mark with filters 100% 0% 1.1sec
Red mark with filters ̴ 96% 0% 0.5sec

6.4.2 Multiple Labware Manipulation

The system of multiple labware manipulation and transportation consists of three main coding
platforms which are the robot navigation control (RNC) [201][202], the robot arm control
(RAC), and the labware identification control (LIC) using Kinect V2. These platforms are
connected with each other through 2 client-server communication models (asynchronous
socket). The first model is to connect RNC with the RAC. The second model is to connect the
RAC with the LIC where the RAC has a client and a server platform at the same time as shown
in Fig. 6.40. The RNC (client) sends the orders to the RAC (server) that include the required
task (grasping or placing) with other information related to the required labware or placing
location. The RAC (client) sends the target specifications to the LIC (server) for identification
process. Then, the LIC sends feedback information about the target to the RAC to be processed.
The RAC in turn sends the performance status to the RNC [200].

Figure 6.40: The architecture of client-server model for multipla labware manipulation.
The labware manipulation process starts when the H20 robot reaches the grasping location
(workstation). The LIC receives the information about the labware which has to be grasped.
The area of workstation in the Kinect image is cropped. Then, the features identification
process is performed to find the required lid mark in the view. After the recognition step for
the required area, the coordinates of the center point of this area in the Kinect image frame has
to be found. Then, the position of this center point related to the Kinect is found using a
mapping process. The required point is mapped from the image frame to the depth frame of
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Kinect. Then, another step is performed to map the point from depth frame to the Kinect space
coordinates. The position of the center point is used as reference for calculating the grasping
or placing point positions where the arm end effector has to reach.

For the grasping task, the arm end effector has to reach the grasping point in the labware
container as shown in Fig. 6.41 [200]. It means that the center point position of the labware lid
has to be calibrated to find the grasping point position related to the Kinect sensor. Since, there
are different kinds of labwares which have different height, it is not usable to depend on the
labware height to find the grasping point position related to Kinect. In this case, it is crucial to
depend on the workstation height as reference to find the grasping point height.

Figure 6.41: The grasping point of labware container.
After the grasping point position is found related to Kinect position, an extrinsic calibration is
performed to calculate the grasping point position related to the arm base. Then, the inverse
kinematic model is used to move the arm to the target and perform the task. The H20 arm puts
the required labware on the H20 holder (see Fig. 6.42) to be transported safely to the location
where it should be placed.

Figure 6.42: The H20 holder of labware container.
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The labware position related to Kinect determines which arm has to be used for the required
task. If the grasping task for the required labware is performed with a specific arm (right or
left), then the placing task for the same labware has to be achieved using the same arm. It is
not possible to perform the placing task with the other arm because the labware is positioned
on the H20 holder according to the used arm. For this reason, it is very essential to perform
the placing task at a position where the required arm can reach.

Since the H20 arms are unstable and they have weak wrist joints, it is very necessary to know
the weight of the labware which has to be manipulated. The weight information helps to
calibrate the wrist joint to keep the labware straight during the manipulation process to avoid
the spilling its contents. Furthermore, pulling springs with suitable elasticity have been fixed
on the wrist joint to help the arm in manipulating heavy labwares as shown in Fig. 6.43. The
maximum payload, which can be handled using this strategy, is about 700g.

Figure 6.43: Pulling springs for the weak wrist joint.
In case that the required target is not existing in the Kinect view or it is out of the arms
workspace, a feedback information is sent to the navigation control. This feedback information
includes several decisions such as changing the robot position or skipping to the next task. The
changing of robot position helps to get better view for the Kinect sensor and to make the target
within the arms workspace. According to the arms workspace and to the robot position in front
of the workstation, each arm can reach 2 labwares which are positioned alongside each other.

To achieve the placing tasks visually, the required holder on the workbench has to be found.
Fig. 6.44 shows some empty holders where the placing task can be performed. It is clear that
P1 and P8 holders are visually blocked in case of existing a labware beside them. This belongs
to the view angle of Kinect. Also, the holders can’t be identified and differentiated to find the
desired one.
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Figure 6.44: The workbench holders for placing tasks.
To cope with this issue, placing marks have been designed to be fixed in front of the holders
as shown in Fig. 6.45. The placing marks are used for identification and position estimation of
the required holder. Ten different placing mark can be identified. The labwares on the
workbench don’t block the placing marks to be seen by the Kinect sensor. The same strategy
of identification for the labware lid mark can be used to recognize the required placing mark
[200].

Figure 6.45: Placing marks for holders identification.
Each holder on the workbench are defined using a specific mark. But, it very essential and
crucial to know if the holder is occupied by a labware or not. This has been done using a
mechanical part where the placing mark can be affixed. The mechanical part has a rotational
joint to show and hide the placing mark from the Kinect view to check if the holder is empty
or not. In other words, if the Kinect can’t see the placing mark of the required holder, it means
that this holder is already occupied as shown in Fig. 6.46 [200].

Figure 6.46: Checking the availibility of the required holder.
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The mechanical part can be used just in case that the labware has enough weight to move the
rotational joint. Since, the labwares have different weights, another idea has been applied. The
idea depends on using a micro switch, micro servo motor, and servo controller to rotate the
placing mark as shown in Fig. 6.47.

Figure 6.47: The micro switch and servo motor for placing procedure.
The grasping and placing tests have been performed for 50 times and Table 6.9 shows the
overall success rate of these attempts. For the visual manipulation, the robot needs about 7
seconds before the starting of arm movement. The robot has to be stable and not trembling
when it reaches the workstation and this requires about 3 seconds as delay time. The 4 seconds
of time is for sockets communications, recognition, position calculation, and sending the order
to the arm controller. The entire required time for performing the visual grasping is about 69
seconds including the recognition, localization, IK calculation, and arm movement. The
required time for visual placing is about 59 sec. The work has been developed using Microsoft
Visual Studio 2015 with C# programming language. The project is running on a Windows 10
platform in the H20 tablet.

Table 6.9: Manipulation tests of multiple labware.
Attempts Successful grasp Successful place

50 92% 90%

A blind strategy has been applied also for multiple labware manipulation using a sonar sensor
as it is mentioned in section 5.4. This has been performed by identifying two positons for the
robot in front of the workstation. The shift distance between these 2 positions of robot (P1 &
P2) is 29 cm. At each position, the robot can manipulate 4 labwares where each arm can
manipulate two of them as shown in Fig. 6.48. The blind strategy is defined by depending on
the required robot position and required labware position according to right arm or left arm as
follows: P1R1, P1R2, P1L1, P1L2, P2R1, P2R2, P2L1, and P2L2 [186]. The success rate of
blind strategy depends significantly on the accuracy of robot position in front of the
workstation. The required time for the blind grasping is about 62 seconds whereas the blind
placing task needs about 52 seconds.
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Figure 6.48: Blind manipulation for multiple labware.
6.5 Labware Orientation

The target pose can be found with a normal camera using coplanar POSIT algorithm which
stands for POSe ITerations. It requires image coordinates of the desired object points
(minimum 4 points). It also requires the real model coordinates of these points. It means that
the target has to be previously known. Furthermore, the effective focal length of the used
camera has to be known. Color, shape, edges, and corners detections have been used with
coplanar POSIT algorithm to find the pose of the desired object as shown in Fig. 6.49.

Figure 6.49: Red squre detection and pose estimation using POSIT.
POSIT algorithm has been performed also with the Kinect sensor to find the orientation of the
labware related to the robot. The orientation angle is very important to correct the arm motion
in case that the robot is not straight in front of the workstation. This has been done by finding
the corners’ positions of the lid mark in the image coordinates. Also, the physical corners
coordinates related to the mark center point have to be calculated. This information is inserted
to the POSIT algorithm to calculate the difference in orientation between the labware and the
Kinect camera or the robot. The orientation angle represents the yaw angle of the robotic arm.
Fig. 6.50 shows the corners of the lid mark which are used to calculate the orientation angle.
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Figure 6.50: The corners of the lid mark.
6.6 Related Work

6.6.1 Pushing the Elevator Buttons

For labware transportation in multi-floor working environment, the robot has to move between
the floors using the elevator. This requires pushing the elevator buttons with the robotic arms.
Position based visual servoing algorithm with eye-on-hand method has been used. The F200
3D camera is used to find the position of the required buttons. Then, the IK model is used to
guide the arm finger to the target according to look-and-move strategy. The first test has been
done using the old version of gripper as shown in Fig. 6.51. Then, a new finger with base has
been designed in a similar way with the final design of labware container to fit the arm gripper
as shown in Fig. 6.52. Every time the robot reaches the elevator, the arm grasps the finger from
the robot holder and guide it to be in a close position to the required button.  The approximate
positions of the elevator buttons related to the arm base have been saved in a database.
Whenever the robot arrives the elevator and needs to push a specific button, the arm will grasp
the finger and move towards the required button and stop nearby. This step makes the 3D hand
camera close to the desired button for detection and localization purpose. The color detection
and optical character recognition (OCR) algorithm are used to find the entry button and the
buttons with floors numbers. The position of the required button related to the camera is found
and calibrated to be related to the fingertip. Then, the arm moves to push the button using the
inverse kinematic model according to the target position. Fig. 6.53 shows the sequence of
pushing the entry button of the elevator. The connection between the arm controller and the
hand camera has been done through client-server model.
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Figure 6.51: Pushing the elevator entry button using F200 camera and old gripper.

Figure 6.52: New finger design for pushing the elevator buttons.

Figure 6.53: Sequence of pushing the elevator button.
6.6.2 Object Tracking using Head Control

A stereo vision is one of the common method that can be applied in many different applications
such as tracking the required objects or tracking the human face in human-computer interaction
task. This method requires that the target has to be seen by two cameras to estimate its depth
and position information. It is important to be sure that the video quality, resolution, and
contrast are identical in the both cameras. In stereo vision system, the two cameras have to be
mounted very accurately to guarantee that all their axes are parallel. To perform the object
tracking, the stereo vision system has to be mounted on a pan-tilt joints module. The H20 head
has the two joints of pan-tilt module where the 2 cameras are fixed as shown in Fig. 6.54. The
transformation matrix from the neck to the head is as follows [200]:
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The solution of inverse kinematic problem for the 2 joints of head is as follows:

1 = atan2  xy SS , . (6.2)

2 = atan2  xx an , . (6.3)

Figure 6.54: The joints structure of H20 head.
The cameras of H20 head are AXIS network cameras which is shown in Fig. 6.55. The AXIS
camera offers both wireless (IEEE 802.11g) and wired connection to the network for flexible
installation. It has a passive infrared sensor for detecting movement. It includes also a white
LED for illuminating the scene. Furthermore, it offers two-way audio communication with
integrated microphone and speaker. Related to the image properties, it provides multiple,
individually configurable video streams in H.264 as well as Motion JPEG and MPEG-4 with
very good quality at 30 frames per second in VGA resolution.

Figure 6.55: AXIS network camera.
The stereo cameras of H20 head have been used to perform the object tracking which is very
essential to estimate the depth information of the view. Color, size, shape, edges, and corners
detections have been used with the stereo cameras. Since the detected target is observed by the
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two cameras, it will have different positions in the 2 images acquired from the 2 cameras. The
difference in the target’s coordinates is used to estimate its distance from the cameras.

To start tracking the object, its center point position in the 2 images coordinates has to be found.
Then, the average of center point coordinates in the 2 images has to be calculated. Thus, the
target center point will be right opposite to the middle point between the cameras. Fig. 6.56
shows the tracking of the detected object using the H20 head control. The target has been
detected using RGB color, shape, and size information. The object tracking has been achieved
also using HSV color segmentation with shape and area. Furthermore, SURF algorithm has
been applied with each camera of H20 head to track the recognized object during its
movements.

Figure 6.56: Color tracking with H20 head.
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7 Summary and Outlook

7.1 Summary

Mobile robots are used to support efficient transportation and perform the required tasks safely,
in addition, they increase productivity and save human resources. The activity of grasping an
object and placing it at a required place is the goal that has to be achieved in life science
laboratories. The grasping and placing tasks have to be performed very carefully since the
mobile robots deal with lab ware containing chemical and/or biological components. Any kind
of spilling or cross contamination has to be avoided. Normally, two types of sensors are
considered as key for autonomous grasping and placing tasks: vision and tactile sensors. The
ability of visual sensors to provide feedback for the robotic arm controller plays an important
role in object manipulation and it is more suitable compared to other conventional feedback
controls. The grasping and placing strategies with the arms of a H20 mobile robot have been
performed to achieve a high precision and a safe transportation of the desired labware. This
ability requires finding the pose of these objects with respect to the arm followed by using an
accurate kinematic model to move it from one pose to another precisely and in a safe path. The
solution of inverse kinematics for the robotic arm is one of the fundamental issues, which has
to be found to realize high precision grasping and placing. The analytical solution can be found
only for some robotic arms with particular structure and it is more accurate and complex at the
same time in comparison with the numerical solution. Therefore, lately, all industrial robotic
arms are designed to guarantee that the analytical solution can be obtained. The H20 robot has
dual arms consisting of 6 revolute joints with 6-DOF. For each arm, the forward kinematics
has been derived and the closed-form solution for the inverse kinematic problem with different
cases of singularities has been found. A reverse decoupling mechanism method was used to
solve the inverse kinematic problem analytically by viewing the arm kinematic chain in reverse
order. The kinematics solution was validated using MATLAB with Robotics toolbox. The
derived solution of the IK problem can be used for any other robotic arm which has the same
joints structure and coordinate frames. A decision method was used to determine the optimal
solution within multiple solutions of inverse kinematic depending on the joints’ limits and
minimum joints motion. The workspace analysis of the arm was found and simulated. The
repeatability of the robotic arm has been tested using a laser sensor to find the accuracy of the
arm movements. As an initial step for applying the kinematic model with the real H20 arms, a
conversion process has been performed to convert the required angle values of the joints to the
related servo motors positions. This step is very crucial since the H20 robot has weak and
unstable arms where the effects of gravity, weight of arm parts, and payload increase the
elasticity and the bending of each joint. A verification process was performed on the real H20
arms by applying a labware manipulation strategy using the kinematic solution and sonar
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sensor to achieve the transportation tasks in real life science laboratories. Experimental results
demonstrate that the arm end effector can reach the desired target within a precision of ±0.4
cm approximately. In service robot applications, the detection and pose calculation of the
desired objects are very essential to manipulate them. Single colored objects have been detected
and localized using a Kinect sensor V1 with a RGB color segmentation algorithm. The depth
information is a challenge to achieve the object localization but Kinect gives good solutions to
most of the related problems. Also, the Kinect V2 has been used to realize an intelligent
manipulation for different objects in life science laboratories. The Kinect V2 can be considered
one of the efficient sensors for performing object localization in a fast way. The H20 mobile
robots has been equipped with Kinects V2 as visual sensors to recognize the required target
and identify its pose related to the robot body. Different grippers and handles which are
attached to a labware container are designed for this purpose. The design of the hand grippers,
handles, and placing holder plays a very important to guarantee secure manipulation tasks. The
detection and localization methods have been performed for single colored and textured targets
related to the handle to be grasped and to the placing holder. The methods are based on HSV
color segmentation and also on local features recognition with SURF (Speeded-Up Robust
Features). The HSV color system is more robust against the light effects in comparison with
the RGB system. Client-Server communication models have been developed to connect the
navigation control with the arm controller which is in turn also connected with the Kinect
control for visual processing. The client-server communication model is very useful to avoid
the complexity of system integration which include multiple platforms. The initial style of the
grippers was designed to grasp a handle attached to a labware container. The maximum payload
which can be handled using this manner is about 350 g. This limited weight is related to the
long lever arm of the wrist joint which needs more torque to handle heavier objects. Therefore,
new grippers and labware containers have been designed to decrease the lift arm of the wrist
joint by removing the handle for lifting heavier labware up to 700 g. This strategy requires to
recognize the labware itself to be manipulated. Therefore, the Kinect sensor V2 with features
matching algorithm SURF has been used. Some marks have been designed to be fixed on the
labware lid for this reason. According to the Kinect view and workstation space, 10 different
labware types with 10 different placing marks can be distinguished. Some preprocessing steps
have been performed to the image before applying SURF method including HSV color
segmentation, cropping, grayscale conversion, and histogram equalization. An extrinsic
calibration has been applied to transform the labware position from the Kinect coordinates to
the related arm shoulders coordinates. Additional part has been added to the workbench to
recognize the required position for labware placing and to check whether it is empty. According
to the arm workspace and to the robot position in front of the workstation, each arm can reach
2 labwares which are alongside each other. In case that the required labware is not within the
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arm workspace, the robot has to change its position to reach it. The entire required time for
performing the task is about 60 ̴ 70 seconds. A blind manipulation method has been applied
also for multiple labware manipulation depending on the holder positions and sonar sensor.
The projects has been developed using Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 with C# programming
language. The project is running on a Windows 10 platform in the H20 tablet.

7.2 Outlook

Different strategies and methods can be applied to improve the arm manipulation system.
Several hardware and software changes can lead to realize better performance. The H20 robots
have unstable arms because they have weak joints where the joints compliance causes
positional errors. The effects of gravity, weight of arm parts, payload, and inertia cause the
elasticity of each joint. One of the main technological limitations in the robotics industry is
how to improve the accuracy by reducing the error between the robotic hand and the target.
The precision depends on some elements such as the resolution of the control system, joint
compliance, and the imprecision of the mechanical linkages and DC servo motors.

Feedback control is very important to improve the precision of reaching the end effector to the
desired target. Force feedback or joint movement feedback are very important to realize
accurate arms. Touch sensors can be fixed on the gripper to guarantee a secure manipulation.

Visual feedback using visual sensors is very helpful to improve the manipulation performance.
Two approaches can be used for visual feedback, eye-on-hand and eye-to-hand for tracking the
end effector till it reaches the target. Fig. 7.1 shows an example of using eye-to-hand approach
to track the target and end effector at the same time.

Figure 7.1: Feedback tracking using the mark on the end effector.
Related to the eye-on-hand approach, the hand camera can be used as a visual feedback control
to grasp the target more accurately. Specific marks can be fixed on the labware side (see Fig.
7.2) to be tracked to correct the pose error in end effector for the grasping task. Fig. 7.3 shows
the architecture of feedback control using hand camera.
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Figure 7.2: Fixing a mark on the labware side for tracking.

Figure 7.3: The architecture of feedback control using hand camera.
Related to the multiple labware identification system, several strategies can be applied to
increase the number of the identified labware. 2D barcode recognition or character recognition
can be used to differentiate multiple labware. Different 2D barcodes or characters can be fixed
on the labware lid for identification.
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Theses

1. Mobile robots based intelligent control systems can be used for multiple labware
manipulation and transportation to connect all the workstations in laboratory environments.

2. The labware manipulation system using mobile robots can be integrated to the whole
process of the laboratory automation. This integration leads to save the human resources
and to increase the productivity by ensuring 24/7 operation.

3. The grasping and placing tasks are required to realize the labware manipulation control.
These tasks have to be performed very carefully because the labware contain chemical
and/or biological components. Any kind of spilling or cross contamination has to be
avoided.

4. The H20 robots are used for labware manipulation and transportation. They are wireless
networked humanoid mobile robots. Each one has dual arms with six revolute joints.

5. The design of arm grippers and labware containers are very important to guarantee secure
grasping and placing tasks for the required labware.

6. The ability of objects manipulation requires finding the pose of these objects followed by
using an accurate kinematic model for the robotic arm to guide it to the target.

7. The inverse kinematic model (IK) is required to convert the 3D Cartesian coordinates of
the target to joint coordinates of the robotic arm.

8. The analytical solution of inverse kinematic problem for H20 arms has been found. The
kinematics solution has been validated and the arm workspace has been simulated using
MATLAB with Robotics toolbox.

9. A blind strategy for multiple labware manipulation using the kinematic model and sonar
sensors can be used to achieve the transportation tasks in life science laboratories.

10. An intelligent visual manipulation strategy is developed using the Kinect sensor. The
Kinect is a 3D camera that can directly provide the depth information of the view.

11. Single colored objects are detected and localized using the Kinect sensor. The object
features (color, shape, and area) can be used for detection process.

12. Different color systems can be used for detection, like RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) and
HSV (Hue, Saturation, and Value). The HSV system is more robust against the light effects.

13. The recognition and localization process can be performed also for textured objects based
on local features recognition with SURF algorithm (Speeded-Up Robust Features).
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14. SURF algorithm is applied for multiple labware identification using the Kinect. Some
marks can be designed to be fixed on the labware lid to improve the identification process.

15. The identification and localization processes are performed for the labware (for grasping
task) and for the labware holder on the workstation (for placing task). Ten different labware
types with ten different placing holders can be distinguished.

16. Some preprocessing steps are necessary to be applied on the image before applying SURF
including cropping, grayscale conversion, histogram equalization, and HSV color
segmentation.

17. In case that the required target is not within the arm workspace, the robot has to change its
position to reach it.

18. The labware manipulation control is connected with the Multifloor navigation system
which is in turn connected with other parts like Robot Remote Center (RRC) and Process
Management System (PMS) to perform the transportation tasks automatically.

19. Client-Server communication models are used to connect the Multifloor navigation control
with the arm control which is in turn also connected with the Kinect control for visual
processing. The client-server communication model is very useful to avoid the complexity
of system integration which include multiple platforms.

20. A series of grasping and placing experiments have been achieved in this dissertation to
verify the performance of the developed system. The experimental results show that the
labware manipulation strategies using mobile robots are effective and efficient for the life
science automation.

21. The control software platforms with their GUIs have been developed using Microsoft
Visual Studio 2015 and C# programming language. The platforms are running on a
Windows 10 system in the H20 tablet.
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Abstract
Mobile robots in life science automation are very necessary to realize fully automated processes
which in turn increase the productivity and save human resources. Whereas stationary robots
connect the automation islands in a small workspace, mobile robots have the ability to connect
the workstation in different laboratories. This can be achieved by performing the transportation
task of multiple labware and tube racks through the whole working environment. The
transportation task requires a grasping and placing ability by the robotics arms where the
manipulator control is one of the main research areas in robotics. This dissertation, studies the
integration between arm kinematic model and position estimation of the target to perform
grasping and placing tasks for multiple labware using H20 mobile robots. The H20 robot has a
dual arms consisting of 6 joints with 6 DOF and 2 DOF gripper. To perform the grasping and
placing tasks, the kinematic solution of the H20 arms has to be found. The kinematic analysis
is very necessary to guide the robotic arm to the target pose accurately. The kinematic problem
has been solved analytically to find the exact values for the arm joints which enable the arm
end effector to reach the target. The solution has been validated with MATLAB using Robotics
toolbox. The kinematic model has been integrated to the arm controller of the H20 robot. This
model has been verified firstly by performing a grasping and placing strategy based on sonar
sensors. Since the mobile robot has positioning errors every time arriving the workstation, the
labware has to be found and localized for each time. To enhance the arm manipulation
performance, vision data is integrated into the arm control systems to identify the required
labware. Multiple labware have to be recognized and localized on a wide workstation. The
kinect sensors V1 and V2 have been used for this task. Kinect is a 3D camera providing
accurate depth information to compute the spatial pose of the target. The handle, which is
attached to a labware container, and the labware itself have been identified using several
strategies. The HSV color detection with size and shape information has been used to recognize
multiple handles related to multiple labware. In addition, some marks have been fixed on the
labware lids to differentiate and identify them using features matching algorithm SURF. The
client server communication model has been used to integrate multiple platforms with each
other. Several models of grippers and labware containers have been designed to guarantee a
secure manipulation and to handle heavy labware. According to the industrial perspective, the
manipulation tasks can be accomplished generally with low complexity grippers to realize a
high degree of reliability within a structured environment. The grasping and placing tasks for
multiple labware have been performed successfully with the H20 robots to investigate the
transportation plan in the center for life science automation.
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Zusammenfassung

Mobile Roboter finden zunehmend Anwendung in der Vollautomatisierung von Prozessen zur
Erhöhung der Produktivität und Einsparung von Personal. Während stationäre Roboter
Automationsinseln auf kleinem Raum verbinden, verfügen mobile Roboter über die
Möglichkeit der Verbindung von Automationssystemen in unterschiedlichen Laboratorien.
Dies kann  durch Transportaufgaben von unterschiedlicher Labware und Tube Racks realisiert
werden. Für den Transportprozess  benötigt der Roboterarm die Fähigkeit des Greifen und
Platzieren, was gegenwärtig eine wichtige Forschungsrichtung darstellt.

Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit der Kombination des kinematischen Modells des
Roboterarms und der Positionsbestimmung des Targets, um ein optimales Greifen und
Platzieren von Labware durch einen H20 Roboter zu ermöglichen. Der H20 Roboter hat 2
Arme mit jeweils 6 Gelenken  mit 6 DOF. Die Greifer haben 2 DOF. Um das Greifen und
Platzieren anwenden zu können muss eine kinematische Lösung für die H20 Arme gefunden
werden. Zur Durchführung der Prozesse des Greifens / Platzierens muss die kinematische
Lösung der H20 Arme bestimmt werden, damit der Roboterarm mit hoher Präzision zur
Targetposition geführt werden kann. Das kinematische Problem wurde analytisch gelöst, um
die exakten Werte der Armgelenke zu bestimmen, mit denen das Target erreicht werden kann.
Die Lösung wurde unter Nutzung der MATLAB Robotics Toolbox validiert. Das kinematische
Modell wurde in die Steuerung der H20 Arme integriert. Das kinematische Modell wurde
zunächst für Greif-/Platzierungsprozesse unter Nutzung von Ultraschallsensoren eingesetzt.
Aufgrund der auftretenden Positioniergenauigkeiten des Roboters an der Übergabestation,
müssen die Identifizierung und Lokalisierung der Labware jeweils neu erfolgen. Um die
Performanz der Armmanipulation zu verbessern, wurden bildbasierte Verfahren für die
Identifizierung der Labware in die Armsteuerung integriert. Verschiedene Labwaretypen
müssen dabei auf einer Multipositionsübergabestation erkannt und lokalisiert werden. Hierzu
wurden die Kinect Sensoren V1 und V2 eingesetzt. Kinect verfügt über eine 3D Kamera, die
genaue Tiefeninformationen liefert, die direkt für die Bestimmung der Targetposition
eingesetzt werden können. Der Halter der Labware sowie die Labware selbst wurden unter
Nutzung unterschiedlicher Strategien identifiziert. Der Farbdetektor ‘‘HSV“ wurde verwendet,
um verschiedene Griffe und Labware unter Zuhilfenahme von Informationen der Größe und
Form der Objekte, zu identifizieren.  Darüber hinaus wurden die Labwaredeckel mit speziellen
Markierungen versehen, um eine eindeutige Differenzierung und Identifizierung unter Nutzung
von Feature Matching Algorithm SURF zu realisieren.

Eine Client-Server-Kommunikation wurde eingesetzt, um die unterschiedlichen Plattformen
miteinander zu verbinden.
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Verschieden Modelle wurden für die Greifer und Labwarecontainer konstruiert, um eine
sichere Manipulation der schweren Labware zu gewährleisten. Unter industriellen
Gesichtspunkten sollen die Manipulationsprozesse generell mit Greifern geringer Komplexität
erfolgen, um eine hohe Zuverlässigkeit in der eingesetzten Umgebung zu erreichen.
Die Greif-/Platzierungsprozesse konnten mit den entwickelten Lösungen erfolgreich an den
H20 Robotern getestet werden.




